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G E N E R A L  I N T R O D U C T I O N
Worldwide, the number of people with overweight and obesity has increased substanti ally 
in recent decades (World Health Organizati on [WHO], 2016). A common way to determine 
if an individual is overweight or obese is to calculate the Body Mass Index (BMI) which is 
defi ned as the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters. Adults are 
considered to be overweight at 25 ≤ BMI <30 kg/m2 and obese at a BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2 (World 
Health Organizati on [WHO], 2016). Despite eff orts to prevent and reduce overweight and 
obesity, these conditi ons are esti mated to aﬄ  ict 1.9 billion (52%) adults globally (WHO, 
2016). Overweight and obesity are prominent risk factors for health problems such as type 
2 diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular diseases, certain types of cancer, and osteoarthriti s 
(Balkau et al., 2007; van Dijk, Ott ers, & Schuit, 2006; Guh et al., 2009; de Hair et al., 2013; 
RIVM, 2013a; Torre et al., 2015). In additi on, overweight and obesity are associated with low 
self-esteem and psychological complaints which can result in psychological disorders such 
as depression and anxiety (Bruff aerts et al., 2008; Scott  et al., 2008). In the Netherlands, 
approximately 43% of the adult populati on (≥ 20 years of age) is overweight or obese (CBS, 
2017). Epidemiological studies show a rapid increase in overweight and obese Dutch adults 
from 27,4% in 1981 to 43% in 2016 (CBS, 2017). This increase is most evident in adults 
between 20-50 years of age (Figure 1). 
 Men are more oft en overweight than women, whereas women are more oft en obese 
than men (RIVM, 2016). Although the increase in overweight and obese adults was present 
in all diff erent levels of educati on in the period from 1990-2012, overweight and obesity 
are most common in lower educated individuals. Research has demonstrated that lower 
educated Dutch individuals are 2.5 ti mes more oft en obese than their higher educated 
counterparts (CBS, 2013). 
 Dutch healthcare costs associated with overweight and obesity are signifi cant (Lett e et 
al., 2016; Polder, Takkern, Meerding, Kommer, & Stokx, 2002). In the Netherlands overweight 
and obesity were responsible for nearly 1.6 billion euros in health care costs in 2010, 
equivalent to 2.2% of the total health expenditure in that year (RIVM, 2012). In additi on, 
indirect costs of overweight and obesity due to higher absenteeism at the workplace, early 
reti rement, loss of producti on, and unemployment benefi t costs, are esti mated at 2 billion 
euros per year (RIVM, 2013b). It is expected that these indirect costs will increase over the 
next decade up to 4 to 5 billion euros (RIVM, 2013b). In sum, overweight and obesity have 
both strong individual and societal consequences. 
 As the largest increase in overweight and obesity is most evident in Dutch adults 
between 20-50 years of age (CBS, 2017), we focused on this group in the studies presented 
in this dissertati on, taking heterogeneity in gender, age, level of educati on and BMI into 
account. 
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Figure 1 : The increase in overweight and obese individuals per age group from 1981 to 2016 
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Figure 1. The increase in overweight and obese individuals per age group from 1981 to 2016
Snacking behavior 
Individuals’ bodyweight is mainly determined by energy intake (nutriti on) and energy 
expenditure (physical acti vity/sedentary behavior) (Mackenbach et al., 2014). With 
regard to energy expenditure, it has been noted that technological developments (e.g. 
automated workﬂ ows; expansion of motorized transportati on; screen-based acti viti es) 
have contributed to more sedentary life styles which may contribute to weight gain when 
the decrease in physical acti vity is not compensated by a decrease in energy intake (Jans, 
Proper, & Hildebrandt, 2007; Kim & Welk, 2015; van der Ploeg et al., 2013). However, it 
has been pointed out that the decline in energy expenditure could not suﬃ  ciently explain 
the rapid increase in overweight individuals (Duff ey & Popkin, 2011; Swinburn, Sacks, & 
Ravussin, 2009; Vandevijvere, Chow, Hall, Umali, & Swinburn, 2015). Instead, research 
has oft en identi fi ed energy intake as the driving force of the rapid increase in overweight 
individuals (Duff ey, Pereira, & Popkin, 2013; Vandevijvere et al., 2015). Diff erent dietary 
factors, such as the intake of sugar sweetened beverages (Malik, Pan, Willett , & Hu, 2013), 
eati ng away from home (Myhre, Løken, Wandel, & Andersen, 2014), increased porti on sizes 
(Steenhuis, Leeuwis, & Vermeer, 2010; Steenhuis & Vermeer, 2009), and/or consumpti ons 
with higher energy density (e.g. energy drinks), have contributed to overconsumpti on of 
energy (Piernas & Popkin, 2010). Parti cularly the consumpti on of snacks has been identi fi ed 
as an important contributor to the rapid increase in overweight individuals (de Graaf, 2006; 
Duff ey et al., 2013; Giesen, Havermans, Douven, Tekelenburg, & Jansen, 2010; McCrory & 
Campbell, 2011; Nederkoorn, Houben, Hofmann, Roefs, & Jansen, 2010; Piernas & Popkin, 
2010). The increase in energy intake has been related to both a higher snack frequency 
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and bigger porti on sizes of snacks (Duff ey & Popkin, 2011; Kerr et al., 2009). Moreover, 
research has oft en demonstrated that the increase in energy intake from snacks is not 
compensated by eati ng less during main meals (i.e. breakfast, lunch and dinner) (Forslund, 
Torgerson, Sjöström, & Lindroos, 2005; Herman, Polivy, & Leone, 2005; de Graaf, 2006). 
Therefore, in the studies presented in this dissertati on we focused on between-meal 
snacking. Between-meal snacking was defi ned as all types of foods (including fruit) and 
drinks, consumed outside the context of main meals (i.e. breakfast, lunch, and dinner) (de 
Graaf, 2006; Gregori, Foltran, Ghidina, & Berchialla, 2011). Between-meal snack intake is 
operati onalized as energy intake from between-meal snacks. 
Determinants of between-meal snacking behavior
Research into dietary behavior has mainly focused on the role of cogniti ons in predicti ng 
dietary intake. Socio-cogniti ve models, such as the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 
1988) have been used in explaining why people may adopt healthy behavior or why they 
fail to do so. These socio-cogniti ve models are based on the assumpti on that individuals 
make reasoned assessments to determine their behavior (Eldredge, Markham, Kok, Ruiter, 
& Parcel, 2016). According to the TPB, behavior can be predicted by perceived behavioral 
control (PBC) and intenti on (Ajzen, 1988, 1991). PBC refers to the individual’s percepti on of 
control over performing a behavior (e.g. ‘It would be really easy for me to eat healthier’), 
and exerts both a direct- and an indirect (through intenti ons) eff ect on behavior. Intenti ons 
have been defi ned in the TPB as the amount of eff ort one is willing to exert to att ain a 
goal (Ajzen, 1991). Intenti ons are not only determined by PBC but also by atti  tudes, and 
subjecti ve norms. Atti  tude refers to one’s general (positi ve or negati ve) appraisal of the 
behavior under scruti ny (e.g. ‘I think snacking is unhealthy’) (Ajzen, 1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 
1980). Subjecti ve norms consist of the perceived expectancies of signifi cant others with 
respect to the conduct at issue (e.g. ‘my spouse expects me to stop eati ng unhealthily now 
that I am overweight’), and the overall moti vati on of an individual to comply with these 
expectati ons. 
 The TPB has been applied to predict a variety of dietary behaviors including fat intake 
(Armitage & Conner, 1999; Bassett -Gunter et al., 2013; de Bruijn, Kroeze, Oenema, & 
Brug, 2008; Conner, Norman, & Bell, 2002), fi ber intake (Conner et al., 2002); fruit and 
vegetable consumpti on (Bassett -Gunter et al., 2013; Blanchard et al., 2009; Conner et al., 
2002; Guillaumie, Godin, & Vézina-Im, 2010; Kothe, Mullan, & Butow, 2012; Murnaghan et 
al., 2010), and the consumpti on of ‘ready to eat meals’ (Olsen, Sijtsema, & Hall, 2010). A 
meta-analyti c study found that the TPB predicted 21% of the variance in dietary behavior 
(McEagan, Conner, Taylor, & Lawton, 2011). In this review atti  tude was the strongest 
predictor of healthy eati ng intenti ons, and PBC was the strongest predictor of healthy 
eati ng behavior. The generalizability of these results has been under debate considering 
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the diversity of the included dietary behaviors. However, a more recent meta-analyti c 
study which focused on dietary patt erns (i.e. a healthy diet and a restricted low-fat diet) 
that reﬂ ect characteristi cs of meals and/or food combinati ons, found comparable results, 
suggesti ng that these fi ndings may be similar across a broad range of dietary behaviors 
(McDermott  et al., 2015). This seems to indicate that although the TPB has been identi fi ed 
as an important model to predict dietary behavior (McDermott  et al., 2015, Riebl et al., 
2015; Hackman & Knowlden, 2014), a considerable part of the variance in dietary behavior 
remains unexplained. It is therefore suggested that other factors besides PBC, atti  tudes, 
subjecti ve norms and intenti ons may be important in explaining dietary behavior (Brouwer 
& Mosack, 2015; Sleddens et al., 2015; van Strien, Donker, & Ouwens, 2016; van Strien et 
al., 2013; Houben, Nederkoorn, & Jansen, 2013). 
 From another theoreti cal perspecti ve, dual system models such as the Reﬂ ecti ve 
Impulsive Model (RIM; Deutsch & Strack, 2006) regard behavior as a functi on of reﬂ ecti ve 
and impulsive processing. The reﬂ ecti ve system refers to deliberate cogniti ve reasoning 
such as making judgments and decisions (Eldredge et al., 2016), and provides control 
over decisions and acti ons (Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009). The impulsive system links 
percepted sti muli to previously learned associati ons which have focused on rewards 
and the avoidance of unpleasant experiences. This system is responsible for generati ng 
impulses towards acti on (Hofmann et al., 2009). According to Deutsch & Strack (2006) the 
end product of these two complementary processing systems is behavior. Although the 
dual process view has been under debate (Keren & Schul, 2009; Kruglanski & Gigerenzer, 
2011), the evidence is convincing, and the two-process disti ncti on has theoreti cally 
been substanti ated (Evans & Stanovich, 2013). In line with the dual systems perspecti ve, 
research has pointed out that snacking behavior may either be guided by reﬂ ecti ve 
processes such as atti  tudes or intenti ons, which is in accordance with the socio-cogniti ve 
models of behavior, or by impulsive processes which originate from factors such as habits 
or emoti ons (Honkanen, Olsen, Verplanken & Tuu, 2012). Snacking is oft en a compromise 
between feelings and knowledge (Eldredge et al., 2016). For instance, the urge to eat a high 
caloric snack is in conﬂ ict with knowledge about the adverse eff ects of unhealthy snacking. 
This may be resolved by choosing a less energy dense, healthy alternati ve. Research has 
demonstrated that the combinati on of weak inhibitory control and a strong urge for snack 
food is a risk factor for overweight and obesity (Cleobury & Tapper, 2014; Keller, Hartman, & 
Siegrist, 2016; Nederkoorn, Houben, Hofmann, Roefs, & Jansen, 2010). Additi onally, under 
certain circumstances (e.g. when behavior is habitual; when being in a positi ve or negati ve 
mood; when feeling stressed) the impulsive system may overrule the reﬂ ecti ve system 
(Hofmann et al., 2009). Hence, it is conceivable that impulsive processes may add to the 
explained variance of dietary behavior. In line with this perspecti ve, research indicates the 
importance of habit and ﬂ eeti ng emoti ons (i.e. positi ve and negati ve aff ecti ve states) in 
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explaining patt erns of energy intake and choices of consumpti on (Garder, 2015; Gardner, 
Wansink, Kim, & Park, 2014; Lally, Chipperfi eld, & Wardle, 2008; Macht & Simons, 2010; 
O’Connor, Jones, Conner, McMillan, & Ferguson, 2008; Verhoeven, Adriaanse, Evers, & de 
Ridder, 2012). A meta-analyti c study has pointed out that habit alone can explain around 
20% of the variance in dietary behavior, and a similar explained variance was suggested 
for ﬂ eeti ng emoti ons (Gardner et al., 2011). As a consequence, habit and emoti ons may 
be considered as important as the cogniti ve constructs of the TPB in predicti ng dietary 
behavior. Therefore, in the studies in this dissertati on ‘habit’, and ‘emoti ons’ are the 
determinants under scruti ny.
Habit
Dietary habits develop when learned sequences of acts, performed in stable contexts, have 
been reinforced in the past by rewarding experiences (Lally & Gardner, 2011; van ’t Riet, 
Sijtsema, Dagevos, & de Bruijn, 2011; Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). The more frequently this 
behavior is performed in a certain context, the more likely that it becomes habitual in the 
given context (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). When habits are formed, cogniti ve controlled 
behavior transfers to automati c context cued behavior, reducing the demand on conscious 
processes (Lally, Wardle, & Gardner, 2011; Gardner, Sheals, Wardle, & McGowan, 2014). 
Thus, when dietary behavior has a history of repeti ti on in a stable context (e.g. eati ng 
popcorn in the cinema; eati ng a chocolate bar when feeling stressed), the context (cinema 
or feeling stressed), rather than a process of deliberati on, may determine the behavior 
(Neal, Wood, & Quinn, 2006; Presseau et al., 2014; Wood & Neal, 2007). Whereas deliberate 
decision making is mentally eff ortf ul, dietary habits are cogniti vely eﬃ  cient automati c 
behaviors which proceed without awareness and control (Lally et al., 2011; Verplanken & 
Orbell, 2003). Dietary habit strength is a functi on of the frequency with which a specifi c 
dietary behavior has been repeated in a stable context and has acquired a certain degree 
of habitual automati city (Orbell, 2013).
 Consistent with the dual process theories, recent research depicts habits not as behavior 
per se, but as a higher ordering process by which a sti mulus automati cally generates an 
impulse towards acti on, based on learned sti mulus-response associati ons (Gardner, 2015; 
West & Brown, 2013). Yet, research emphasizes that the automati cally generated impulse 
towards acti on in case of habits, once acti vated, may sti ll be overruled (Gardner, 2015). 
Indeed, a habitual impulse may be one of many competi ng aspects which strive to guide 
behavior (Gardner, 2015). 
 Habit strength is considered an important predictor of several aspects of dietary behavior 
in adults such as fruit consumpti on (Brug, de Vet, de Nooijer, & Verplanken, 2006), sweets 
and chocolate consumpti on (Conner, Perugini, O’Gorman, Ayres, & Prestwich, 2007), binge 
alcohol consumpti on (Norman, 2011) and unhealthy snack food consumpti on (Adriaanse, 
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de Ridder, & Evers, 2011; Verhoeven et al., 2012; Verplanken, 2006). Research investi gati ng 
the associati on between habit strength and diff erent categories of snacks oft en controls for 
respondents’ gender, age, level of educati on, and BMI (Adriaanse et al., 2011; Brug et al., 
2006; Norman, 2011). In additi on, Verhoeven et al. (2012) examined the moderati ng role of 
these respondents’ characteristi cs on the associati on between habit and mean daily caloric 
intake of unhealthy snack food in a community sample. No interacti on eff ects were found.
 So far, the nature of the associati on between habit strength and between-meal snacking 
has not yet been explored by including all types of between-meal snacks. As a consequence, 
it is unknown, however, whether or not the menti oned demographic characteristi cs act as 
moderators on the associati on between habit and momentary energy intake from all types 
of between-meal snacks. Therefore, our aim is to gain further insight in the role of habit 
in between-meal snacking behavior and to investi gate the role of BMI, gender, age, and 
level of educati on as potenti al moderati ng variables of habitual between-meal snacking 
behavior.
Aﬀ ect
Positi ve aff ect and negati ve aff ect are identi fi ed as two separate dimensions of emoti ons 
and it has been suggested that these valences are the most important in capturing the 
vicissitudes of everyday life experience (Watson, Wiese, Vaidya, & Tellegen, 1999). Watson 
et al. (1999) described negati ve aff ect as negati ve acti vati on, moti vati ng individuals to 
avoid, or withdraw from, potenti al threats, danger, pain, and punishment. Negati ve 
aff ect generally refers to aff ecti ve states such as anxiety, gloom, and boredom. Positi ve 
aff ect in contrast, was conceptualized as positi ve acti vati on, sti mulati ng behavior that 
might lead to pleasure, reward or other desirable consequences. Positi ve aff ect generally 
encompasses aff ecti ve states such as cheerfulness, happiness, and contentment. Research 
has demonstrated that individuals’ aff ecti ve state may inﬂ uence snack intake (Jiang, 
King, & Prinyawiwatkul, 2014; Lunn, Nowson, Worsley, & Torres, 2014; Macht, 2008; van 
Strien et al., 2013). Research shows that individuals may resort to snack intake in order 
to cope with negati ve aff ect (Moynihan, van Tilburg, Igou, Wisman, Donnelly, & Mulcaire, 
2015; O’Connor et al., 2008; Wallis & Hetherington, 2009). Similarly, individuals may eat 
indulgent foods, such as chocolate, to celebrate or reward themselves as enhancement of 
positi ve aff ect (Bongers, Jansen, Havermans, Roefs, & Nederkoorn, 2013; Evers, Adriaanse, 
de Ridder, & de Wit Huberts, 2013; Macht, Roth, & Ellgring, 2002). Moreover, research has 
demonstrated that both, NA and PA, can insti gate some individuals to snack less and others 
to snack more (Macht, 2008; Patel & Schlundt, 2001). This emphasizes the importance of 
individual characteristi cs in aff ect-related snacking. 
 So far, aff ect-related snacking behavior has mainly been investi gated in controlled 
setti  ngs or with repeated single daily measurements. As a consequence, the interpretati on 
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with regard to aff ect as a relevant determinant of snacking behavior may have been 
hindered by the lack of accountability for the ﬂ uctuati ng nature of aff ecti ve states in daily 
life. In additi on, it is noteworthy that studies investi gati ng aff ect-related snacking behavior 
make use of specifi c samples, mostly focusing solely on overweight and/or obese individuals 
(Greeno & Wing, 1994; Patel & Schlundt, 2001) and/or women (Evers et al., 2013; Macht 
& Simons, 2000; Tomiyama, Mann, & Comer, 2009). Moreover, the bulk of research is 
conducted amongst college students (Conner, Fitt er, & Fletcher, 1999; Loxton, Dawe, & 
Cahill, 2011; Tomiyama et al., 2009; White, Horwath, & Conner, 2013), which implies an 
emphasis on a specifi c age group (young adults) and educati onal att ainment. These a priori 
strati fi cati ons make it diﬃ  cult to investi gate the relati ve importance of diff erent individual 
demographic characteristi cs in aff ect-related snacking. 
 Therefore, our aim is to gain insight into the role of aff ecti ve states in between-meal 
snacking behavior, taking the ﬂ uctuati ng nature of daily life aff ecti ve states into account. In 
additi on, we investi gate the role of BMI, gender, age, and level of educati on simultaneously 
as potenti al moderati ng variables of aff ect-related between-meal snacking in a general 
adult populati on sample.
Negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity: the dampening eff ect of between-meal 
snacking
Research has repeatedly shown that minor stressful daily events such as being late for an 
appointment, missing a train, or having arguments with colleagues or family, are associated 
with an increase in Negati ve Aff ect (NA) and a general decrease in Positi ve Aff ect (PA) in 
clinical (Bylsma, Taylor-Clift , & Rott enberg, 2011; Lardinois, Lataster, Mengelers, van 
Os, & Myin-Germeys, 2011; Myin-Germeys, Krabbendam, Delespaul, & van Os, 2003; 
Myin-Germeys, van Os, Schwartz, Stone, & Delespaul, 2001; Peeters, Nicolson, Berkhof, 
Delespaul, & de Vries, 2003; Wichers et al., 2007) and non-clinical populati on samples 
(Jacobs, et al., 2007; Marco, Neale, Schwartz, Shiff man, & Stone, 1999; van Eck, Nicolson, 
& Berkhof, 1998). Even more, minor stressful daily events are known to have a cumulati ve 
negati ve impact on aff ect, behavior, and (mental) health status of individuals (Falconier, 
Nussbeck, Bodenmann, Schneider, & Bradbury, 2015; Kanner et al., 1981; Larsson et al., 
2016; Monroe, 1983; O’Connor et al., 2008). 
 It has been demonstrated that certain macronutrients (parti cularly carbohydrates and 
fat) target the brain similar to opiates, providing a calming and mood enhancing eff ect 
(Cota, Tschöp, Horvath, & Levine, 2006; Groesz et al., 2012). Moreover, research has shown 
that parti cular types of consumpti ons may ameliorate stress via sensory or hedonic eff ects 
(Gibson, 2006). Litt le is known, however, about whether or not between-meal snacking 
could actually moderate (i.e. dampen) the associati on between minor daily life stress 
and subsequent negati ve aff ect. And if so, can this moderati ng eff ect be replicated by the 
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macronutrient intake (i.e. carbohydrates, fat, and protein). Therefore, the fi nal study of this 
dissertati on sets out to extend our knowledge of the impact of between-meal snacking 
(yes/no) and its macronutriti onal components on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. 
Ecological momentary assessment
The measurement of aff ecti ve states (e.g. positi ve and negati ve aff ect), stress, and aff ecti ve 
responses to stress (e.g. negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity), poses challenges since these 
psychological processes are highly context dependent and ﬂ uctuate throughout the 
day. These processes should be measured using a methodology that reﬂ ects the variety 
of emoti ons and eati ng occasions in daily life. Traditi onal questi onnaires, developed 
for single measurements over a specifi c period, fall short in grasping these dynamic 
psychological processes of daily life. The Experience Sampling Method (ESM; Hektner, 
Schmidt, & Csikszentmihalyi, 2007; Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987) also known as 
Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA; Stone & Shiff man, 1994), however, is considered 
a suitable instrument to assess aff ecti ve states in the context of daily life. ESM consists of 
a self-assessment diary technique. With data being gathered repeatedly at unpredictable 
random ti mes during the day in real-life setti  ngs, ESM is referred to as the gold standard 
for measuring emoti ons (Schwarz, Kahneman, & Xu, 2009). ESM is an internati onally used 
and validated research method, and is successfully applied in clinical as well as non-clinical 
populati ons to assess dynamic psychological processes in daily life (Boh et al., 2016; Jacobs 
et al., 2005; Komulainen et al., 2016; Thewissen et al., 2011). By collecti ng data in real 
life setti  ngs in which all kinds of temptati ons such as snacks are present, ESM enhances 
the ecological validity compared to traditi onal questi onnaires (Stone, Shiff man, Ati enza, & 
Nebeling, 2007). 
 To be able to associate dynamic psychological processes such as aff ecti ve states 
with between-meal snack intake it is important to measure momentary snack intake 
simultaneously. Aft er all, with data being gathered repeatedly throughout the day in real-
life setti  ngs, ESM enables the investi gati on of momentary within-person variability in 
aff ecti ve states and its associati on with subsequent snack intake. The experience sampling 
methodology, however, has mainly been employed in dietary research to assess symptoms 
of disordered eati ng behavior such as purging episodes or binge eati ng episodes (Haedt-
Matt  & Keel, 2011; Myin-Germeys, et al., 2009), whereas measuring actual between-meal 
snack intake with ESM was sti ll rather unexplored. As it is important to validate or calibrate 
a new dietary assessment instruments against other more established methods (Thompson 
& Subar, 2008), a separate study was performed to compare between-meal snack intake as 
measured with ESM against a more established dietary assessment instrument. 
 At the start of the research project (2011), frequently used Experience Sampling 
instruments were watches in combinati on with paper and pencil diaries, palmtops, or 
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electronical devices such as the Psymate (Myin-Germeys, Birchwood, & Kwapil, 2011). 
However, at the same ti me, smartphone usage has become increasingly intertwined with 
everyday life. There is broad public support for the use of smartphones in the study of 
(mental) health and well-being (Morris & Acquilera, 2012; Rickart, Arjmand, Bakker, & 
Seabrook, 2016). Moreover, smartphones are considered suitable devices for Experience 
Sampling research (Pejovic, Lathia, Mascolo, & Musolesi, 2016). More recent research has 
dedicated itself in mapping dietary intake in daily life, using smartphone technology (Boh et 
al., 2016; Meule, Reichenberger, & Blechert, 2017; Schüz, Schüz, & Ferguson, 2015; Spook, 
Paulussen, Kok, & van Empelen, 2013). Therefore, for the purpose of this research project, 
Snackimpuls, a smartphone applicati on based on ESM, was developed to gain insight into 
the determinants of between-meal snacking and their dynamic interplay in daily life. As 
at the ti me of the development of the app (January 2011- October 2012), cross-platf orm 
technology was sti ll in it’s infancy, the smartphone market with multi ple mobile platf orms 
made development of applicati ons (apps) an expensive undertaking (Heitkött er, Hanschke, 
& Majchrzak, 2012). Since approximately 60% of the smartphones sold in the Netherlands 
used the Android platf orm (van Kruchten & Niezink, 2013), Snackimpuls was developed 
specifi cally for Android smartphones. Following the development of Snackimpuls, the 
app was subjected to a series of trials. First, a technical test was performed to test the 
functi onality and the eﬃ  cacy of the app. Second, a pilot study was conducted (n=16), which 
demonstrated the feasibility and usability of the Snackimpuls app (Wouters, Thewissen, 
Zamani, Lechner, & Jacobs, 2013). Data collecti on took place in the Netherlands in the 
period from mid-October 2012 unti l early December 2013. At baseline, an online composite 
questi onnaire was used to collect data on demographics and habit strength (Self-Report 
Habit Index [SRHI] Verplanken, & Orbell, 2003). 
O U T L I N E  O F  T H E  D I S S E R TAT I O N
Since it has been pointed out that it is important and desirable to validate or calibrate 
new dietary assessment instruments against other more established methods (Thompson 
& Subar, 2008), in part I (chapter 2) of this dissertati on the results from a comparison 
study are presented. In this study the Snackimpuls app was compared with a traditi onal 
paper and pencil esti mated diet diary in assessing energy intake from self-reported snacks. 
Chapter 2 aims to answer the following research questi on:
The ability of the Snackimpuls app to assess between-meal snack intake in daily life
1. Is the Snackimpuls app a valid instrument to assess self-reported between-meal snack intake? 
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The main study of this dissertati on consists of two parts (part II and III). Part II aims to shed 
light on the role of habit (chapter 3) and aff ect (chapter 4) on momentary energy intake 
from daily life snacks. In additi on, in both chapters the fi ndings are diff erenti ated according 
to gender, age, BMI, and level of educati on. The research questi ons of chapters 3 and 4 are 
summarized in the boxes presented below:
Determinants of energy intake from between-meal snacks in daily life: Habit                                   
1. Does habit strength predict momentary energy intake from between-meal snacks?
2. Is the associati on between habit strength and momentary energy intake from between-meal 
snacks moderated by gender, age, BMI and/or level of educati on? 
Determinants of energy intake from between-meal snacks in daily life: Aff ect 
1. Does momentary positi ve aff ect predict momentary energy intake from snacks? 
2. Is the associati on between positi ve aff ect and momentary energy intake from snacks moderated 
by gender, age, BMI and/or level of educati on? 
3. Does momentary negati ve aff ect predict momentary energy intake from snacks? 
4. Is the associati on between negati ve aff ect and momentary energy intake from snacks moderated 
by gender, age, BMI and/or level of educati on? 
Part III (chapter 5) sets out to further elucidate the complex relati onship between 
minor stressful daily events, between-meal snacking (yes/no) and its macronutriti onal 
components, and negati ve aff ect. In this chapter the results are presented of a study 
examining whether snacking and its macronutrients (i.e. carbohydrates, fat, and protein) 
dampen the associati on between momentary stress and negati ve aff ect. In the box 
presented below, the research questi ons of chapter 5 are summarized:
Negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity: the dampening eff ect of between-meal snacking 
1. Does snacking (yes/no) dampens the associati on between momentary stress and negati ve 
aff ect? 
2. Do specifi c macronutrients (carbohydrates, fat, and/or protein) replicate this dampening eff ect?
Finally, in chapter 6, the fi ndings of this dissertati on are summarized and integrated, 
methodological issues are discussed, and reﬂ ecti ons are made on implicati ons for future 
research and practi ce.
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A B S T R A C T
Objecti ve: Investi gati ng between-meal snack intake and its associated determinants such 
as emoti ons and stress presents challenges because both vary from moment to moment 
throughout the day. A smartphone applicati on (app), was developed to map momentary 
between-meal snack intake and its associated determinants in the context of daily life. The 
aim of this study was to compare energy intake reported with the signal-conti ngent app 
and reported with an event-conti ngent paper and pencil diet diary. 
Design: In a counterbalanced, cross-secti onal design, adults (N=46) from the general 
populati on reported between-meal snack intake during four consecuti ve days with the 
app and four consecuti ve days with a paper and pencil diet diary. A 10-day interval was 
applied between the two reporti ng periods. Multi level regression analyses were conducted 
to compare both instruments on reported momentary and daily energy intake from snacks. 
Results: Results showed no signifi cant diff erence (B= 11.84, p = .14) in momentary energy 
intake from snacks between the two instruments. However, a signifi cant diff erence (B= 
-105.89, p < .01) was found on energy intake from total daily snack consumpti on. 
Conclusion: As at momentary level both instruments were comparable in assessing energy 
intake, research purposes will largely determine the sampling procedure of choice. When 
momentary associati ons across ti me are the interest of study, a signal-conti ngent sampling 
procedure may be a suitable method. Since the compared instruments diff ered on two 
main features (i.e. the sampling procedure and the device used) it is diﬃ  cult to disentangle 
which instrument was the most accurate in assessing daily energy intake. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In this study a signal-conti ngent smartphone app is compared with an event-conti ngent 
paper and pencil diet diary in assessing self-reported energy intake from between-meal 
snacks. It is important to assess the ability of innovati ve dietary assessment instruments to 
map snacking behavior in daily life. Indeed, mounti ng evidence shows that unhealthy food 
choices, especially between-meal snacks, contribute to the worldwide excess of energy 
intake and overweight (Piernas & Popkin, 2010; Nederkoorn, Houben, Hofmann, Roefs, 
& Jansen, 2010; Giesen, Havermans, Douven, Tekelenburg, & Jansen, 2010). Moreover, 
recent research suggests that determinants such as emoti ons and stress are crucial in 
predicti ng dietary behavior (Macht & Simons, 2010; O’Connor, Jones, Conner, McMillan, & 
Ferguson, 2008). In additi on, between-meal snacking has been considered a suitable outlet 
for dealing with emoti ons and stress (O’Connor et al., 2008). Because snack intake as well 
as emoti ons and stress vary from moment to moment throughout the day, an instrument 
capable of mapping momentary between-meal snack consumpti on and its associated 
determinants in the context of everyday life, is required. 
 Several dietary assessment methods are considered suitable for gathering detailed 
informati on on daily dietary intake (Thompson & Subar, 2008). Esti mated diet diaries and 
dietary recalls are used when detailed assessment of dietary intake during a relati vely short, 
specifi ed period, is required (Thompson & Subar, 2008). Esti mated diet diaries, in which 
consumpti ons are reported concurrently, are generally used to gather dietary informati on 
over a 3 to 7 day period (Stephen, 2007). Dietary recalls encompass a 24 or 48 hour period 
and are usually completed by trained interviewers who ask respondents to recall what they 
have consumed during the previous day(s) (Stephen, 2007). Both assessment instruments 
have been developed exclusively for tallying and describing consumpti on. In additi on, these 
methods have been adapted to include other informati on such as eati ng context (Mak et 
al., 2012; Matheson, Killen, Wang, Varady, & Robinson, 2004). However, in our opinion, the 
abovementi oned dietary assessment instruments are less suitable to capture ﬂ uctuati ng 
determinants such as emoti ons. With the 24 or 48 hours recalls there seems to be risk of 
a recall bias. Robinson and Clore (2002) emphasized that people will report diff erently on 
their emoti ons depending on the ti me span between actual occurrence of experiences and 
retrieval from memory. In noncurrent reporti ng, when longer ti me frames are involved 
between occurrence and retrieval, people will rely on more global emoti ons, which are 
general in nature and not at all dependent on ti me or place (Tulving, 1984; Robinson & 
Clore, 2002). The esti mated diet diary, however, seems a feasible instrument to assess 
emoti ons concurrent with snack events. Nevertheless, research has demonstrated that 
emoti ons are inﬂ uenced by intake of consumpti ons (Desmet & Schiff erstein, 2008; Macht 
& Dett mer, 2006) which may lead to a systemati c bias in the reported emoti ons. Thus, 
neither the esti mated diet diary nor the 24 or 48 hours recalls seem suited for this purpose. 
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 A method, measuring at unpredictable random ti mes during the day, is preferable for 
assessing determinants such as emoti ons and stress which are highly context-dependent and 
ﬂ uctuate throughout the day. These processes should be measured using a methodology 
that reﬂ ects the variety of emoti ons and eati ng occasions in daily life. Traditi onal 
questi onnaires, developed for single measurements over a specifi c period, fall short in 
grasping these dynamic psychological processes of daily life. The Experience Sampling 
Method (ESM; Csikszentmihalyi, Hektner, & Schmidt, 2007; Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 
1987), a self-assessment diary technique also known as Ecological Momentary Assessment 
(EMA; Stone & Shiff man, 1994 ), is a suitable instrument to assess mental state and context 
in the course of daily life. ESM is an internati onally used and validated research method, 
and has been successfully applied in both clinical and non-clinical populati ons (Jacobs et 
al., 2006; McKee, Ntoumanis, & Taylor, 2014; Myin-Germeys et al., 2009; Thewissen et al., 
2011; Tournier, Sorbara, Gindre, Swendsen, & Verdoux, 2003). The strength of ESM lies in 
its ability to provide fi ne-grained, detailed pictures of human experience in natural setti  ngs 
(Scollon, Kim-Pietro, & Diener, 2003), and it is referred to as the gold standard for the 
measurement of emoti ons (Schwarz, Kahneman, & Xu, 2009). Snackimpuls, a smartphone 
app based on the Experience Sampling Method, was developed in order to gain insight 
into momentary between-meal snack intake and its associated determinants, such as 
emoti ons and stress, in daily life. Snackimpuls entails a signal-conti ngent protocol: the app 
emits multi ple random audio signals (beeps) a day on several consecuti ve days, prompti ng 
parti cipants to report current emoti ons, situati onal and social context, and between-meal 
snack intake since the previous beep.
 The use of a signal-conti ngent methodology in assessing dietary intake, however, is 
sti ll rather unexplored. Therefore, the aim of the present study is to compare moment-
to-moment energy intake and total daily energy intake from between-meal snacks as 
measured by the Snackimpuls app, with the measurements of an esti mated diet diary. It is 
hypothesized that both instruments are comparable in assessing (1) momentary, and (2) 
total daily energy intake from snacks.
M E T H O D S
Sample
All students enrolled in a propaedeuti c course at the Open University of the Netherlands 
were approached by email. Students at this university are adults with heterogeneity in 
demographic variables such as previous educati on, age, marital status, employment status, 
income, and so forth. To parti cipate, students had to be 20-50 years of age, as research 
has shown the largest increase in overweight individuals in recent years within this age 
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group in the Netherlands (CBS Statline, 2014; Nati onaal Kompas Volksgezondheid, 2014). 
Parti cipants also had to be in possession of an Android smartphone. There were no criteria 
regarding Body Mass Index. In total, 122 students agreed to take part in the present study, 
of which 49 parti cipants completed the study with both instruments (Figure 1). As a 
reward, parti cipants received personal feedback based on their individual scores regarding 
eati ng behavior (Dutch Eati ng Behavior Questi onnaire [DEBQ], van Strien, Frijters, Bergers, 
& Defares, 1986), daily acti viti es, and aff ecti ve states (Snackimpuls app). Moreover, 
parti cipants had a chance of winning an Android tablet.
Design and Instruments
A complete counterbalanced design with a 10-day interval between both instruments 
was applied to equal the distributi on of respondent fati gue and carry-over eff ects across 
instruments (Figure 1). Parti cipants were alternately allocated into one of two subgroups 
based on their starti ng instrument (Snackimpuls app or esti mated dietary diary). The fi rst 
assessment was conducted over four consecuti ve days from Wednesday to Saturday. To 
cover possible deviant snacking behavior during the weekend, one weekend day was 
included in each 4-day reporti ng period. Aft er the 10-day interval, parti cipants crossed over 
to the other dietary assessment instrument to complete their second 4-day assessment 
period, again from Wednesday to Saturday. The study was conducted during a normal 
week, excluding holidays, and parti cipants were instructed to maintain their usual food 
intake during both assessment periods and to record all their consumpti ons and beverages 
outside of their main meals (i.e. breakfast, lunch, dinner) (Netherlands Nutriti on Centre, 
2011). 
 This study was approved by the Ethics Committ ee of the Open University of the 
Netherlands. In completi ng the online applicati on form, parti cipants agreed to an informed 
consent. 
Online questi onnaire
Prior to the study parti cipants received a short composite online questi onnaire. 
Demographic variables such as age, weight, height, gender, marital status, and level of 
educati on were assessed. In additi on, the Emoti onal Eati ng (13 items: α=.93), External 
Eati ng (10 items: α=.74), and Restraint Eati ng (10 items: α=.92) scales of the Dutch Eati ng 
Behavior Questi onnaire ([DEBQ], van Strien et al., 1986) were administered to provide 
personal feedback on parti cipants’ eati ng styles. 
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Snackimpuls smartphone app
The Snackimpuls app was used to collect multi ple daily assessments of between-meal snack 
intake, current emoti ons, and situati onal and social contexts over four consecuti ve days. 
Three days before starti ng with the Snackimpuls app, parti cipants received an e-mail with 
user informati on (including instructi ons for downloading and installing the app), as well as 
a link to an instructi on video on how to report snacks using the app. In additi on, a training 
tool was integrated in the Snackimpuls app that provided parti cipants with a single practi ce 
opportunity one day prior to their start with the instrument. During the assessment period, 
the Snackimpuls app produced 10 quasi-random audio signals (beeps) daily between 7:30 
AM and 10:30 PM, prompti ng parti cipants to report. In this study momentary energy intake 
was defi ned as energy intake from reported between-meal snacks between two beeps. 
With each reporti ng occurrence, the defi niti on of a snack was presented in the fi rst screen 
of the app as a reminder. Between-meal snacking was defi ned as all consumpti on of food 
and beverages, excluding main meals (i.e. breakfast, lunch, dinner) (Netherlands Nutriti on 
Centre, 2011). Parti cipants were asked: ‘Did you eat or drink anything between meals since 
the last beep?’ which could be replied with ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If the anwer was aﬃ  rmati ve, 
they were asked to report every product consumed and its quanti ty. The reporti ng ti me 
was automati cally registered by the smartphone app. To help parti cipants facilitate the 
recording of snack intake, the Snackimpuls app has a built-in search functi on. This search 
functi on consults a food compositi on table based on the scienti fi cally accepted Dutch Food 
Compositi on Database (NEVO-online version 3.0, 2011, Rijksinsti tuut Volksgezondheid 
en Milieu). As the Dutch Food Compositi on Database does not contain natural units or 
household measures, the corresponding weights were derived from the database of The 
Netherlands Nutriti on Centre (Caloriechecker, online version, 2013). Subsequently the 
weights of the household measures or naturel units (e.g. 1 cup of coff ee contains 125 ml 
coff ee) were converted into kilocalories in accordance with the Dutch Food Compositi on 
Database (NEVO-online version 3.0, 2011, Rijksinsti tuut Volksgezondheid en Milieu). 
 For each reported snack, parti cipants could choose between two quanti ty opti ons. 
Natural products, such as an apple, and products with standardized quanti ti es, such 
as a Mars candy bar, could be reported either per piece or in grams (for solid foods) or 
milliliters (for ﬂ uids). Products with undetermined quanti ti es such as yoghurt or tea, 
could be reported in relevant household measurements (i.e. a bowl or a cup) or in grams 
or milliliters. Parti cipants could easily add products that were not already available in 
the search facility, using the keyboard of their smartphone. Aft er completi ng the 4-day 
assessment period, parti cipants were instructed to synchronize their data and uninstall the 
app. A pilot study has demonstrated the feasibility and usability of the Snackimpuls app 
(Wouters, Thewissen, Zamani, Lechner, & Jacobs, 2013).
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 The snack intake reported with the search facility of the app was automati cally 
converted into kilocalories. This informati on was not visible to the parti cipant. Any reported 
snacks that were not available in the search facility were converted into corresponding 
kilocalories by two researchers. The kilocalories for these products were extracted from the 
scienti fi cally accepted Dutch Food Compositi on Database (NEVO-online version 3.0, 2011, 
Rijksinsti tuut Volksgezondheid en Milieu). If reported products were not available using 
the Dutch Food Compositi on Database, the food compositi on database of The Netherlands 
Nutriti on Centre (Caloriechecker, online version, 2013) was consulted. 
Esti mated diet diary
The esti mated diet diary was based on examples from literature (Thompson & Subar, 2008). 
Two days prior to their starti ng with this instrument, respondents received four paper 
booklets (one for each day) by regular mail. The fi rst page of each booklet presented the 
defi niti on of a snack. Instructi ons for completi ng the diary and examples were also included 
in each booklet. An event-conti ngent protocol was applied which required parti cipants to 
report at every between-meal snacking occasion. More specifi cally, respondents were 
instructed to report every snack consumed and the ti me of consumpti on. In additi on, 
respondents were encouraged to provide product informati on in as much detail as 
possible. Moreover, it was emphasized that quanti ti es should be reported either in natural 
or standard units, household measures, or by grams or milliliters. Aft er completi ng the 
4-day period with this instrument, parti cipants were asked to return the booklets in an 
addressed and stamped envelope. Using the same procedure as described above with the 
Snackimpuls app, two researchers converted the reported snacks in the esti mated diet 
diaries into their corresponding kilocalories.
Stati sti cal analyses
This comparison study focuses on energy intake at beep-level (momentary energy 
intake). The reported snack intake with the event-conti ngent esti mated diet diary was 
clustered aft erwards into the same ti me-frames as those of the app. Per parti cipant, only 
days completed during both assessment periods were included in the analyses. When a 
parti cipant missed a day (e.g. Thursday) in the reporti ng period with the esti mated diet 
diary, the same day (i.e. Thursday) in the reporti ng period with the app, despite completi on, 
was then excluded from the analyses and vice versa. 
 In ESM studies, parti cipants are considered valid if they have reported at least 33% of 
the total number of beeps (Delespaul, 1995). Based on this criterion, only parti cipants who 
replied to at least 14 beeps (of a total of 40 possible beeps) with the Snackimpuls app were 
included in the analyses. Parti cipants who did not meet this criterion, were considered to 
be dropouts. 
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Because ESM data have a hierarchical structure with repeated momentary measurements 
(level 1), within each day (level 2), for each parti cipant (level 3), multi level linear techniques 
were used. Multi level linear regression analyses were carried out using the xtmixed 
procedure in STATA/MP version 11 (Statacorp, 2009). Multi level regression analyses were 
conducted to compare both instruments on momentary and daily energy intake. Due to the 
intense nature of experience sampling, the study involves a smaller sample size compared 
to cross-secti onal survey studies, but the multi ple assessments contribute to the method’s 
stati sti cal power. 
 A mixed-design Anova analysis was applied to assess whether the order in which 
the dietary assessment instruments were used inﬂ uenced the reported energy intake 
(diff erenti al transfer). Stati sti cal analyses were conducted using STATA/MP (StataCorp., 
2009). The level of signifi cance for all analyses was defi ned at p<.05. 
 Dropout analyses were conducted (two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) 
tests) to investi gate signifi cant diff erences in age, BMI, and eati ng styles (i.e. emoti onal, 
external, restraint) between parti cipants who fi nished the study and the dropouts. In 
additi on, Chi squared analyses were conducted to investi gate signifi cant diff erences in 
the distributi on of gender, level of educati on, and starti ng instrument between these two 
groups. 
R E S U LT S 
Dropouts (n = 69) did not diff er from the completers (n = 46) with regard to BMI (n = 77) 
(Z = -.19, p = .85), age (n = 115) (Z = 1.64, p = .10), emoti onal eati ng (n = 115) (Z = -.60, p 
= .55), restraint eati ng (n = 115) (Z = -1.14, p = .25), and external eati ng (n = 115) (Z = -.13, 
p = .90). Moreover, no signifi cant diff erences were found in the distributi on of gender (χ2 
(1, n = 115) = 3.12, p = .08), level of educati on (χ2 (1, n = 115) = .58, p = .45), and starti ng 
instrument (χ2 (1, n =115) = 1.68, p = .20) between both groups. Despite dropouts, the fi nal 
sample of 46 adults was suﬃ  ciently counterbalanced: 24 adults started with the app and 
22 started with the esti mated diet diary. Mean age of parti cipants1 (37 females (80%), 9 
males (20%)) was 35.2 years (SD = 8.5, range 21-50 years), mean BMI was 23.5 (SD = 3.27, 
range 16.7-33.5) and 35 of the parti cipants (76.1%) had a higher vocati onal or academic 
degree. In total, 177 days per instrument were included in the analyses (40 parti cipants 
completed 4 days per instrument, 5 parti cipants completed 3 days per instrument, and 1 
parti cipant completed 2 days per instrument). 
1 Students at the Open University are adults with heterogeneity in demographic variables such as previous 
education, age, marital status, employment status, income, and so forth. The mean age of students that pass 
their propaedeutic exam is 39 years. 
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 Study parti cipants yielded 1272 answered beeps (69.13% of the maximum number of 
beeps) with the Snackimpuls app. This is consistent with compliance rates in previous ESM 
studies in similar samples (Silvia, Kwapil, Eddington, & Brown, 2013). Of the total number of 
answered beeps, in 710 occasions parti cipants indicated that they did consume between-
meal snacks (Table 1). No snack intake was reported at 562 beeps. On group level, between-
meal snacking (Table 2) resulted in a mean momentary energy intake per respondent of 
137 kcal (SD = 52) and a mean daily energy intake of 529 kcal (SD = 217). 
 Based on the allocati on to the corresponding beeps of the app ti me schedule, the 
clustered reported snack intake of the esti mated diet diary yielded 934 beeps (50,8%) with 
snack intake (Table 1). On group level, between-meal snacking (Table 2) resulted in a mean 
momentary energy intake per respondent of 123 kcal (SD = 55) and a mean daily energy 
intake of 639 kcal (SD = 301). 
Table 1. Descripti ves of momentary reports in which snacks were reported (N = 46)
Momentary reports in which snacks were reported
Instrument
Total number of 
beeps in which 
snacks were 
reported
%
of max. number 
of beeps*
M
Mean number of 
beeps in which 
snacks were 
reported * 
Range of beeps in 
which snacks were 
reported
Snackimpuls app 710 38.6 15.4 4 – 28
Esti mated Diet Diary 934 50.8 20.3 10 – 30
* the reported snack intake of the esti mated diet diary was clustered into the same ti me frames as the app. 
Table 2. Descripti ves of energy intake (kcal) from between-meal snacking (N = 46)
Momentary energy intake from snacks* Daily energy intake from snacks*
Instrument M ± SD Range M ± SD Range
Snackimpuls app 137 ± 52 46 – 281 529 ± 217 101 – 896
Esti mated Diet Diary 123 ± 55 16 – 292 639 ± 301  70 – 1356
*means were calculated for each parti cipant to obtain group means
The mixed design Anova showed no diff erenti al transfer (F(1,44) = 3.29, p =.08), indicati ng 
that the sequence of administrati on of instruments had no eff ect on reported energy intake.
 Results of the multi level regression analyses showed no signifi cant diff erence in 
momentary energy intake between the two instruments (B = 11.84, SE = 8.03, p = .14). 
Results demonstrated that the Snackimpuls app is comparable with the esti mated diet diary 
in assessing energy intake at beep-level. However, a signifi cant diff erence between the two 
instruments was found with regard to energy intake on a daily basis (B = -105.89, SE = 37.19, 
p < .01). Reported daily energy intake was signifi cantly higher with the esti mated diet diary 
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than with the Snackimpuls app. This indicates that the Snackimpuls app is not comparable 
with the esti mated diet diary in assessing daily energy intake. A further in-depth analysis 
showed a signifi cant diff erence (t(45)=6.79, p < .01) between the app (M=15.43; SD=5.44) 
and the esti mated diet diary (M=20.30; SD=6.62) with regard to the mean number of beeps 
in which snacks were reported during the research period.
D I S C U S S I O N
The aim of this study was to compare energy intake reported with a signal-conti ngent 
smartphone app versus an event-conti ngent paper and pencil esti mated diet diary. Results 
showed that both instruments were comparable on reported momentary energy intake. 
However, our fi ndings also demonstrated that signifi cant more daily energy intake was 
reported with the event-conti ngent paper and pencil diet diary. The in-depth analysis 
showed that the signal-conti ngent app yielded signifi cantly fewer mean momentary 
snack reports compared with the paper and pencil diet diary. Apparently, the number of 
momentary assessments in which snacks were reported seems to play a role in the presently 
obtained discrepancy at daily level. This might be due to the fact that in the current study 
the instruments diff ered on two main features: the sampling procedure (signal-conti ngent 
versus event-conti ngent) and the device used (smartphone versus paper and pencil). 
Signal-conti ngent reporti ng, where parti cipants are prompted to report by a signal of 
their smartphone, tends to be more intrusive than event-conti ngent reporti ng, where 
parti cipants report on every between-meal snacking occasion. Time-signals may interrupt 
ongoing acti vity, whereas event-conti ngent reporti ng is provided as the event occurs (Reis, 
Gable, & Maniaci, 2014). Moreover, the largest source of missing data in ti me-sampling 
research, by far, is non-response or failure to respond to the daily life questi onnaires (Silvia 
et al., 2013). Although compliance in the present study was comparable with previous 
research based on the experience sampling method (Silvia et al., 2013), it is conceivable 
that dietary reporti ng based on a signal-conti ngent protocol is more demanding than with 
an event-conti ngent protocol, resulti ng in fewer observati ons. 
 In additi on, the type of device used (i.e smartphone versus paper and pencil) might 
have contributed to the presently obtained discrepancy. A paper and pencil method lends 
itself for back- and forward-fi lling to compensate for missed events or to anti cipate for 
coming events. Smartphone technology data, however, are ti me stamped, which has the 
advantage of providing more insight into compliance regardless of the sampling procedure 
(signal-conti ngent or event-conti ngent). It is conceivable that back- and forwardfi lling 
with the paper and pencil diet diary in the current study might have contributed to more 
observati ons compared to the signal conti ngent smartphone app. 
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 Research has shown that electronic reporti ng on dietary intake was experienced 
as more acceptable than traditi onal paper and pencil methods (Illner et al., 2012). The 
questi on arises whether a blended protocol, within smartphone technology, might solve 
the pros and cons of both sampling procedures. If the signal-conti ngent protocol of the 
app (used for measuring determinants such as emoti ons), were extended with an event-
conti ngent protocol to measure energy-intake, it seems plausible that the comparability 
with the esti mated diet diary in terms of reported energy intake would increase. Combining 
a signal-conti ngent protocol with an event-conti ngent protocol, however, may have its 
weaknesses as well. Research has already demonstrated that the demands of frequent 
event-conti ngent food recording may discourage respondents from parti cipati ng and cause 
others to drop out (Thompson, Subar, Loria, Reedy, & Baranowski, 2010). Moreover, with 
signal-conti ngent reporti ng the respondent’s burden is considered high as a result of the 
repeated sampling in the natural environment and the intrusiveness of the signal (Huff ord, 
2007). Hence, it is conceivable that respondent’s burden will increase when both protocols 
are combined. Additi onally, even when a smartphone is used, event-conti ngent recording 
sti ll enables back- and forward-fi lling, leading to incorrect ti me stamps. Thus, in our view 
the advantages of a blended protocol may not outweigh the potenti al threat of increased 
burden and invalid data. More research towards such a blended protocol is needed in order 
to further clarify its strengths and weaknesses. 
 Our study showed similariti es and discrepancies between a signal-conti ngent 
smartphone and an event-conti ngent paper and pencil method in assessing energy intake 
from snacks. It has been pointed out that no dietary assessment instrument based on self-
reports can measure dietary intake totally free of error whether using conventi onal formats 
such as paper and pencil, or innovati ve technologies such as smartphones (Freedman, 
Schatzkin, Midthune, & Kipnis, 2011). Our study demonstrates the comparability of a signal-
conti ngent app with an event-conti ngent paper and pencil diet diary in assessing momentary 
energy intake. The instrument of choice will ulti mately depend on the research purpose. 
A signal-conti ngent sampling procedure, using smartphone technology, seems preferable 
when momentary associati ons across ti me are the interest of study. Future research with 
the signal-conti ngent app can contribute to a bett er understanding of momentary energy 
intake from between-meal snacks and its associated ﬂ uctuati ng determinants in daily life. 
As between-meal snacking has increased over the past decades contributi ng to energy 
intake (Piernas & Popkin, 2010; Nederkoorn et al., 2010; Giesen et al., 2010) knowledge 
and understanding of snacking behavior is indispensable in modern health research.
 The study’s main limitati on pertains to the generalizability of the results because the 
current sample was small, predominantly female, and highly educated. However, despite 
the study’s relati vely small sample size (N=46), stati sti cal power to detect diff erences at 
beep-level was preserved, as parti cipants provided multi ple assessments a day during 
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consecuti ve days. In additi on, the dropout rate in this study is notable. Reported reasons 
for dropping out were primarily related to ti me constraints, technical issues related to 
an Android update, and personal cirsumstances such as sudden change of holiday plans. 
Analyses showed a non-systemati c dropout with regard to parti cipant’s BMI, age, eati ng 
styles, gender, level of educati on, and starti ng instrument. As respondents initi ally received 
no personal benefi t for parti cipati ng in this study, incenti ves in the form of personal 
feedback and the chance of winning a tablet were added. Although previous research 
has demonstrated the demanding nature of food recording (Thompson et al., 2010) the 
dropout rate (60%) in the current study was sti ll high. However, it should be noted that 31% 
(n=36) of the parti cipants (N=115) dropped out either before starti ng with the assigned 
dietary assessment instrument (n=23), or during the 10-day interval (n=13). This might be 
due to the low compensati on that parti cipants received for their parti cipati on combined 
with the workload imposed by consecuti vely completi ng two diff erent dietary assessment 
instruments. Indeed, a follow-up study (N=382) with the same incenti ves, solely using 
the app during 7 consecuti ve days, showed a signifi cant lower att riti on rate (30%; n=113) 
(Wouters, Jacobs, Duif, Lechner & Thewissen, 2017). The high number of dropouts in this 
comparison study might have inﬂ uenced the results. It seems plausible that parti cularly 
individuals with high perseverance or interest in nutriti on, did fi nish the study. This adds to 
the limati ons with regard to the generalizability of the results. Another limitati on concerns 
a potenti al risk of underreporti ng with the app. The app was programmed in such a way 
that parti cipants only received a follow-up questi on to report their snack intake in case they 
indicated that they had consumed a between-meal snack since the previous beep. It cannot 
be excluded that this kind of sampling might have encouraged individuals to choose the 
‘no’ opti on, indicati ng that they did not consume any between-meal snacks. Although it has 
been demonstrated that missing data in ESM research are typically the result of individuals 
enti rely ignoring a signal (causing all items to be missing for that beep), parti al response 
may occasionally occur (Silvia et al., 2013). In case of conditi onal questi ons, future research 
should consider including fi ller questi ons in order to ensure that choosing ‘no’ would not 
abbreviate the questi onnaire. A fi nal limitati on concerns the accuracy of reported snacks. 
In the app a search functi on was included to facilitate detailed reporti ng of between-meal 
snacks. However, no detailed list was provided when completi ng the esti mated diet diary. 
As the support for detailed reporti ng diff ered between the instruments, it can not be 
excluded that reporti ngs with the esti mated diet diary were less precise. 
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been demonstrated that missing data in ESM research are typically the result of individuals 
enti rely ignoring a signal (causing all items to be missing for that beep), parti al response 
may occasionally occur (Silvia et al., 2013). In case of conditi onal questi ons, future research 
should consider including fi ller questi ons in order to ensure that choosing ‘no’ would not 
abbreviate the questi onnaire. A fi nal limitati on concerns the accuracy of reported snacks. 
In the app a search functi on was included to facilitate detailed reporti ng of between-meal 
snacks. However, no detailed list was provided when completi ng the esti mated diet diary. 
As the support for detailed reporti ng diff ered between the instruments, it can not be 
excluded that reporti ngs with the esti mated diet diary were less precise. 
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C O N C L U S I O N 
Although the signal-conti ngent app is comparable with an event-conti ngent paper 
and pencil diet diary in assessing momentary energy intake, both instruments diff er in 
capturing total daily snack consumpti on. On daily basis, signifi cantly more energy intake 
was reported with the event-conti ngent paper and pencil diet diary. As the compared 
instruments diff ered on two main features (i.e. the sampling procedure and the device 
used) it is diﬃ  cult to disentangle which instrument was the most accurate in assessing 
daily energy intake. As at momentary level both instruments were comparable in assessing 
energy intake, research purposes will largely determine the sampling procedure of choice. 
When momentary associati ons across ti me are the interest of study, a signal-conti ngent 
sampling procedure, using a smartphone device to obviate the risk of back- and forward 
fi lling, may be a suitable method. Signal-conti ngent smartphone apps can provide 
researchers, clinicians, and dieti ti ans insight into momentary between-meal snacking and 
the associated determinants, which may be helpful in preventi ng and addressing unhealthy 
snacking behavior.
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A B S T R A C T 
Objecti ve: Recent research emphasizes the importance of habit in explaining patt erns of 
energy intake and choices of consumpti on. However, the nature of the associati on between 
habit strength and snacking has neither been explored from moment-to-moment in daily 
life, nor by including all types of between-meal snacks.
Design: Adults (N=269), aged 20-50, parti cipated in this study. Multi level lineair techniques 
were used to (1) examine the associati on between habit strength and moment-to-moment 
energy intake (kilocalories) from snacks in daily life and to (2) determine whether gender, 
age, level of educati on, and BMI moderate the associati on between habit strength and 
moment-to-moment energy intake from snacks. A smartphone applicati on based on the 
Experience Sampling Method (ESM) was used to map momentary between-meal snack 
intake in the context of daily life. Demographics and habit strength were assessed with an 
online composite questi onnaire. This research was performed in the Netherlands in the 
natural environment of parti cipants’ daily life.
Results: Habit strength was signifi cantly associated with moment-to-moment energy 
intake from between-meal snacks in daily life: the higher the strength of habit to snack 
between meals, the higher the amount of momentary energy intake from snacks. The 
associati on between habit strength and moment-to-moment energy intake from snacks 
was moderated by educati on level. Additi onal analyses showed that habit strength was 
signifi cantly associated with moment-to-moment energy intake from between-meal snacks 
in the low to middle level of educati on group.
Conclusion: It is recommended to address habitual between-meal snacking in future 
interventi ons targeti ng low to middle educated individuals.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Worldwide, the number of people with overweight and obesity has increased substanti ally 
over the last three decades and the expectati on is that this trend will conti nue (World Health 
Organizati on [WHO], 2014). Despite eff orts to prevent and reduce overweight and obesity, 
these conditi ons are esti mated to aﬄ  ict 1.9 billion (52%) adults globally (WHO, 2014). 
Research has oft en identi fi ed energy intake as the driving force of the rapid increase in 
overweight individuals (Duff ey, Pereira, & Popkin, 2013; Vandevijvere, Chow, Hall, Umali, & 
Swinburn, 2015). Diff erent dietary factors, such as the intake of sugar sweetened beverages 
(Malik, Pan, Willet, & Hu, 2013), increased porti on sizes (Steenhuis, Leewis, & Vermeer, 
2010; Steenhuis & Vermeer, 2009), eati ng away from home (Myhre, Løken, Wandel, & 
Andersen, 2014), and/or consumpti ons with higher energy density (e.g. energy drinks), 
have contributed to overconsumpti on of energy (Piernas & Popkin, 2010). The consumpti on 
of snacks has oft en been identi fi ed as an important contributor to the rapid increase in 
overweight individuals (Duff ey et al., 2013; de Graaf, 2006; Giesen, Havermans, Douven, 
Tekelenburg, & Jansen, 2010; McCrory & Campbell, 2011; Nederkoorn, Houben, Hofmann, 
Roefs, & Jansen, 2010; Piernas & Popkin, 2010). Nevertheless, the associati on between 
snacking and body weight has also yielded contradictory results (Johnson & Anderson, 
2010; McCrory & Campbell, 2011; Taillie, Wang, & Popkin, 2016). For instance, a review 
towards the associati on between snacking and weight in adults found inverse correlati ons 
between snacking and abdominal obesity (McCrory & Campbell, 2011) although it has 
been suggested that this may be due to underreporti ng of snack consumpti on (McCrory & 
Campbell, 2011). Moreover, the term snack is heavily debated (Gregori, Foltran, Ghidina, 
& Berchialla, 2011; Johnson & Anderson, 2010). Dietary research has employed diff erent 
defi niti ons of a snack (Gregori et al., 2011; Johnson & Anderson, 2010). Some research 
advocates the exclusion of beverages (Johnson & Anderson, 2010), whereas other research 
postulates that in modern industrialized societi es, the term ‘snack’ refers to all types 
of foods (including fruit) and drinks, consumed outside the context of main meals (i.e. 
breakfast, lunch and dinner) (de Graaf, 2006). 
 Nowadays, all types of consumpti ons are omnipresent and easily accessible. As a 
consequence, the desire to snack can be sati sfi ed immediately (Chaput, Klingenberg, 
Astrup, & Sjödin, 2011; Farley, Baker, Futrell, & Rice, 2010; Maas, de Ridder, de Vet, & de Wit, 
2012). Moreover, the availability of increased porti on sizes (e.g. king size chocolate bars, 
large cups of soft  drinks) and/or consumpti ons with higher energy density, contributes to 
overconsumpti on of energy (Chaput et al., 2011; Miller, Benelam, Stanner, & Butt riss, 2013; 
Netherlands Nutriti on Centre, 2014; Steenhuis, Leeuwis, & Vermeer, 2010; Steenhuis & 
Vermeer, 2009). Recent research emphasizes the importance of habit in explaining patt erns 
of energy intake and choices of consumpti on (Gardner, 2015; Lally, Chipperfi eld, & Wardle, 
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2008; Verhoeven, Adriaanse, Evers, & de Ridder, 2012). Habits develop when learned 
sequences of acts, performed in stable contexts, have been reinforced in the past by 
rewarding experiences (Lally & Gardner, 2011; van ’t Riet, Sijtsema, Dagevos, & De Bruijn, 
2011; Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). The more frequently this behavior is performed, the 
more likely that it becomes habitual (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). When habits are formed, 
cogniti ve controlled behavior transfers to automati c context cued behavior, reducing the 
demand on conscious processes (Lally, Wardle, & Gardner, 2011; Gardner, Sheals, Wardle, 
& McGowan, 2014). Thus, when behavior has a history of repeti ti on in a stable context 
(e.g. eati ng popcorn in the cinema; eati ng a chocolate bar when feeling stressed), the 
context (cinema or feeling stressed), rather than a process of deliberati on, may determine 
the behavior (Neal, Wood, & Quinn, 2006; Presseau et al., 2014; Wood & Neal, 2007). 
Whereas deliberate decision making is mentally eff ortf ul, habits are cogniti vely eﬃ  cient 
automati c behaviors which proceed without awareness and control (Lally et al., 2011; 
Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). Habit strength is a functi on of the frequency with which a 
specifi c behavior has been repeated in a stable context and has acquired a certain degree 
of habitual automati city (Orbell, 2013). 
 Habit strength is considered an important predictor of several aspects of dietary 
behavior in adults such as eati ng two or more fruits a day (Brug, de Vet, de Nooijer, & 
Verplanken, 2006), the number of sweets and chocolate consumed (Conner, Perugini, 
O’Gorman, Ayres, & Prestwich, 2007), the frequency of binge alcohol consumpti on 
(Norman, 2011), the number of unhealthy snack food consumed (Verplanken, 2006), and 
the caloric intake of unhealthy snack food (Adriaanse, de Ridder, & Evers, 2011; Verhoeven 
et al., 2012). However, the nature of the associati on between habit strength and snacking 
has neither been explored from moment-to-moment in daily life, nor by including all 
types of between-meal snacks. As snacking behavior varies across context and ti me, it 
is important to capture the ﬂ uctuati ng nature of momentary between-meal snacking in 
daily life. The Experience Sampling Method (ESM), also known as Ecological Momentary 
Assessment (EMA), is a structured self-assessment diary technique which allows to account 
for moment-to-moment within-person variability in snacking behavior. Snackimpuls, a 
smartphone applicati on based on this method, was used to assess moment-to-moment 
between-meal snacking in real-life setti  ngs. A comparison study has demonstrated that the 
signal-conti ngent smartphone app was comparable with an esti mated diet diary in assessing 
moment-to-moment energy intake from snacks (Wouters, Thewissen, Duif, Lechner, & 
Jacobs, 2016). In additi on, the aforementi oned studies focus solely on specifi c food types 
or food groups. Focusing on strict food categories entails the risk of omitti  ng important 
contributors to total energy intake from between-meal snacking. For instance, high caloric 
beverages which may not be experienced as sati ati ng can nevertheless contribute to a 
substanti al amount of surplus daily energy intake from between-meal snacks (Appelhans 
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et al., 2013; de Graaf, 2012; Zijlstra, Mars, de Wijk, Westerterp-Plantega, & de Graaf, 2009). 
Moreover, snacks which are typically considered as relati vely innocent, such as arti fi cially 
sweetened beverages and low-fat labelled snacks, can lead to overconsumpti on (Fowler et 
al., 2008; Wansink & Chandon, 2006) and consequently contribute to a substanti al amount 
of energy intake from snacking. Furthermore, it is questi onable whether individuals can 
adequately disti nguish unhealthy from healthy snacks (Carels, Konrad, & Harper, 2007; 
Hendrie, Coveney, & Cox, 2008). These fi ndings seem to justi fy the inclusion of all types of 
between-meal snacks. 
 Research has demonstrated that women (Hartmann, Siegrist, & van der Horst, 2013) 
are more likely to choose healthy snacks such as fruit, whereas men more oft en choose 
unhealthy snacks such as savories. In additi on, men (Cohen, Sturm, Scott , Farley, & 
Bluthenthal, 2010) and young adults (Howarth, Huang, Roberts, Lin, & McCrory, 2007) report 
more mean daily energy intake from snacks than women and older adults (Hartmann et 
al., 2013). Moreover, a higher BMI has been associated with more unhealthy snack choices 
(O’Connor, Brage, Griﬃ  n, Wareham, & Forouhi, 2015). Finally, previous research showed 
that diet quality may diff er by level of educati on. Adults with a high level of educati on tend 
to consume more fruit and vegetables compared to adults with other educati on levels 
(Hiza, Casavale, Guenter, & Davis, 2013; de Irala-Estevez, Groth, Johansson, & Oltersdorf, 
2000; McCabe et al., 2007). Moreover, highly educated adults show a higher variability in 
nutrient content, which is an indicator for a bett er diet quality (McCabe et al., 2007). As 
such research investi gati ng the associati on between habit strength and diff erent categories 
of snacks oft en controls for respondents’ gender, age, level of educati on, and BMI (Brug 
et al., 2006; Norman, 2011; Adriaanse et al., 2011). In additi on, Verhoeven et al. (2012) 
examined the moderati ng role of these respondents’ characteristi cs on the associati on 
between habit and mean daily caloric intake of unhealthy snack food in a community 
sample. No interacti on eff ects were found. It is unknown, however, whether or not these 
demographic characteristi cs act as moderators on the associati on between habit and 
momentary energy intake from all types of between-meal snacks. Identi fi cati on of such 
moderators is criti cal in order to develop eff ecti ve tailored health interventi on programs 
targeti ng habitual snacking.
 To summarize, in additi on to previous research the present study investi gates the 
associati on between habit strength and moment-to-moment energy intake from between-
meal snacks by including all types of between-meal snacks and by using an ecological 
momentary assessment approach. It is hypothesized that habit strength is signifi cantly 
associated with moment-to-moment energy intake from between-meal snacks in daily life. 
In additi on, this study examines whether gender, age, level of educati on, and BMI moderate 
the associati on between habit strength and momentary energy intake from snacks. 
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M AT E R I A L  A N D  M E T H O D S
Sample
Parti cipants were recruited throughout the Netherlands via social media, websites and 
newslett ers, and within the networks of several master thesis students at the Open 
University of the Netherlands. In total, 468 adults of the general populati on agreed to take 
part in the present study. 
 Individuals had to be 20-50 years of age to be included in the analyses, as research has 
shown the largest increase in overweight individuals in recent years within this age group 
in the Netherlands (CBS Statline, 2014; Nati onaal Kompas Volksgezondheid, 2014). In 
additi on, parti cipants had to be in possession of an Android smartphone as the Snackimpuls 
app was only available for this platf orm. Exclusion criteria were: currently following a diet, 
being treated for an eati ng disorder in the present or the past, parti cipati ng outside of the 
research period (see procedure), and unfamiliarity with the Dutch language. There were no 
criteria regarding BMI. Based on these criteria 382 of the 468 parti cipants were eligible to 
parti cipate in this study (Figure 1). 
 This study was approved by the Ethics Committ ee of the Open University of the 
Netherlands. By registering for the research all parti cipants agreed to an informed consent 
and authorized the researcher to use the data of the research for scienti fi c purposes. The 
parti cipants also agreed to accept the terms and conditi ons as formulated in a licence 
statement. It was emphasized that parti cipati on in the research is enti rely voluntary and 
that parti cipants have the right to disconti nue the research at any ti me. Moreover, it has 
been pointed out that all data will be processed anonymously and that the answers will be 
handled confi denti ally. 
Procedure
The research took place in the Netherlands in the period from mid-October 2012 unti l early 
December 2013. Respondents were enrolled for one week during the research period, 
were instructed to take part during a regular week excluding holidays, and were to maintain 
their usual food intake. 
 The Snackimpuls app, and the Snackimpuls website, which contains informati on and 
instructi ons for parti cipants, were created for this study by the Open University of the 
Netherlands. Recruited parti cipants were referred to the website to obtain more informati on 
about the study, including instructi ons for downloading and installing the Snackimpuls 
smartphone app. Aft er registrati on at the website, parti cipants automati cally received 
an email with a link to an online questi onnaire. Having completed this questi onnaire, 
parti cipants automati cally received login credenti als for the free smartphone app. 
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Participating outside of the research period  n=1 
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Declined to  participate:  n=4 
Included in the analyses n = 269 
Figure 1. Study ﬂ ow chart
A demo version was included in the smartphone app as a training opportunity on the day 
prior to the start of the assessment period. Each day during the 7-day research period, 
respondents repeatedly answered a short questi onnaire (37 items) on their smartphone to 
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collect multi ple assessments (10 ti mes a day) of current emoti ons, self-esteem, situati onal 
and social context and between-meal snack intake. This questi onnaire took approximately 
5 minutes to complete. In additi on, each day parti cipants answered a brief self-initi ated 
questi onnaire on their smartphone aft er waking up (4 items) and before going to bed 
(10 items). Aft er waking up, respondents’ quality of sleep was assessed. Before going to 
bed, questi ons were asked about respondents’ reﬂ ecti ve assessments of the past day. 
In additi on, between-meal snack intake was assessed one last ti me, to cover late night 
snacking.
 Finally, parti cipants were instructed to synchronize the data on their smartphone with 
the main server of the Snackimpuls project at the end of their research period. To enhance 
compliance, parti cipants were able to contact a member of the research team by email in 
case of questi ons or problems. 
 Three Android tablets were raﬄ  ed off  amongst the parti cipants as a reward. In additi on, 
parti cipants received personal feedback based on their individual scores regarding eati ng 
behavior (Dutch Eati ng Behavior Questi onnaire [DEBQ], van Strien, Frijters, Bergers, & 
Defares, 1986), daily acti viti es and aff ecti ve states (Snackimpuls app). 
Instruments
Two instruments were used to collect the data. First, at baseline, an online composite 
questi onnaire was used to collect data on demographics and habit strength. Subsequently 
the smartphone applicati on Snackimpuls was used to collect repeti ti ve data of between-
meal snack intake. Since this study was part of a larger study to investi gate determinants 
of between-meal snacking in daily life (Wouters, Thewissen, Duif, Lechner, & Jacobs, 2016; 
Wouters, Thewissen, Zamani, Lechner & Jacobs, 2013; Wouters, Jacobs, Duif, Lechner 
& Thewissen, 2017; Wouters, Jacobs, Duif, Lechner & Thewissen, 2017), other concepts 
(not used in the current study) were assessed as well with the online questi onnaire (e.g. 
personality) and with the Snackimpuls app (e.g. ego depleti on, quality of sleep).
Online composite questi onnaire 
Demographic variables such as age, weight, height, gender, marital status and the highest 
completed level of educati on were assessed. In this study, level of educati on was categorized 
as high educati on (higher vocati onal or academic educati on) versus low to middle educati on 
(low: none, elementary school or lower general educati on; middle: intermediate general 
educati on, intermediate vocati onal educati on, higher general secondary educati on or pre-
university educati on). BMI was calculated as weight (kg) divided by height (m) squared. 
 Habit strength was assessed with the valid and reliable Self-Report Habit Index ([SRHI], 
Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). The SRHI is currently the most commonly used measure of 
habit strength in health behaviors (Gardner, 2015; Gardner, de Bruijn, & Lally, 2011). The 
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SRHI consists of 12 responses to a generic stem. ‘Doing behavior X is something… (e.g. 
‘I do automati cally’, ‘I do without thinking’, ‘I start doing before I realize I’m doing it’). 
For the purpose of this study, the stem of the SRHI was adapted in order to refer to the 
habit of eati ng and drinking between-meals (e.g. ‘Eati ng and drinking between meals is 
something…’). Each item was scored on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (totally agree) to 5 
(totally disagree). Aft erwards all items were recoded in order to facilitate interpretati on: 
a higher score reﬂ ects a higher habit strength of between-meal snacking. In the current 
study, the SRHI showed excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = 0.92). 
The Experience Sampling smartphone applicati on
Between-meal snack intake was assessed in daily life with the Experience Sampling Method 
([ESM], Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987; Hektner, Schmidt, & Csikszentmihalyi, 2007), 
a structured self-assessment diary method. The Snackimpuls app produced 10 audio 
quasi-random signals (beeps) a day for 7 consecuti ve days between 7:30 AM and 10:30 
PM, prompti ng parti cipants to report. The beeps had an average interval of 90 minutes 
(range 21 to 159 minutes) and were programmed at a random moment in each of the 
ten 90-minute ti me blocks a day. Respondents were instructed to complete the reports 
immediately aft er the signal.
 In this study, between-meal snacks were defi ned as all types of consumpti ons (e.g. 
chocolate, grapes, orange juice) other than main meals (i.e. breakfast, lunch and dinner). 
Since assessments are conducted at quasi random ti mes with an average interval of 90 
minutes, the reported between-meal snack intake with the Snackimpuls app encompasses 
an average ti meframe of 90 minutes (snack intake since the former beep). With regard 
to between-meal snacking, parti cipants answered the questi on: ‘Did you eat or drink 
anything between meals since the last beep?’ by replying ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If the reply was 
negati ve this was equated with 0 kilocalories. If the anwer was aﬃ  rmati ve, they were 
asked to report every product consumed and its quanti ty. To help parti cipants facilitate 
the recording of snack intake, the Snackimpuls app has a built-in search functi on. This 
search functi on consults a food compositi on table based on the scienti fi cally accepted 
Dutch Food Compositi on Database (Rijksinsti tuut Volksgezondheid en Milieu [RIVM], 
2011). For every reported snack, parti cipants chose between two quanti ty opti ons. Natural 
products, such as an apple, and products with standardized quanti ti es, such as a Mars 
candy bar, could be reported either per piece or in grams (for solid foods) or milliliters (for 
ﬂ uids). Products with undetermined quanti ti es such as yoghurt or tea could be reported in 
relevant household measurements (i.e. a bowl or a cup) or in grams or milliliters. The snack 
intake was automati cally converted into kilocalories. This informati on was not visible to the 
parti cipants. Products which were not available in the search facility could be easily added by 
the parti cipants using the keyboard of their smartphone. These self-added reported snacks 
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were converted into their corresponding kilocalories by two independent researchers. The 
kilocalories for these products were extracted from the scienti fi cally accepted Dutch Food 
Compositi on Database (RIVM, 2011). If reported products were not available in the Dutch 
Food Compositi on Database, the database of The Netherlands Nutriti on Centre (2013) was 
consulted. In additi on to assessments prompted by the audiosignals, between-meal snack 
intake was also assessed by a daily self-initi ated short questi onnaire just before going to 
bed. A pilot study has demonstrated the feasibility and usability of the Snackimpuls app 
(Wouters et al., 2013). 
Stati sti cal analyses
Because ESM data have a hierarchical structure with repeated momentary measurements 
(level 1) for each parti cipant (level 2), multi level linear techniques were used. Stati sti cal 
analyses were performed to evaluate which model best fi tt ed the data (i.e. fi xed- or 
random slopes). Subsequently, multi level linear regression analyses were carried out 
using the xtmixed procedure in STATA/MP version 11 (Statacorp, 2009). The key variables 
were standardized prior to the analyses. Aft er standardizati on, the associati ons could be 
directly assessed, and their importance was evaluated by using the calculated regression 
coefficients (β). A multi level regression analysis was conducted to examine the associati on 
between habit strength and energy intake from between-meal snacks in daily life. The 
analysis was adjusted for potenti al confounders. In additi on, to determine whether the 
variables gender, age, level of educati on, and BMI moderate the associati on between habit 
strength and energy intake from snacks, standardized interacti on variables were created 
and included in the analyses. The level of signifi cance for all analyses was defi ned at p<.05. 
 To determine interrater reliability for the assigned kilocalories to the reported snack 
consumpti ons which were not available in the search facility, bivariate correlati ons 
(Pearson’s r) between the rati ngs were calculated. Missings in this study occurred at 
beep level, which is a known phenomenon in ESM research (Silvia, Kwapil, Eddington, & 
Brown, 2013). Parti cipants were instructed to complete their reports immediately aft er 
the beep, to minimize memory distorti on. Reports not completed within 15 minutes aft er 
the beep were considered invalid. Parti cipants were considered valid if they had reported 
at least 33% of the total number of assessments with the app during the 7-day research 
period, within 15 minutes aft er the beep. This is in accordance with previous ESM research 
which showed that a minimum of 33% response to the predefi ned protocol was required 
to obtain valid data (Delespaul, 1995). Since snack intake could be reported 11 ti mes a 
day (10 momentary reports and the fi nal report just before going to bed to cover late 
night snacking) for 7 consecuti ve days parti cipants with less than 26 valid reports were 
considered to be dropouts. Dropout analyses were conducted (two-sample Wilcoxon rank-
sum (Mann-Whitney) tests) to investi gate signifi cant diff erences in habit strength, age, 
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and BMI between parti cipants who fi nished the study and the dropouts. Eff ect-sizes were 
expressed as correlati on coeﬃ  cients (Pearson’s r; Field, 2005). In additi on, Chi squared 
analyses were conducted to investi gate signifi cant diff erences in the distributi on of gender 
and level of educati on between these two groups. 
R E S U LT S
Of the total sample that parti cipated in the study (N = 464), 82 respondents (18%) did not 
meet the inclusion criteria. Of the eligible sample (n = 382) 113 parti cipants (30%) dropped 
out and 269 parti cipants (70%) completed the study (Figure 1). Dropouts (n = 113) did not 
diff er from the parti cipants who fi nished the study (n = 269) with regard to BMI (Z = -.26, 
p = .80). Moreover, no signifi cant diff erences were found in the distributi on of gender (χ2 
(1, n=382) = .91, p = .34) and level of educati on (χ2 (1, n = 382) = .01, p = .94) between both 
groups. However, dropouts were slightly younger (mean age 33 versus 35), (Z = 2.67, p = 
.01). The eff ect size of this fi nding was small (r = .14). Dropouts also had a slightly higher 
habit strength (mean habit 3.11 versus 2.83), (Z = -2.65, p = .01). The eff ect size of this 
fi nding was small (r = .14). Data from the completers were included in the analyses, except 
data from respondents (n=2) who consistently did not report any type of snack consumed. 
Mean age of the completers (197 females (73%), 72 males (27%)) was 35 years (SD = 8.91, 
range 20-50) and mean BMI was 24 (SD = 4.00, range 17-43). Of the parti cipants, 61% had 
a higher vocati onal or academic degree (Table 1). 
Table 1. Socio demographics and habit strength characteristi cs (n=269)
Characteristi c n % M (SD) Range
Gender
 Male
 Female
269
72
197
27
73
Age 269 35.42 (8.91) 20-50
BMI
 < 18,5
 18,5 ≤ BMI < 25
 25 ≤ BMI < 30
 ≥ 30
267
4
162
79
22
1
61
30
8
24.39 (4.00) 17-43
Educati on*
 High
 Low to middle**
269
163
106
61
39
Variable n % M (SD) Range Cronbach’s α
SRHI 269 2.83 (0.81) 1-5 0.92
* High educati on: higher vocati onal or academic educati on . Low to middle educati on: none, elementary school, 
lower general educati on, intermediate general- and intermediate vocati onal educati on, higher general secondary- 
or pre-university educati on. 
**combined groups because of the small sample size in the low level of educati on group: n=11
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Snack intake could be reported 11 ti mes a day (10 momentary reports and the fi nal report 
just before going to bed to cover late night snacking). Study parti cipants yielded 14330 
momentary reports, 69% of the maximum number of assessments (11 reports x 7 days x 269 
parti cipants) with the Snackimpuls app. In 7174 assessments (50%) parti cipants indicated 
that they did consume between-meal snacks. However, snack intake was missing at 572 
assessments: although respondents indicated they did consume something between-
meals, no products were reported (Table 2). 
Table 2. Momentary Reports (N = 14330)
N
Snack consumpti on: no 7156
Snack consumpti on: yes 7174
 with kilocalories 5198
 without kilocalories (e.g. water, black coff ee) 1404
 no products reported  572
The 6602 momentary reports of between-meal snack intake (with and without kilocalories) 
comprised 11520 reported between-meal snacks of which 9593 snacks (83%) were 
reported with the search facility of the app and 1927 snacks (17%) were reported 
manually. Interrater reliability yielded high correlati on coeﬃ  cients (r = .95, p < .01). In 7156 
assessments (50%) parti cipants indicated that they did not consume any between-meal 
snacks. If snacks were reported, between-meal snacking resulted in a mean momentary 
energy intake per respondent of 162 kcal (SD = 216). 
 Results from the completers showed a signifi cant main eff ect of habit strength on 
moment-to-moment between-meal snack intake (β (
S.E.
)= .05 (.02), p < .01): the higher the 
strength of habit to snack between meals, the higher the amount of kilocalories consumed. 
In additi on, results of the interacti on analyses revealed no signifi cant interacti on between 
habit strength and gender (β (
S.E.
)= .09 (.09), p = .31), habit strength and age (β (
S.E.
)= .03 
(.09), p = .75), and habit strength and BMI (β (
S.E.
)= .16 (.13), p = .21). However, a signifi cant 
interacti on was found between habit strength and level of educati on (β (
S.E.
)= -.23 (.08), 
p < .01) in associati on with momentary energy intake from snacks. Additi onal multi level 
regression analyses strati fi ed by level of educati on showed that the associati on between 
habit strength and momentary energy intake from between-meal snacks was signifi cant 
(β (
S.E.
)= .11 (.03), p < .01) in the low to middle level of educati on group1. In the high level 
of educati on group there was no signifi cant associati on between habit strength and energy 
intake from between-meal snacks (β (
S.E.
)= .00 (.02), p = .99). 
1 Low level of education (n=11): (β (
S.E.
)= .14 (.05), p < .01); Middle level of education (n=96): (β (
S.E.
)= .10 (.03), 
p < .01)
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D I S C U S S I O N 
The aim of this study was to investi gate the associati on between habit strength and energy 
intake (kcal) from between-meal snacking in daily life. In additi on, this study examined 
whether gender, age, level of educati on, and BMI moderated the associati on between 
habit strength and momentary energy intake from snacks. 
 Results showed that habit strength was signifi cantly associated with momentary energy 
intake from between-meal snacks in daily life: the higher the strength of habit to snack 
between meals, the higher the amount of kilocalories consumed at beep level. In additi on 
to previous studies focusing solely on strict food categories, this study demonstrates that 
habit strength predicts energy intake from between-meal snacks in the broader sense (i.e. 
all types of consumpti ons other than main meals). The current study contributes to existi ng 
fi ndings which have demonstrated the role of habit strength in predicti ng diff erent aspects 
of nutriti on (e.g. alcohol consumpti on, fruit consumpti on, snack food consumpti on and 
caloric intake from unhealthy snacks). 
 In additi on, results showed no moderati ng role of gender, age, and BMI on the associati on 
between habit strength and energy intake from snacks. In this study, habit strength exerted 
the same inﬂ uence on energy intake from between-meal snacking in men and women, 
in diff erent ages within the scruti nized age group (20-50 years), and in individuals with 
diff erent BMI-scores. This seems to indicate that there is no need to diff erenti ate between 
these demographic subgroups in interventi ons targeti ng habitual snacking. However, 
research has demonstrated that contextual cues (i.e. being in the presence of others; being 
alone) which may trigger habitual snack intake, diff er according to BMI class (Schüz, Revell, 
Hills, Schüz, & Ferguson, 2017). In such cases, interventi ons may sti ll need to diff erenti ate 
between demographic subgroups. 
 In the present study, the associati on between habit strength and momentary energy 
intake from snacks was moderated by level of educati on. Additi onal analyses showed that 
habit strength was signifi cantly associated with moment-to-moment energy intake from 
between-meal snacks in daily life in the low to middle level of educati on group. In this 
study, there was no signifi cant associati on between habit strength and momentary energy 
intake from between-meal snacks in the high level of educati on group. This fi nding is in 
contrast with the study of Verhoeven et al. (2012) which showed no moderati ng role of 
level of educati on. The discrepancies between the fi ndings of both studies may be due 
to diff erences in the defi niti on of snacking (between-meal snacks versus unhealthy snack 
food), the sampling procedure of snack intake (repeated sampling during the day versus 
once a day at the end of the day), and the measurement level (moment-to-moment energy 
intake versus mean daily energy intake).
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 Previous research has pointed out that diet quality may diff er by level of educati on. 
Adults with a high level of educati on tend to consume more fruit and vegetables compared 
to adults with other educati on levels (Hiza et al., 2013; McCabe-Sellers et al., 2007). 
Moreover, highly educated adults show a higher variability in nutrient content, which is 
an indicator for a bett er diet quality (McCabe-Sellers et al., 2007). A low to middle level of 
educati on is associated with more unhealthy dietary behavior (Finger, Tylleskär, Lampert, & 
Mensink, 2013; Kontti  nen, Sarlio-Lähteenkorva, Silventoinen, Männistö, & Haukkala, 2013), 
less nutriti onal knowledge (Hendrie et al., 2008; Hiza et al., 2013), a higher concern with 
costs, and a lower concern with health aspects in food choices (Bowman, 2006; Kontti  nen 
et al., 2013). How does this relate to our fi ndings? It is conceivable that low to middle 
educated individuals make diff erent cogniti ve assessments with regard to their snacking 
behavior compared to highly educated individuals. It may be that low to middle educated 
individuals are less profi cient in making cogniti ve assessments in accordance with health 
aspects. As cogniti ve assessments precede habit formati on, it is plausible that dispariti es 
in cogniti ve assessments between the level of educati on groups lead to diff erences in 
habitual snacking. Indeed, when habits are formed, cogniti ve controlled behavior transfers 
to context cued automati c behavior (Danner et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2014). In additi on, 
it is suggested that individuals with a low to middle level of educati on are more vulnerable 
to the temptati on of the immediate rewards that might accompany high palatable and 
energy dense snacks (Weijzen, de Graaf, & Dijksterhuis, 2009). This vulnerability may 
eventually lead to the development of high caloric snacking habits, as it has been shown 
that rewarding experiences are one of the features facilitati ng the formati on of habits (Lally 
& Gardner, 2011; van ’t Riet et al., 2011; Verplanken & Orbell, 2003; Wiedemann, Gardner, 
Knoll, & Burkert, 2014). 
 Some limitati ons of this study have to be noted. First, the sample of the current 
study was not representati ve for the general populati on because it was biased in favor 
of women and individuals with a high level of educati on. However, our results lead us to 
the conclusion that we are sti ll able to provide relevant fi ndings for both the high and 
low to middle educated individuals. In additi on, the small number of parti cipants with a 
low level of educati on adds to the limitati ons of the current study. However, our results 
show that both in the low and the middle educati on group (see note) there is a signifi cant 
associati on between habit and energy intake from snacks. This associati on is even stronger 
for individuals with a low level of educati on. As a consequence our fi nding on the combined 
level of educati on groups may be considered conservati ve due to the small number of 
low educated individuals. Second, the dropouts in this study were slightly younger and 
had a slightly higher habit strength than completers. Third, in this study, between-meal 
snacking was assessed using self-reports, which are vulnerable to incomplete data and/or 
underreporti ng (Illner et al., 2012; Trijsburg et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the compliance rate 
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of the current study is consistent with compliance rates in previous ESM studies in similar 
samples (Silvia et al., 2013). In additi on, we conducted a comparisson study (N=46) (Wouters 
et al., 2016) which showed that momentary energy intake reported with the Snackimpuls 
app was comparable to the reports with an esti mated diet diary, which is considered 
eff ecti ve in assessing dietary intake (McNaughton, Mishra, Bramwell, Paul, & Wadsworth, 
2005; Thompson & Subar, 2008). Fourth, in our study the disti ncti on between snacking and 
main meals (breakfast, lunch, and dinner) relies on parti cipants’ individual classifi cati on of 
whether a consumpti on was a snack or part of a meal. This can be considered a limitati on 
of the study. Indeed, it has been pointed out that respondents may use diff erent criteria 
for classifi cati on such as the ti me of day or the type of consumpti on (Johnson & Anderson, 
2010). Fift h, although the use of the SRHI in our study can be considered a strength, it 
may be that habitual behavior ﬂ uctuates over ti me and across situati ons Based on our 
fi ndings, future research may consider investi gati ng habitual snacking behavior related 
to specifi c, predefi ned contexts in low to middle educated adults, since actual habitual 
snacking behavior may ﬂ uctuate over ti me and across situati ons. Sixth, our study does not 
account for diff erences in habit strength between certain foods and beverages. Indeed, 
sensory research has identi fi ed individual diff erences in taste preferences which may lead 
to preferenti al snack choices based on sensory features (Wansink, Bascoul, & Chen, 2006). 
In additi on, it has been demonstrated that individuals who prefer a sour taste consume 
fruit more oft en, whereas sweet snacks such as chocolate are more oft en consumed by 
individuals who prefer a sweet taste (Sijtsema, Reinders, Hiller, & Dolors Guàrdia, 2012). 
As such, when habits are developed these individual diff erences may lead to a higher 
dose of consumpti on of parti cular snacks (Greenberg & Buijsse, 2013) or snacks with a 
parti cular taste. However, since in daily life all types of consumpti ons may be consumed, 
our results lead us to the conclusion that we were sti ll able to provide relevant fi ndings on 
the impact of habit on energy intake from snacks. Nevertheless, the diff erenti al eff ect of 
habitually consuming specifi c types of consumpti ons remains an important endeavor for 
future research. For example, interventi on studies targeti ng unhealthy habitual snacking 
may consider increasing the liking of sour tastes using preference conditi oning strategies 
(Capaldi & Privitera, 2008). Finally, the outcome measure in the current study was energy 
intake (kilocalories), which contributes to overweight and obesity. However, since main 
meals were not included, our results may not reﬂ ect total habitual energy intake. Sti ll, our 
fi ndings do shed light on one of the major sources of weight gain and obesity (de Graaf, 
2006; Giesen et al., 2010; McCrory & Campbell, 2011; Nederkoorn et al., 2010; Piernas & 
Popkin, 2010). Additi onal analyses to verify if beeps in which only healthy products were 
reported (i.e. fruit and/or vegetables) might have inﬂ uenced the results, showed that 
the fi ndings were similar when these beeps (n=245) were excluded from the analyses. 
Moreover, additi onal analyses to verify if beeps in which only beverages were reported 
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might have inﬂ uenced the results, showed that the fi ndings were similar when these beeps 
(n=2738) were excluded from the analyses.
 Despite these limitati ons, several strengths of this study also have to be menti oned. 
First, to our knowledge, the current study was the fi rst to investi gate the associati on 
between habit strength and energy intake from snacking in daily life including all types 
of between-meal snacks. Second, an experience sampling smartphone applicati on was 
used in assessing energy intake from snacks. Considering the broad defi niti on and the 
ﬂ uctuati ng nature of between-meal snacking, the experience sampling method (ESM) 
may be more eff ecti ve than retrospecti ve questi onnaires in mapping moment-to-moment 
snacking in daily life. The experience sampling methodology enhances the ecological 
validity of the fi ndings. Third, our sample represents the age group in which the largest 
increase in overweight has been shown in recent years in the Netherlands (CBS Statline, 
2014; Nati onaal Kompas Volksgezondheid, 2014). The largest health gain may be achieved 
in this segment of the populati on.
 The fi ndings of the present study may have implicati ons for the development of 
interventi ons. According to our results, interventi ons should aim at reducing energy intake 
from habitual snacking in low to middle educated individuals. It has been pointed out 
that traditi onal behavior change interventi ons are less successful in modifying habitual 
behaviors, as habits are resistant to change (Lally et al., 2008). In additi on to the three 
general principles of behavior change (i.e. making a decision to take acti on; translati ng the 
decision into acti on; perpetuati ng the new behavior), habit formati on requires a fourth 
principle: the new acti on must be repeated in stable contexts (Lally & Gardner, 2011). 
Research has identi fi ed eff ecti ve interventi on strategies to alter dietary habits, such as 
the use of reminders, self-monitoring and self-control, cue-awareness, implementati on 
intenti ons, and mental contrasti ng (Lally & Gardner, 2011; Adriaanse et al., 2010; Adriaanse, 
Gollwitzer, de Ridder, de Wit, & Kroese, 2011). However, research towards the eff ecti veness 
of these strategies in individuals with low to middle levels of educati on, is sti ll rather limited 
(Lally et al., 2008; Lally et al., 2011; McGowan, Cooke, Gardner, Beeken, Croker, & Wardle, 
2013) and could be further reinforced. 
 When designing interventi ons targeti ng dietary habits in low to middle educated 
individuals, there are several issues to consider. Altering dietary habits requires linking a 
criti cal contextual cue for an unhealthy snack response to a healthier alternati ve. Repeatedly 
replacing the old behavior (e.g. eati ng a bar of chocolate) by the new behavior (e.g. eati ng 
an apple) in a stable context is one of the requisite pathways to alter dietary habits. As 
individuals with a low to middle level of educati on have less nutriti onal knowledge (Hendrie 
et al., 2008; Hiza et al., 2013), it is recommended to include examples of alternati ve healthy 
snacks in the interventi on to avoid replacing an unhealthy snack by another unhealthy 
snack (e.g. replacing a chocolate bar as the habitual snack by peanuts as the alternati ve, or 
replacing soft  drinks by fruit juices) (Adriaanse, Gollwitzer, et al., 2011; Health Council of 
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2013) and could be further reinforced. 
 When designing interventi ons targeti ng dietary habits in low to middle educated 
individuals, there are several issues to consider. Altering dietary habits requires linking a 
criti cal contextual cue for an unhealthy snack response to a healthier alternati ve. Repeatedly 
replacing the old behavior (e.g. eati ng a bar of chocolate) by the new behavior (e.g. eati ng 
an apple) in a stable context is one of the requisite pathways to alter dietary habits. As 
individuals with a low to middle level of educati on have less nutriti onal knowledge (Hendrie 
et al., 2008; Hiza et al., 2013), it is recommended to include examples of alternati ve healthy 
snacks in the interventi on to avoid replacing an unhealthy snack by another unhealthy 
snack (e.g. replacing a chocolate bar as the habitual snack by peanuts as the alternati ve, or 
replacing soft  drinks by fruit juices) (Adriaanse, Gollwitzer, et al., 2011; Health Council of 
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the Netherlands, 2015). Moreover, considering the higher concern with costs of individuals 
with a low to middle level of educati on (Bowman, 2006; Kontti  nen et al., 2013), emphasizing 
the relati vely low costs of certain healthy alternati ves may help to overcome this barrier. 
Research has also shown that rewarding experiences are one of the features facilitati ng 
habit formati on (Lally & Gardner, 2011; van ’t Riet et al., 2011; Verplanken & Orbell, 2003; 
Wiedemann et al., 2014). As individuals with a low to middle level of educati on are more 
vulnerable for the temptati on of immediate rewards (Weijzen et al., 2009), enhancing 
self-control and sti mulati ng self-monitoring may aid altering snacking habits. Another 
suggested pathway is reward conditi oning through reinforcement. Mere exposure to a less 
appreciated healthy snack, coupled with a rewarding incenti ve, may increase liking and 
thereby contribute to healthy habit formati on (Cooke et al., 2011; Remington, Añez, Croker, 
Wardle, & Cooke, 2012; Wiedemann et al., 2014).
 In additi on to specifi c habit features, general aspects of dietary behavior change 
should also be addressed. Research has already demonstrated that low to middle 
educated individuals are less profi cient in converti ng informati on into appropriate health 
behavior (Cutler & Lleras-Muney, 2010; Forwood, Ahern, Hollands, Ng, & Marteau, 2015). 
Interventi ons in which complex nutriti onal informati on is limited are recommended 
(Everson-Hock et al., 2013). It has also been suggested that parti cipants with low to middle 
levels of educati on may need external support (i.e. guidance through dietary interventi ons), 
whereas highly educated individuals may make dietary improvements on their own, based 
on publicly available informati on (Toft , Jakobsen, Aadahl, Pisinger, & Jørgensen, 2012). In 
additi on, it had been pointed out that low to middle educated individuals may need their 
friends, families and peers in order to create social support to alter their dietary habits 
(Bukman et al., 2014; Withall, Jago, & Fox, 2011). Interventi ons incorporati ng features such 
as personalized feedback, reminders, and/or opportuniti es for personal contact, should be 
considered (Bonevski et al., 2014).
C O N C L U S I O N
The present study contributes to our understanding of habitual energy intake from snacks. 
Results show that habit strength is an important predictor of energy intake from between-
meal snacks in an adult populati on sample. The impact of this associati on was found to be 
similar in terms of gender, age, and BMI, but not for level of educati on. The inﬂ uence that 
habit strength exerts on between-meal snack intake is signifi cant for low to middle educated 
individuals, and non-signifi cant for individuals who att ained a high level of educati on. Based 
on the fi ndings of the current study it is recommended to address habitual between-meal 
snacking in future interventi ons targeti ng low to middle educated individuals.
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A B S T R A C T 
Objecti ve: Aff ect-related energy intake from snacks remains relati vely unexplored in daily 
life. This study examines the associati ons between momentary Positi ve Aff ect (PA) and 
momentary Negati ve Aff ect (NA) and subsequent energy intake from snacks. In additi on, 
the moderati ng role of BMI, gender, age, and level of educati on is investi gated. 
Design: Adults (N=269), aged 20-50, parti cipated in this study. Demographics were assessed 
in an online composite questi onnaire. An experience sampling smartphone applicati on was 
used to map momentary NA/PA and energy intake (kilocalories) from snacks in the context 
of daily life. 
Results: A signifi cant negati ve main eff ect of momentary NA on moment-to-moment 
energy intake was found. The higher momentary NA, the lower the subsequent amount 
of kilocalories consumed. There was no main eff ect with regard to PA. Interacti on analyses 
showed that men decreased their energy intake aft er experiencing NA, and increased their 
intake aft er experiencing PA. No associati ons were found in women. Additi onally, young 
adults (20-30) increased their energy intake aft er experiencing PA. No associati ons were 
found in the other age groups. 
Conclusion: Interventi ons aiming at reducing energy intake might also address PA-related 
snacking in young adults and men.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
It is generally accepted that changes in aff ecti ve states can alter snacking behavior (e.g. 
Cartwright et al., 2003; Conner, Fitt er, & Fletcher, 1999; Greeno & Wing, 1994; Macht, 
2008; O’Connor, Jones, Conner, McMillan, & Ferguson, 2008; O’Connor & O’Connor, 2004; 
Oliver & Wardle, 1999; Patel & Schlundt, 2001; Tice, Bratslavsky, & Baumeister, 2001; White, 
Horwath, & Conner, 2013) and that this alterati on varies according to the valence (i.e. 
positi ve or negati ve) of the aff ecti ve state (Elster, 1998; Forgas, 1995) and to the parti cular 
characteristi cs (i.e. personality, eati ng style, BMI and gender) of the individual (e.g. Dubé, 
LeBel, & Lu, 2005; Keller & Siegrist, 2015; Macht, 2008; O’Connor et al., 2008). Positi ve 
Aff ect (PA) and Negati ve Aff ect (NA) are identi fi ed as two separate dimensions and it has 
been suggested that these valences are the most important in capturing the vicissitudes of 
everyday life experience (Watson, Wiese, Vaidya, & Tellegen, 1999). Watson et al. (1999) 
described NA as negati ve acti vati on, moti vati ng individuals to avoid, or withdraw from, 
potenti al threats, danger, pain, and punishment. NA generally refers to aff ecti ve states 
such as anxiety, gloom, stress, and boredom. PA in contrast, was conceptualized as positi ve 
acti vati on, sti mulati ng behavior that might lead to pleasure, reward or other desirable 
consequences. PA generally encompasses aff ecti ve states such as cheerfulness, happiness, 
and contentment.
 With regard to the valence of the aff ecti ve states, dietary research has mainly focused 
on NA. It has been shown that NA can enhance appeti te (e.g. Cleobury & Tapper, 2014; 
Hepworth, Mogg, Brignell, & Bradley, 2010), can increase the quanti ty of consumed snacks 
(e.g. Greeno & Wing, 1994; O’Connor et al., 2008; Oliver & Wardle, 1999), and may culminate 
in less healthy snack choices (e.g. Cleobury & Tapper, 2014; O’Connor et al., 2008; Oliver 
& Wardle, 1999; Zellner et al., 2006). However, these fi ndings are not always confi rmed 
(for an overview see Greeno & Wing, 1994; Macht, 2008). The associati on between PA and 
snacking behavior is less investi gated and yields even more conﬂ icti ng results. Although the 
majority of studies have demonstrated that PA can increase the consumpti on of between-
meals snacks, some studies indicate that PA may lead to the consumpti on of healthier (low-
caloric) snacks (e.g. Dubé et al., 2005; Jones, O’Connor, Conner, McMillan, & Ferguson, 
2007; White et al., 2013), whereas other studies demonstrate an increase in consumpti on 
of unhealthy snacks (Bongers, Jansen, Havermans, Roefs, & Nederkoorn, 2013; Evers, 
Adriaanse, de Ridder, & de Witt  Huberts, 2013). 
 In short, the fi ndings with regard to both valences of aff ect are non-consistent. In fact, 
research has demonstrated that both, NA and PA, can insti gate some individuals to snack 
less and others to snack more (Macht, 2008; Patel & Schlundt, 2001). This emphasizes the 
importance of individual characteristi cs. 
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 With regard to individual demographic characteristi cs, aff ect-related dietary research 
has mainly focused on BMI and gender. Although the fi ndings are somewhat contradictory, 
most studies have demonstrated that women and overweight/obese individuals, have 
a higher tendency to increase their snacking behavior in response to NA (e.g. Dubé et 
al., 2005; Geliebter & Aversa, 2003; Zellner et al., 2006). Contrarily to women, men are 
more inclined to decrease their snacking behavior in response to NA (e.g. Dubé et al., 
2005; Grunberg & Straub, 1992; Kiefer, Rathmanner, & Kunze, 2005; Macht, Roth, & 
Ellgring, 2002; Zellner, Saito, & Gonzalez, 2007). The number of studies addressing the 
role of BMI and gender with regard to PA-related snacking behavior, is sti ll rather limited 
and shows that men may increase energy intake in response to PA (e.g. Dubé et al., 2005; 
Kiefer, Rathmanner, & Kunze, 2005; Macht, Roth, & Ellgring, 2002). However with regard 
to women and BMI, the fi ndings are largely inconsistent (e.g. Dubé et al., 2005; White 
et al., 2013). It is noteworthy that studies investi gati ng aff ect-related snacking behavior 
make use of highly specifi c samples, mostly focusing solely on overweight and/or obese 
individuals (e.g. Greeno & Wing, 1994; Patel & Schlundt, 2001) and/or women (e.g. Evers 
et al., 2013; Macht & Simons, 2000; Tomiyama, Mann, & Comer, 2009). Moreover, the bulk 
of research is conducted amongst college students (e.g. Conner et al., 1999; Loxton, Dawe, 
& Cahill, 2011; Tomiyama et al., 2009; White et al., 2013), which implies an emphasis on a 
specifi c age group (young adults) and educati onal att ainment. These a priori strati fi cati ons 
make it diﬃ  cult to investi gate the relati ve importance of diff erent individual demographic 
characteristi cs in aff ect-related snacking. Therefore, the current study investi gates the role 
of BMI, gender, age, and level of educati on as potenti al moderati ng variables of aff ect-
related snacking behavior simultaneously in a heterogeneous adult populati on sample. 
 Aff ect-related snacking behavior has mainly been investi gated in controlled setti  ngs 
or with repeated single daily measurements. In additi on, traditi onal questi onnaires have 
been used to assess trait emoti onal eati ng. Although research has demonstrated that 
trait emoti onal eati ng may occur (van Strien et al., 2013; van Strien, Donker & Ouwens, 
2016), there is sti ll debate about whether measurements with these questi onnaires 
always represent emoti onal eati ng (Bongers et al., 2013; Bongers & Jansen, 2016). The 
newest generati on of aff ect-related research methodology consists of an ambulatory 
diary technique: the Experience Sampling Method (ESM). With data being gathered 
repeatedly throughout the day in real-life setti  ngs, ESM is referred to as the gold 
standard for measuring aff ect (Schwarz, Kahneman, & Xu, 2009). Moreover, ESM enables 
the investi gati on of momentary within-person variability in aff ecti ve processes and its 
associati on with subsequent snacking behavior (Scollon, Kim-Prieto, & Diener, 2003) which 
cannot be captured by single daily measurements. Despite recommendati ons to use this 
methodology in aff ect-related dietary research (Macht, Haupt, & Salewsky, 2004; Smyth et 
al., 2001), this method has sparsely been applied in non-clinical populati on samples in this 
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fi eld (e.g. Macht et al., 2004; Tomiyama et al., 2009). Moreover, previous ESM studies have 
mainly been focused on whether or not (yes or no) respondents had eaten a solid snack 
(Macht et al., 2004; Tomiyama et al., 2009) and/or the number of between-meal snacks 
consumed (Tomiyama et al., 2009). It remains unclear whether these fi ndings accurately 
explain diff erences in caloric intake. Therefore, the current study addresses energy intake 
(kilocalories) from between-meal snacks. 
 To be able to account for within-person ﬂ uctuati ons, a smartphone applicati on, based 
on ESM, was developed to repeatedly assess aff ect and between-meal snack consumpti on 
in real-life setti  ngs (Wouters, Thewissen, Zamani, Lechner, & Jacobs, 2013). A comparison 
study has demonstrated that a signal-conti ngent sampling procedure is a suitable 
method when momentary associati ons across ti me are the interest of study (Wouters, 
Thewissen, Duif, Lechner & Jacobs, 2016). Between-meal snacks are defi ned as all types of 
consumpti ons (e.g. chocolate, grapes, orange juice) other than main meals (i.e. breakfast, 
lunch and dinner).
 In sum, the purpose of this study was to investi gate the associati on between both 
valences of aff ect and energy intake from between-meal snacks in a heterogeneous non-
clinical adult populati on sample. Moreover, this study addresses the relati ve importance of 
the demographic characteristi cs gender, age, BMI, and level of educati on as moderators of 
aff ect-related snack intake. 
M E T H O D S
Sample
Parti cipants were recruited throughout the Netherlands via social media, websites, and 
newslett ers and within the networks of several master thesis students at the Open University 
of the Netherlands. In total, 468 adults of the general populati on agreed to take part in the 
present study. Individuals had to be 20-50 years of age to be included in the analyses, as 
research has shown the largest increase in overweight individuals in recent years within 
this age group in the Netherlands (CBS Statline, 2014; Nati onaal Kompas Volksgezondheid, 
2014). In additi on, parti cipants had to be in possession of an Android smartphone as the 
Snackimpuls app was designed for this platf orm. Exclusion criteria were: currently following 
a diet, being treated for eati ng disorders in the present or the past, parti cipati ng outside of 
the research period (see procedure) and unfamiliarity with the Dutch language. There were 
no criteria regarding Body Mass Index. Although in- and exclusion criteria were explicitly 
communicated to parti cipants in advance, they were imposed aft er the data collecti on, 
given the remote nature of this research. Based on these criteria 382 of the 468 parti cipants 
were eligible to parti cipate in this study (Figure 1). 
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 All parti cipants agreed to an informed consent. This study was approved by the Ethics 
Committ ee of the Open University of the Netherlands. 
Registered and agreed to informed 
consent 
N = 468 
Enrolm
ent 
Completed the study  
and  
met the ESM criteria 
n = 269 
Study period
 
Did not ﬁnish the online questionnaire n=26
Unknown = 26 
Did not (visibly) start with the App n=56
Time constraints  n = 12 
Technical issues  n = 6 
Did not synchronize data  n = 4 
Unknown  n = 34 
Did not me et the ESM criteria n=31 
Started with online questionnaire
n = 464 
Dropouts 
n = 113 
Analyses 
Eligibility  
n = 382 
Excluded based on in - and exclusion criteria n=82 
Age n=23 
Currently following a diet n= 31 
Being treated for an eatin g disorder n=20 
Iphone n=5 
Participating outside of the research period  n=1 
Inadequate use of Dutch language n=2 
Declined to  participate:  n=4 
Included in the analyses n = 269 
Figure 1. Study ﬂ ow chart
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Procedure
Since this study was part of a larger study to investi gate determinants of between-meal 
snacking in daily life (Wouters et al., 2013; Wouters, Thewissen, Duif, Lechner, & Jacobs, 
2016; Wouters, Jacobs, Duif, Lechner & Thewissen, 2017; Wouters, Thewissen, Duif, Lechner 
& Jacobs, under review) concepts which were not used in the current study, were assessed 
as well with the online questi onnaire (e.g. habit, personality) and with the Snackimpuls app 
(e.g. ego depleti on, quality of sleep).
 The research took place in the Netherlands in the period from mid-October 2012 
unti l early December 2013. Respondents were enrolled for one week during the research 
period, were instructed to take part during a regular week excluding holidays, and were to 
maintain their usual food intake. 
 The Snackimpuls app and the Snackimpuls website, which contains parti cipant 
informati on and instructi ons, were specifi cally developed for this study by the Open 
University of the Netherlands. Recruited parti cipants were referred to the website to consult 
informati on about the study, including instructi ons for downloading and installing the 
Snackimpuls smartphone app. Aft er registrati on at the website, parti cipants automati cally 
received an email with a link to an online questi onnaire. Having completed this questi onnaire, 
parti cipants automati cally received login credenti als for the free smartphone app. A demo 
version was included in the smartphone app as a training opportunity on the day prior to 
the assessment period. Each day during the 7-day research period, respondents repeatedly 
answered a short questi onnaire (37 items) on their smartphone to collect multi ple 
assessments (10 ti mes a day) of current emoti ons, self-esteem, situati onal and social 
context and between-meal snack intake. This questi onnaire took approximately 5 minutes 
to complete. In additi on, parti cipants daily answered a brief self-initi ated questi onnaire 
on their smartphone aft er waking up (4 items) and before going to bed (10 items). Aft er 
waking up, respondents’ quality of sleep was assessed. Before going to bed, between-meal 
snack intake was assessed one last ti me, to cover late night snacking (snack intake since 
the last beep of the day). In additi on, questi ons were asked about respondents’ reﬂ ecti ve 
assessments of the past day. Finally, parti cipants were instructed to synchronize the data 
on their smartphone with the main server of the Snackimpuls project at the end of their 
research period. To enhance compliance, parti cipants were able to contact a member of 
the research team by email in case of questi ons or problems. Three Android tablets were 
raﬄ  ed off  amongst the parti cipants as a reward. In additi on, parti cipants received personal 
feedback based on their individual scores regarding eati ng behavior ([DEBQ], van Strien, 
Frijters, Bergers, & Defares, 1986), daily acti viti es, and aff ecti ve states (Snackimpuls app). 
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Instruments
Two instruments were used to collect the data. First, at baseline, an online composite 
questi onnaire was used to collect data on demographics. Subsequently a smartphone 
applicati on was used to collect repeti ti ve data of aff ect and between-meal snack intake.
Online composite questi onnaire 
Demographic variables such as age, weight, height, gender, and level of educati on were 
assessed. In this study, level of educati on was categorized as high educati on (higher 
vocati onal or academic educati on) and low to middle educati on. The low (none, elementary 
school or lower general educati on) and middle (intermediate general educati on, 
intermediate vocati onal educati on, higher general secondary educati on or pre-university 
educati on) level of educati on groups were combined because of the small sample size in 
the low level of educati on group (n=11). Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated as weight 
(kg) divided by height (m) squared. 
The Experience Sampling smartphone applicati on
Aff ect and between-meal snack intake were assessed in daily life with the Experience 
Sampling Method ([ESM], Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987; Hektner, Schmidt, & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 2007), a validated structured self-assessment diary method. The 
Snackimpuls app produced 10 audio quasi-random signals (beeps) a day for 7 consecuti ve 
days between 7:30 AM and 10:30 PM, prompti ng parti cipants to report. Respondents were 
instructed to complete the reports immediately aft er the signal. Since assessments are 
conducted at quasi random ti mes with an average interval of 90 minutes, the reported 
between-meal snack intake with the Snackimpuls app encompasses an average ti meframe 
of 90 minutes (snack intake since the former beep).
 Aff ect was assessed with several items which were derived from the PANAS (Watson, 
Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) and previous ESM studies (Geschwind et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 
2007; Peeters, Nicolson, Berkhof, Delespaul, & de Vries, 2003; Thewissen et al., 2011; 
Wichers et al., 2012). The items were rated on 7-point Likert scales, ranging from 1 (not 
at all) to 7 (very). A principal component analysis with oblique rotati on was used on 
the aggregated parti cipants scores to allocate factors. According to the Kaiser criterion 
(eigenvalues > 1) two factors were identi fi ed, explaining 81% of the variance. The items ‘I 
feel cheerful’, ‘I feel relaxed’, I feel content’ and ‘I feel happy’ loaded on the PA factor. The 
items ‘I feel insecure’, ‘I feel anxious’, ‘I feel down, ‘I feel nervous’, ‘I feel bored’ and ‘I feel 
rushed’ loaded on the NA factor. Reliability esti mates (Cronbach’s α) were calculated at 
person-level. In the current study both scales had a very high internal consistency (PA α = 
.96; NA α = .92). Momentary NA and momentary PA were defi ned as the mean score of the 
ESM momentary NA / PA items for each individual per beep.
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 With regard to between-meal snacking parti cipants answered the questi on: ‘Did you 
eat or drink anything between meals since the last beep?’ by replying ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If the 
reply was negati ve this was equated with 0 kilocalories. If the anwer was aﬃ  rmati ve, 
they were asked to report every product consumed and its quanti ty. To help parti cipants 
facilitate the recording of snack intake, the Snackimpuls app had a built-in search functi on. 
This search functi on consulted a food compositi on table based on the scienti fi cally 
accepted Dutch Food Compositi on Database (Rijksinsti tuut Volksgezondheid en Milieu 
[RIVM], 2011). For every reported snack, parti cipants chose between two quanti ty 
opti ons. Natural products, such as an apple, and products with standardized quanti ti es, 
such as a Mars candy bar, could be reported either per piece or in grams (for solid 
foods) or milliliters (for ﬂ uids). Products with undetermined quanti ti es such as yoghurt 
or tea could be reported in relevant household measurements (i.e. a bowl or a cup) or 
in grams or milliliters. The snack intake was automati cally converted into kilocalories. 
This informati on was not visible to the parti cipants. Products which were not available in 
the search facility could be easily added by the parti cipants using the keyboard of their 
smartphone. These self-added reported snacks were converted into their corresponding 
kilocalories by two independent researchers. The kilocalories for these products were 
extracted from the scienti fi cally accepted Dutch Food Compositi on Database (RIVM, 
2011). If reported products were not available in the Dutch Food Compositi on Database, 
the database of The Netherlands Nutriti on Centre (2013) was consulted. In additi on to 
assessments prompted by the audiosignals, between-meal snack intake was also assessed 
by a daily self-initi ated short questi onnaire just before going to bed. A pilot study has 
demonstrated the feasibility and usability of the Snackimpuls app (Wouters et al., 2013). 
Stati sti cal analyses
Because ESM data have a hierarchical structure with repeated momentary measurements 
(level 1) for each parti cipant (level 2), multi level linear techniques were used. Stati sti cal 
analyses were performed to evaluate which model best fi tt ed the data (i.e. fi xed- or 
random slopes). Subsequently, multi level linear regression analyses were carried out using 
the xtmixed procedure in STATA/MP version 11 (Statacorp, 2009). Prior to the analyses 
the independent and dependent variables were standardized using Z-scores. First, the 
overall mean was subtracted from the value of each assessment, resulti ng in a mean of 
zero. Then, the diff erence between the individual’s score and the mean was divided by the 
standard deviati on, which resulted in a standard deviati on of one. Aft er standardizati on, the 
associati ons could be directly assessed, and their importance was evaluated by using the 
calculated regression coefficients (β). To examine if momentary NA / PA were associated 
with momentary energy intake from between-meal snacks, ti me-lagged multi level 
regression analyses were performed. In these analyses energy intake from snacks on the 
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current beep (t) was the dependent variable and NA / PA on the previous beep (t-1) were 
the independent variables. In step 1 the independent variable (NA / PA) and the moderator 
variables were entered as predictors to test for main eff ects. To determine the relati ve 
importance of the demographic variables gender, age, BMI, and level of educati on as 
moderators of aff ect related snack intake standardized interacti on variables were created. 
In step 2, these interacti on terms were simultaneously added as independent variables in 
the analyses. The level of signifi cance was defi ned at p< .05. 
 To determine interrater reliability for the assigned kilocalories to the reported snack 
consumpti ons which were not available in the search facility, bivariate correlati ons (Pearson’s 
r) between the rati ngs were calculated. Moreover, dropout analyses were conducted (two-
sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) tests) to investi gate signifi cant diff erences 
in age and BMI between parti cipants who fi nished the study and the dropouts. Eff ect-
sizes were expressed as correlati on coeﬃ  cients (Pearson’s r; Field, 2005). In additi on, Chi 
squared analyses were conducted to investi gate signifi cant diff erences in the distributi on 
of gender and level of educati on between these two groups. 
R E S U LT S
Of the total sample that parti cipated in the study (N = 464), 82 respondents (18%) did 
not meet the inclusion criteria. Of the eligible sample (n = 382) 113 parti cipants (30%) 
dropped out and 269 parti cipants (70%) completed the study (Figure 1). Missings in this 
study occurred at beep level, which is a known phenomenon in ESM research (Silvia, 
Kwapil, Eddington, & Brown, 2013). Parti cipants were instructed to complete their reports 
immediately aft er the beep, to minimize memory distorti on. Reports not completed within 
15 minutes aft er the beep were considered invalid. Parti cipants were considered valid if 
they had reported at least 33% of the total number of assessments with the app during 
the 7-day research period (Delespaul, 1995). Parti cipants who did not meet this criterium, 
were considered to be dropouts (n=31). Figure 1 summerizes the dropout rates during the 
course of the research.
 Dropouts (n = 113) did not diff er from the parti cipants who fi nished the study (n = 269) 
with regard to BMI (Z = -.26, p = .80). Moreover, no signifi cant diff erences were found in the 
distributi on of gender (χ2 (1, n=382) = .91, p = .34) and level of educati on (χ2 (1, n = 382) = 
.01, p = .94) between both groups. However, dropouts were slightly younger (mean age 33 
versus 35), (Z = 2.67, p = .01). The eff ect size of this fi nding was small (r = .14). Data from 
all the completers were included in the analyses. Mean age of parti cipants (197 females 
(73%), 72 males (27%)) was 35 years (SD = 8.91) and mean BMI was 24 (SD = 4.00). Of the 
parti cipants 61% had a higher vocati onal or academic degree (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Individual characteristi cs and mean momentary Aff ect scores (n=269)
Characteristi c n % M (SD) Range
Gender
 Male
 Female
269
72
197
27
73
Age 269 35.42 (8.91) 20-50
BMI
 < 18,5
 18,5 ≤ BMI < 25
 25 ≤ BMI < 30
 ≥ 30
267
4
162
79
22
1
61
30
8
24.39 (4.00) 17-43
Educati on*
 High
 Low to middle**
269
163
106
61
39
Variable n % M (SD) Range Cronbach’s α
Aff ect
 mean momentary PA
 mean momentary NA
269
269
5.32 (0.78)
1.55 (0.58)
1-7
1-7
.96
.92
* High educati on: higher vocati onal or academic educati on . Low to middle educati on: none, elementary school, 
lower general educati on, intermediate general- and intermediate vocati onal educati on, higher general secondary- 
or pre-university educati on. 
**combined groups because of the small sample size in the low level of educati on group: n=11
Snack intake could be reported 11 ti mes a day (10 momentary reports and the fi nal report 
just before going to bed to cover late night snacking). Study parti cipants yielded 14330 
momentary reports, 69% of the maximum number of assessments (11 reports x 7 days 
x 269 parti cipants) with the Snackimpuls app. In 7174 assessments (50%) parti cipants 
indicated that they did consume between-meal snacks. However, snack intake was 
missing at 572 assessments: although respondents indicated they did consume something 
between-meals, no products were reported (Table 2). In these instances the missing snack 
reports and the corresponding energy intake were treated as missings.
Table 2. Momentary Reports (N = 14330)
N
Snack consumpti on: no 7156
Snack consumpti on: yes 7174
 with kilocalories 5198
 without kilocalories (e.g. water, black coff ee) 1404
 no products reported  572
The 6602 momentary reports of between-meal snack intake (with and without kilocalories) 
comprised 11520 reported between-meal snacks of which 9593 snacks (83%) were 
reported with the search facility of the app and 1927 snacks (17%) were reported by the 
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parti cipants using the keyboard of their smartphone. Interrater reliability for the manually 
assigned kilocalories to the reported snack consumpti ons which were not available in the 
search facility yielded high correlati on coeﬃ  cients (r = .95, p < .01). If snacks were reported, 
between-meal snacking resulted in a mean momentary energy intake per respondent of 
162 kcal (SD = 216). Stati sti cal analysis showed that the model with fi xed slopes bett er 
fi tt ed the data according to the Akaike Informati on Criterion (AIC) (Hox, 2010). Therefore, a 
multi level regression model, assuming equal associati ons for each individual (fi xed slopes), 
and random intercepts was applied. 
 Results from the completers showed a signifi cant negati ve main eff ect of momentary 
NA on subsequent between-meal snack intake (β (
S.E.
)= -.03 (.01), p = .03). The higher 
momentary NA, the lower the amount of kilocalories consumed at the following beep. In 
additi on, this analysis showed main eff ects of gender (β (
S.E.
)= -.08 (.04), p = .04) and level 
of educati on (β (
S.E.
)= -.09 (.03), p < .01). Women showed less energy intake from snacks 
compared to men, and individuals with a high level of educati on showed less energy intake 
from snacks than individuals with a low to middle level of educati on. No main eff ects were 
found for age (β (
S.E.
)= -.00 (.00), p = .66) and BMI (β (
S.E.
) = .00 (.00), p = .82). The interacti on 
analysis showed no signifi cant interacti ons between momentary NA and age (β (
S.E.
)= .11 
(.06), p = .08), momentary NA and BMI (β (
S.E.
)= .09 (.09), p = .30), and momentary NA 
and level of educati on (β (
S.E.
)= -.02 (.05), p = .76) in associati on with subsequent energy 
intake from snacks. However, a signifi cant interacti on was found between momentary 
NA and gender (β (
S.E.
)= .10 (.05), p = .03) in associati on with subsequent energy intake 
from between-meal snacks. Additi onal multi level regression analyses, strati fi ed by gender, 
showed a signifi cant negati ve associati on between momentary NA and subsequent energy 
intake from snacks in men (β (
S.E.
)= -.07 (.03), p < .01). The higher momentary NA, the 
lower the amount of kilocalories consumed at the following beep. There was no signifi cant 
associati on in women (β (
S.E.
)= -.00 (.01), p = .89). 
 With regard to momentary PA results revealed no signifi cant associati on (β (
S.E.
)= .01 
(.01), p = .29) with subsequent energy intake from snacks. In additi on, this analysis showed 
a main eff ect of level of educati on (β (
S.E.
)= -.09 (.03), p < .01). Higher educated individuals 
showed less energy intake from snacks than low to middle educated individuals. No main 
eff ects were found for age (β (
S.E.
)= -.00 (.00), p = .68), gender (β (
S.E.
)= -.07 (.04), p = .05), and 
BMI (β (
S.E.
)= .00 (.00), p = .83). The interacti on analysis showed no signifi cant interacti ons 
between momentary PA and BMI (β (
S.E.
)= .06 (.09), p = .55) and momentary PA and level 
of educati on (β (
S.E.
)= -.06 (.07), p = .39) in associati on with subsequent energy intake from 
snacks. However, a signifi cant interacti on was found between momentary PA and age 
(β (
S.E.
)= -.24 (.08), p < .01) in associati on with subsequent energy intake from snacks. To 
enable additi onal analyses the sample was divided into three age groups (20 to 30; 30 to 
40; 40 to and including 50). Multi level regression analyses, strati fi ed by age group, showed 
a signifi cant positi ve associati on (β (
S.E.
)= .07 (.02), p < .01) between momentary PA and 
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subsequent energy intake from between-meal snacks in the youngest age group. The higher 
momentary PA, the higher the amount of kilocalories consumed at the following beep. No 
signifi cant associati ons were found in the middle age group (β (
S.E.
)= .00 (.02), p = .84) and 
in the oldest age group (β (
S.E.
)= -.02 (.02), p = .33). Moreover, a signifi cant interacti on was 
found between momentary PA and gender (β (
S.E.
)= -.17 (.07), p = .02). Additi onal multi level 
regression analyses, strati fi ed by gender, showed a signifi cant positi ve associati on (β (
S.E.
)= 
.07 (.03), p = .01) between momentary PA and subsequent energy intake from between-
meal snacks in men. The higher momentary PA, the higher the amount of kilocalories 
consumed at the following beep. There was no signifi cant associati on in women (β (
S.E.
)= 
-.01 (.01), p = .32). 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The aim of the current study was to investi gate the associati on between both valences 
of aff ect and energy intake (kilocalories) from between-meal snacks in real-life setti  ngs. 
In additi on, this study addresses the relati ve importance of gender, age, BMI, and level of 
educati on as potenti al moderators of aff ect-related snack intake in a heterogeneous adult 
general populati on sample. Our results showed a signifi cant negati ve associati on between 
momentary NA and subsequent energy intake from snacks in the total sample: the higher 
momentary NA, the lower the amount of kilocalories consumed at the following beep. 
This associati on only applied to men. With regard to PA, our results showed no signifi cant 
associati on between momentary PA and subsequent energy intake from between-meal 
snacks in the total sample. Interacti on- and subsequent strati fi cati on analyses, however, 
revealed that men and young adults (20-30) signifi cantly increased their intake aft er 
experiencing PA, whereas no associati ons were found in women nor in the other age 
groups. BMI and level of educati on did not moderate the associati ons between momentary 
NA / PA and subsequent energy intake from snacks in daily life. 
 Our fi ndings on both valences of aff ect seem to be in contrast with the majority of 
previous studies which demonstrated that individuals can increase snack intake as a 
response to NA (e.g. Greeno & Wing, 1994; O’Connor et al., 2008; Oliver & Wardle, 1999), 
and may increase the consumpti on of snacks in response to PA (e.g. Dubé et al., 2005; 
Evers et al., 2013; Macht, 1999; Patel & Schlundt, 2001). These discrepancies, however, 
can be traced to back to individual’s gender. Parti cularly, our fi ndings with regard to NA-
related snacking in women seem to diverge from earlier fi ndings (e.g. Dubé et al., 2005; 
Zellner et al., 2006), whereas our results in PA and NA-related snacking in men appear to 
be consistent with the majority of previous research (e.g. Dubé et al., 2005; Grunberg & 
Straub, 1992; Kiefer, Rathmanner, & Kunze, 2005; Macht, Roth, & Ellgring, 2002; Zellner, 
Saito, & Gonzalez, 2007). An explanati on for these diff erent fi ndings might be found in the 
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used methods of study. Most studies on aff ect-related dietary behavior are conducted in 
laboratory setti  ngs, which generally constrain parti cipants in their behavioral alternati ves 
in response to experimentally induced emoti ons. It is conceivable that these alternati ves 
are more in line with the natural male coping repertoire. Indeed, it has been demonstrated 
that compared to women, men are more oft en inclined to eat for pleasure (e.g. Kiefer et al., 
2005; Macht & Simons, 2000). PA (either experimentally induced or in daily life) may increase 
the pleasures of eati ng in men, for example by experiencing a more pleasurable taste 
(Macht et al., 2002). Hence, it is conceivable that the increase in energy intake from snacks 
in response to PA in men, stems from a heightened morale and has a hedonic nature (Dubé 
et al., 2005; Macht et al., 2002). Contrarily to PA, NA can decrease the pleasure of eati ng 
in men, and may increase the percepti on of a bad taste (Macht et al., 2002). Thus, a lower 
morale in men, may suppress appeti te, leading to a decrease in energy intake from snacks. 
 Compared to men, women are more oft en inclined to eat for comfort (Kiefer et al., 
2005). However, the evidence of the linkage between NA and subsequent energy intake 
from snacks in women in natural setti  ngs is limited (White et al., 2013). It is plausible that 
in daily life women might choose alternati ve coping strategies, rather than snacking, in 
response to NA, such as addressing their social network and venti ng (Gatti  no, Rollero, & 
De Piccoli, 2015). Indeed, it has been demonstrated that emoti onal expression and seeking 
social support are frequently used coping strategies among women (Carver, Scheier, & 
Weintraub, 1989; Rollero, Gatti  no, & De Piccoli, 2014).
 With regard to momentary PA, additi onal analyses strati fi ed by age group showed that 
only young adults (20 to 30) signifi cantly increased their energy intake from snacks aft er 
experiencing PA. This fi nding is consistent with previous research showing a decrease in 
energy intake from snacks in response to positi ve aff ect when aging (Turner, Luszczynska, 
Warner, & Schwarzer, 2010). A possible explanati on might be that compared to young 
adults, older adults have developed alternati ve pathways to respond to PA rather than to 
snack. This might be explained by an increased concern with health issues, and a higher 
self-perceived competence in adults, when aging (Stewart, Ostrove, & Helson, 2001). 
 Finally, interacti on analyses revealed that BMI did not moderate the associati ons 
between momentary NA / PA and subsequent energy intake from snacks in daily life. 
Although some research has identi fi ed BMI as possible key variable of NA-related eati ng 
(e.g. Geliebter & Aversa, 2003; Kontti  nen, Männistö, Sarlio-Lähteenkorva, Silventoinen, & 
Haukkala; 2010) there is mixed evidence to support such an eff ect (Greeno & Wing, 1994; 
Torres & Nowson, 2007). 
 In our study we looked at the impact of daily life aff ecti ve states on subsequent energy 
intake from snacks. It has been proposed that the more oft en aff ecti ve states are followed 
by energy intake, the more likely someone is an emoti onal eater (Bongers & Jansen, 2016). 
Future daily life research towards trait-emoti onal eati ng may investi gate this further. 
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 Although this study has several strengths, some limitati ons also have to be noted. First, 
the sample of the current study was not representati ve for the general populati on because it 
was biased in favor of women and individuals with a high level of educati on. In additi on, the 
dropouts in this study were slightly younger. However, our results lead us to the conclusion that 
we are sti ll able to provide relevant fi ndings. Second, in this study aff ect and between-meal 
snacking were assessed using self-reports, which are vulnerable to incomplete data and/or 
underreporti ng. Although the compliance rate of the study is consistent with compliance 
rates in previous ESM studies in similar samples (Silvia et al., 2013), 2% of the parti cipants 
(n=6) did not report any between-meal snacks. Missing snack reports and the corresponding 
energy intake were treated as missings, possibly leading to a slight under-reporti ng of snack 
intake in the current sample. Nevertheless, a comparison study (Wouters et al., 2016) 
showed that momentary energy intake reported with the Snackimpuls app was comparable 
to the reports with an esti mated diet diary, which is considered eff ecti ve in assessing dietary 
intake (McNaughton, Mishra, Bramwell, Paul, & Wadsworth, 2005; Thompson & Subar, 
2008). Third, the outcome measure in the current study was energy intake (kilocalories), 
which ulti mately is the crucial contributor to overweight and obesity. However, since main 
meals were not included, our results may not reﬂ ect total aff ect-related energy intake. Sti ll, 
our fi ndings do shed light on one of the major sources of weight gain and obesity (e.g. 
de Graaf, 2006; Giesen, Havermans, Douven, Tekelenburg, & Jansen, 2010; McCrory & 
Campbell, 2011; Nederkoorn, Houben, Hofmann, Roefs, & Jansen, 2010; Piernas & Popkin, 
2010). In additi on, it is conceivable that the inclusion of healthy snacks may have inﬂ uenced 
the results. However, additi onal analyses on a subset of the data (n=14085) excluding beeps 
(n=245) which only comprised healthy products (i.e. fruit and/or vegetables), showed 
similar fi ndings. Fourth, in our sample the reported levels of NA were low and NA showed 
litt le within-person variability. These fi ndings, however, are consistent with previous daily 
life dietary research in general populati on samples (Tomiyama et al., 2009). We suspect 
negati ve aff ecti ve states might have larger eff ects on energy intake from snacks in individuals 
with more extreme or variable NA. Fift h, this study uses container concepts of NA and PA. 
Research towards specifi c emoti ons (e.g. anger, fear, sadness and joy) (Macht, 1999; Posner, 
Russell, & Peterson, 2005) has demonstrated that some emoti ons are low in arousal whereas 
others are high in arousal regardless of their valence. In additi on, the degree of arousal has 
been associated with dietary intake. Indeed, it has been pointed out that emoti ons low in 
arousal are not expected to aff ect dietary intake, whereas emoti ons high in arousal suppress 
dietary intake (Macht, 2008). Due to the use of container concepts we cannot draw defi nite 
conclusions with regard to the impact of the degree of arousal on dietary intake. Sti ll, we 
were able to shed some light on both valences of aff ect. Finally, in the current study BMI 
was calculated based on self-reported weight and height, which is debatable but acceptable 
(Krul, Daanen, & Choi, 2011; Dekkers, van Wier, Hendriksen, Twisk, & van Mechelen, 2008). 
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 Despite these limitati ons, several strengths of this study also have to be menti oned. First, 
ESM was used in assessing aff ect and snacking behavior. Considering the ﬂ uctuati ng nature 
of these variables, this method may be more eff ecti ve than retrospecti ve questi onnaires in 
mapping aff ect and snacking behavior in daily life. Second, compared to laboratory studies, 
ESM enhances the ecological validity of the fi ndings. Third, in contrast to the majority 
of previous studies, this study addresses both valences of aff ect. Fourth, this is the fi rst 
study to address the relati ve importance of potenti al demographic individual diff erences 
simultaneously in a systemati c way, whereas previous research has mainly considered the 
role of BMI and/or gender individually (e.g. Greeno & Wing, 1994; Evers et al, 2013; Macht 
& Simons, 2000; Patel & Schlundt, 2001; Tomiyama et al., 2009). 
 The fi ndings of the present study provide support for the importance of individual 
demographics in aff ect-related snacking and may have implicati ons for the development of 
interventi ons. Although the eff ect sizes of our fi ndings were small, their cumulati ve eff ect 
on energy intake may be considerable, given the interacti on with frequently occurring 
positi ve aff ecti ve states in daily life. According to our results, interventi ons might also 
aim at reducing energy intake from positi ve aff ect-related snacking in men and young 
individuals. Behavioral weight loss interventi ons, however, do not aim at positi ve aff ect-
related snacking as a primary goal, if at all. Interventi ons targeti ng NA-related snacking 
are aimed at stress reducti on to improve stress-related overeati ng (e.g. Daubenmier et al., 
2011). This rati onale, however, does not lend itself well for targeti ng PA-related snacking. 
Indeed, reducti on of PA (or increasing NA) can never be the target of interventi ons. 
Raising awareness of PA-related snacking in men and young individuals, combined with 
encouraging healthier alternati ves, may be a possible pathway towards reducti on of energy 
intake from snacks. 
C O N C L U S I O N
The present study contributes to our understanding of aff ect-related energy intake from 
between-meal snacks. Individual demographic characteristi cs played a pivotal role in aff ect-
related snacking. Results showed that momentary NA predicts a subsequent decrease in 
energy intake from snacks in men. Moreover, men and young individuals increased their 
energy intake aft er experiencing PA. Based on these fi ndings, future interventi ons aiming at 
reducing energy intake from snacks might consider addressing PA-related snacking in men 
and young adults.
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A B S T R A C T 
Objecti ve: The present study sets out to further elucidate the complex relati onship 
between daily hassles, snacking, and negati ve aff ect (NA). The aim of the present study 
was to examine whether or not moment-to-moment energy intake from snacks moderates 
the associati on between momentary stress and NA. And, if so, can this moderati ng eff ect 
be replicated by using the amount of macronutrient intake (i.e. carbohydrates, fat, and 
protein) as moderator on the associati on between momentary stress and NA? 
Design: Adults (N=269), aged 20-50, parti cipated in this study. Stress, NA, and snack 
intake were assessed 10 ti mes a day for 7 consecuti ve days in daily life with an experience 
sampling smartphone applicati on. Multi level regression analyses were performed to assess 
the hypothesized associati ons. 
Results: Our study revealed a dampening eff ect of snacking on negati ve aff ecti ve stress 
reacti vity. However, this dampening eff ect could not be replicated by the amount of 
macronutrient intake from snacks. On the contrary, the amount of carbohydrates has an 
enhancing eff ect on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. 
Conclusion: In the end, our study suggests that the criti cal questi on is which mechanisms 
are decisive in the dampening role of snacking on stress reacti vity. A multi disciplinary 
approach may provide a full perspecti ve.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Minor stressful daily events, such as being late for an appointment, missing a train, or 
having arguments with colleagues or family, are the annoying, worrying, frustrati ng, 
stressful experiences that are embedded in our everyday life (Kanner, Coyne, Schaefer, 
& Lazarus, 1981). These minor stressful events or daily hassles are frequent and mostly 
inevitable, and diff er from major stressful life events (i.e. loss of job, death of spouse) 
which are less frequent and comprise a major change in individuals’ circumstances or 
status. Stress research has traditi onally been focused on major stressful life events (e.g. 
Dohrenwend & Dohrenwend, 1974; Warheit, 1979). This line of research is sti ll applied 
(e.g. Flouri & Mavroveli, 2013; Phillips, Caroll, & Der, 2015; Yan, Li, & Sui, 2013). Studies 
examining major stressful life events and minor stressful daily events simultaneously, 
however, have demonstrated that the impact of frequent daily stressors on psychological 
distress should not be underesti mated (e.g. Chamberlain & Zika, 1990; Delongis, Folkman, 
& Lazarus, 1988; Heron, Bryan, Dougherty, & Chapman, 2013; Kanner et al., 1981; Larsson, 
Berglund, & Ohlsson, 2016; Monroe, 1983; Stefanek, Strohmeier, Fandrem, & Spiel, 2012). 
Even more, minor stressful daily events are known to have a cumulati ve negati ve impact 
on aff ect, behavior, and (mental) health status of individuals (e.g. Falconier, Nussbeck, 
Bodenmann, Schneider, & Bradbury, 2015; Kanner et al., 1981; Larsson et al., 2016; 
Monroe, 1983; O’Connor, Jones, Conner, McMillan, & Ferguson, 2008).
 Studies using the Experience Sampling Method (ESM), also known as Ecological 
Momentary Assessment (EMA), have repeatedly shown that minor stressful daily events are 
associated with an increase in Negati ve Aff ect (NA) and a general decrease in Positi ve Aff ect 
(PA) in clinical (e.g. Bylsma, Taylor-Clift , & Rott enberg, 2011; Lardinois, Lataster, Mengelers, 
van Os, & Myin-Germeys, 2011; Myin-Germeys, Krabbendam, Delespaul, & van Os, 2003; 
Myin-Germeys, van Os, Schwartz, Stone, & Delespaul, 2001; Peeters, Nicolson, Berkhof, 
Delespaul, & de Vries, 2003; Wichers et al., 2007) and non-clinical populati on samples (e.g. 
Jacobs, et al., 2007; Marco, Neale, Schwartz, Shiff man, & Stone, 1999; van Eck, Nicolson, 
& Berkhof, 1998). In additi on, it has been demonstrated that increased negati ve aff ecti ve 
stress reacti vity is a risk factor for the development of psychopathological disorders such 
as depression (Mezulis, Funasaki, Charbonneau, & Hyde, 2010; Morris, Ciesla, & Garber, 
2010; Siegrist, 2008). 
 Daily life research has also demonstrated that increased consumpti on of hedonic ‘snack 
type’ products, which are nutrient-dense and high in sugar and fat, may be used in order 
to cope with the negati ve emoti ons associated with daily hassles, (Newman, O’Connor, 
& Conner, 2007; O’Connor et al., 2008). Although studies in other setti  ngs confi rm these 
fi ndings (e.g. Cleobury & Tapper, 2014; Gibson, 2006; Groesz et al., 2012; Kandiah, Yake, 
Jones, & Meyer, 2006; O’Connor et al., 2008; Oliver & Wardle, 1999; Tomiyama, Dallman, 
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& Epel, 2011; Torres & Nowson, 2007; Zellner et al. 2006; Widaman, Witbracht, Forester, 
Laugero, & Keim, 2016), not all individuals make use of this coping mechanism (e.g. Kandiah, 
Yake, & Willet, 2008; Macht, 2008). Research has pointed out that snacking may provide 
comfort or distracti on from negati ve emoti ons associated with stress (e.g. Christensen, 
1993; Gamble, Bava, & Wohlers, 2010; Macht, 2008; Macht & Simons, 2000; Spoor, Bekker, 
van Strien, & van Heck, 2007; Sti ce, Presnell, Shaw, & Rohde, 2005). Indeed, it has been 
demonstrated that parti cular types of consumpti ons may ameliorate stress via sensory or 
hedonic eff ects (Gibson, 2006). Studies within a one-day ti me span, have demonstrated 
that on a short-term basis the consumpti on of palatable food, high in fat and sugar, did 
decrease experimentally induced NA (Macht & Mueller, 2007; Wallis & Hetherington, 
2009). However, 7-day research using prospecti ve food-records and single daily mood 
measurements did not confi rm these fi ndings (Hendy, 2012). In additi on, from a nutriti onal 
perspecti ve, it has been demonstrated that macronutrients (parti cularly carbohydrates and 
fat) target the brain similar to opiates, providing a stress dampening eff ect (e.g. Cota, Tschöp, 
Horvath, & Levine, 2006; Groesz et al., 2012). Several biological mechanisms (e.g. serotonin 
hypothesis; endocrine hypothesis) have been postulated for the stress dampening eff ect 
of these specifi c macronutrients (e.g. Cota et al., 2006; Dallman et al., 2003; Wurtman & 
Wurtman, 1989). However, these fi ndings have not always been confi rmed (Benton, 2002). 
 The questi on arises whether snacking as a mechanism to cope with, or distract from daily 
life stressors, could actually moderate (i.e. dampen) the associati on between stress and 
negati ve aff ect. And if so, can this moderati ng eff ect be replicated by using the amount of 
macronutrient intake (i.e. carbohydrates, fat, and protein) as moderator on the associati on 
between momentary stress and NA? Therefore, the present study sets out to extend our 
knowledge of the impact of snacking and its nutriti onal components on negati ve aff ect in 
response to daily hassles. As high energy snack intake may contribute to overweight and 
obesity, which are prominent risk factors for health problems (e.g. Guh et al., 2009; Torre 
et al., 2015), more knowledge may help to bett er tailor interventi ons addressing unhealthy 
snacking behavior and increase their eff ecti veness. 
 To capture the variety of daily hassles, aff ecti ve states, and eati ng occasions throughout 
the day, a momentary ecological assessment approach was used. Since in the individuals’ 
natural environment all types of snacks are available in order to cope with minor stressful 
daily events, the present study includes all types of between-meal snacks including 
beverages and healthy snacks such as fruit and vegetables. Repeti ti ve assessments of 
minor stressful daily events, NA, and snack intake allow to investi gate the moderati ng 
eff ect of snacking (whether or not energy intake was consumed) on negati ve aff ecti ve 
stress reacti vity. Additi onally, as the main building blocks of energy intake from snacks 
are carbohydrates, fat, and protein, the moderati ng eff ects of these macronutrients on 
negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity were also examined.
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 In sum, the current study aims to examine whether or not momentary energy intake 
from snacks, and its amount of macronutrients (i.e. carbohydrates (grams), fat (grams), 
and protein (grams)), moderate the associati on between minor stressful daily events and 
NA. It is hypothesized that (1) energy intake from snacks dampens the negati ve aff ecti ve 
reacti vity to daily hassles. In additi on, it is expected that this eff ect is replicated by its 
macronutrients: (2) the amount of momentary carbohydrate intake and, (3) momentary fat 
intake. It is hypothesized that this dampening eff ect cannot be replicated by (4) the amount 
of momentary protein intake.
M AT E R I A L  A N D  M E T H O D S
Sample
Parti cipants were recruited throughout the Netherlands via social media, websites, and 
newslett ers, and within the networks of several master thesis students at the Open University 
of the Netherlands. Master students at this university are adults with heterogeneity in 
variables such as previous educati on, age, marital status, employment status, income, 
and so forth. Individuals had to be 20-50 years of age to be included in the analyses, as 
research has shown the largest increase in overweight individuals in recent years within 
this age group in the Netherlands (CBS Statline, 2014; Nati onaal Kompas Volksgezondheid, 
2014). In additi on, parti cipants had to be in possession of an Android smartphone as the 
Snackimpuls app was designed for this platf orm. Exclusion criteria were: currently following 
a diet, being treated for eati ng disorders in the present or the past, parti cipati ng outside of 
the research period (see procedure) and unfamiliarity with the Dutch language. 
 All parti cipants agreed to an informed consent. This study was approved by the Ethics 
Committ ee of the Open University of the Netherlands. 
Procedure
The research took place in the Netherlands in the period from mid-October 2012 unti l early 
December 2013. Respondents were enrolled for one week during the research period, 
were instructed to take part during a regular week excluding holidays, and to maintain 
their usual food intake. 
 The Snackimpuls app, and the Snackimpuls website which contains parti cipant 
informati on and instructi ons, were created for this study by the Open University of the 
Netherlands. Recruited parti cipants were referred to the website to consult informati on 
about the study, including instructi ons for downloading and installing the Snackimpuls 
smartphone app. Aft er registrati on at the website, parti cipants automati cally received 
an email with a link to an online questi onnaire. Having completed this questi onnaire, 
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parti cipants automati cally received login credenti als for the free smartphone app. A demo 
version was included in the smartphone app as a training opportunity on the day prior to 
the assessment period. 
 To collect multi ple assessments of stress, current emoti ons, self-esteem, situati onal- 
and social context, and between-meal snack intake, respondents repeti ti vely (10 ti mes a 
day on 7 consecuti ve days), answered a short questi onnaire (37 items) on their smartphone. 
This questi onnaire took approximately 5 minutes to complete. In additi on, parti cipants 
daily answered a brief self-initi ated questi onnaire on their smartphone aft er waking up (4 
items) and before going to bed (10 items). Aft er waking up, respondents’ quality of sleep 
was assessed. Before going to bed, questi ons were asked about respondents’ reﬂ ecti ve 
assessments of the past day and between-meal snack intake was assessed one last ti me, 
to cover late night snacking. Finally, parti cipants were instructed to synchronize the data 
on their smartphone with the main server of the Snackimpuls project at the end of their 
research period. To enhance compliance, parti cipants were able to contact a member of 
the research team by email in case of questi ons or problems. In additi on, three Android 
tablets were raﬄ  ed off  amongst the parti cipants as a reward, and parti cipants received 
personal feedback based on their individual scores regarding eati ng behavior ([DEBQ], van 
Strien, Frijters, Bergers, & Defares, 1986), daily acti viti es, and aff ecti ve states (Snackimpuls 
app). 
Instruments
Two instruments were used to collect the data. First, at baseline, an online composite 
questi onnaire was used to collect data on demographics. Subsequently a smartphone 
applicati on was used to collect repeti ti ve data of event-related stress, NA, and between-
meal snack intake.
 Because this study was part of a larger study to investi gate determinants of between-
meal snacking in daily life (Wouters, Jacobs, Duif, Lechner, & Thewissen, 2017; Wouters, 
Thewissen, Duif, Lechner, & Jacobs, 2016; Wouters, Thewissen, Duif, Lechner & Jacobs, 
under review; Wouters, Thewissen, Zamani, Lechner, & Jacobs, 2013), other concepts 
(not used in the current study) were assessed as well with the online questi onnaire (e.g. 
eati ng style, habit, personality) and with the Snackimpuls app (e.g. ego depleti on, quality 
of sleep).
Online composite questi onnaire 
Demographic variables such as age, weight, height, gender, marital status, and level of 
educati on were assessed. In this study, level of educati on was categorized as high educati on 
(higher vocati onal or academic educati on) and low to middle educati on (none, elementary 
school or lower general educati on, intermediate general educati on, intermediate vocati onal 
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educati on, higher general secondary educati on, or pre-university educati on). Body Mass 
Index (BMI) was calculated as weight (kg) divided by height (m) squared. 
The Experience Sampling smartphone applicati on
Stress, NA, and between-meal snack intake were assessed in daily life with the Experience 
Sampling Method ([ESM], Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987; Hektner, Schmidt, & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 2007), a validated structured self-assessment diary method. General 
guidelines have emerged with regard to the number of daily signals in ESM research. The 
most common range is 4 to 10 prompts a day (Conner & Lehman, 2012). Delespaul (1992) 
recommends a maximum of 6 signals a day when the sampling period is longer than 3 
weeks. Within these boundaries, the Snackimpuls app produced 10 quasi-random (with an 
average interval of 90 minutes) audio signals (beeps) a day for 7 consecuti ve days between 
7:30 AM and 10:30 PM. Respondents were instructed to complete the reports immediately 
aft er the signal. 
 Consistent with previous ESM studies (Bylsma et al., 2011; Jacobs et al., 2007; Lardinois 
et al., 2011; Myin-Germeys et al., 2001; Myin-Germeys et al., 2003; Wichers et al., 2007), 
stress was defi ned as the subjecti ve appraisals of stressfulness of minor daily events (i.e. 
event-related stress). Parti cipants were instructed to think about the most important 
event since the previous beep, or if no previous beep was emitt ed yet, since waking up. 
Subsequently, the parti cipants’ appreciati on of the event was rated on a 7-point Likert 
scale, ranging from ‘Very unpleasant’, through ‘Neutral’ to ‘Very pleasant’. Aft erwards this 
item was recoded in order to facilitate interpretati on: the higher the score the higher the 
subjecti ve appraisal of stress. 
 Negati ve Aff ect was assessed with the items ‘I feel insecure’, ‘I feel anxious’, ‘I feel down, 
‘I feel nervous’, ‘I feel bored’, and ‘I feel rushed’ that were derived from the Positi ve Aff ect 
and Negati ve Aff ect Schedule ([PANAS] Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) and previous ESM 
studies (Geschwind et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 2007; Peeters et al., 2003; Thewissen et al., 
2011; Wichers et al., 2012). The items were rated on 7-point Likert scales, ranging from 1 
(not at all) to 7 (very). Momentary NA was defi ned as the mean score of the NA items for 
each individual per beep. The higher the score, the higher momentary NA. The reliability 
esti mate (Cronbach’s α) was calculated at person-level. In the current study the NA scale 
had a very high internal consistency (α = .92). 
 With regard to between-meal snacking, parti cipants answered the questi on: ‘Did you 
eat or drink anything between meals since the last beep?’ by replying ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If the 
reply was negati ve, this was equated with 0 kilocalories. If the answer was aﬃ  rmati ve, 
they were asked to report every product consumed and its quanti ty. To help parti cipants 
facilitate the recording of snack intake, the Snackimpuls app had a built-in search functi on. 
This search functi on consulted a food compositi on table based on the scienti fi cally accepted 
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Dutch Food Compositi on Database (Rijksinsti tuut Volksgezondheid en Milieu [RIVM], 
2011). For every reported snack, parti cipants chose between two quanti ty opti ons. Natural 
products, such as an apple, and products with standardized quanti ti es, such as a Mars 
candy bar, could be reported either per piece or in grams (for solid foods) or milliliters (for 
ﬂ uids). Products with undetermined quanti ti es such as yoghurt or tea could be reported in 
relevant household measures (i.e. a bowl or a cup) or in grams or milliliters. In additi on to 
assessments prompted by the audiosignals, between-meal snack intake was also assessed 
by a daily self-initi ated short questi onnaire just before going to bed, using the same reporti ng 
procedure as described above. The snack intake was automati cally converted into total 
momentary energy intake (kcals) and its macronutrients carbohydrates (grams), fat (grams), 
and protein (grams). This informati on was not visible to the parti cipants. Products which 
were not available in the search facility could easily be added by the parti cipants using the 
keyboard of their smartphone. These self-added reported snacks were converted into their 
corresponding energy intake (kcals) and its macronutrients (grams) by two independent 
researchers. The kilocalories and the macronutrients (grams) for these products were 
extracted from the scienti fi cally accepted Dutch Food Compositi on Database (RIVM, 2011). 
If reported products were not available in the Dutch Food Compositi on Database, the 
database of The Netherlands Nutriti on Centre (2013) was consulted. Interrater reliability 
yielded high correlati on coeﬃ  cients on kilocalories (r = .95, p < .01), carbohydrates (r = .95, 
p < .01), fat (r = .98, p < .01), and protein (r = .95, p < .01). A pilot study has demonstrated 
the feasibility and usability of the Snackimpuls app (Wouters et al., 2013). 
Stati sti cal analyses
In the analyses, NA on the current beep was the dependent variable and the subjecti ve 
appraised stressfulness of the most salient minor event since the previous beep was 
the independent variable. Negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity was conceptualized as the 
associati on between stress and NA. 
 Snack intake was also measured retrospecti vely, and was converted into its corresponding 
energy intake (kcals) and its macronutrients (grams). Energy intake and macronutrients of 
all reported items since the previous beep were calculated into one score for one ti me 
point. 
 Because ESM data have a hierarchical structure with repeated momentary 
measurements (level 1) for each parti cipant (level 2), multi level linear techniques were 
used. Stati sti cal analyses were performed to evaluate which model best fi tt ed the data 
(i.e. fi xed- or random slopes). Subsequently, multi level linear regression analyses were 
carried out using the xtmixed procedure in STATA/MP version 11 (Statacorp, 2009). The key 
variables were standardized prior to the analyses. Aft er standardizati on, the associati ons 
could be assessed directly, and their importance was evaluated by using the calculated 
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regression coefficients (β). All analyses were adjusted for the potenti al confounders: gender, 
age, level of educati on, and BMI. The level of signifi cance was defi ned at p< .05. First, a 
multi level regression analysis was performed to replicate earlier fi ndings with regard to the 
positi ve associati on between the appraised stressfulness of minor daily events and NA (e.g. 
Jacobs et al., 2006; Jacobs et al., 2007; Marco et al., 1999; van Eck et al., 1998). To test the 
hypothesis whether or not energy intake from snacks dampens negati ve aff ecti ve stress 
reacti vity, a dichotomous variable, indicati ng whether or not energy intake was consumed 
(snacking: yes/no), was created. In additi on, an interacti on variable (stress*snacking) was 
included in the multi level regression analysis assessing the moderati ng role of snacking. 
Additi onal analyses, strati fi ed by snack intake respecti vely no snack intake, were performed.
 To determine at beeplevel whether negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity was moderated 
by the amount of carbohydrate- (grams), fat- (grams), or protein intake (grams) from snacks, 
interacti on variables (stress*carbohydrates; stress*fat; stress*protein), were created. 
Separate multi level regression analyses were performed to assess the moderati ng role of 
the macronutrients. The analyses with regard to each  of the macronutrients were adjusted 
for the other two macronutrients. For signifi cant interacti on terms, additi onal multi level 
regression analyses, strati fi ed by terti les of the macronutrient intake, were performed. 
 Dropout analyses were conducted (two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) 
tests) to investi gate signifi cant diff erences in age and BMI between parti cipants who fi nished 
the study and the dropouts. Eff ect-sizes were expressed as correlati on coeﬃ  cients (Pearson’s 
r; Field, 2005). In additi on, Chi squared analyses were conducted to investi gate signifi cant 
diff erences in the distributi on of gender and level of educati on between these two groups. 
R E S U LT S
Of the total sample that parti cipated in the study (N = 464), 82 respondents (18%) did 
not meet the inclusion criteria. Of the eligible sample (n = 382) 113 parti cipants (30%) 
dropped out and 269 parti cipants (70%) completed the study (Figure 1). Missings in this 
study occurred at beep level, which is a known phenomenon in ESM research (Silvia, 
Kwapil, Eddington, & Brown, 2013). Parti cipants were instructed to complete their reports 
immediately aft er the beep, to minimize memory distorti on. Reports not completed within 
15 min aft er the beep were considered invalid. Data from the eligible parti cipants were 
considered valid if they had reported at least 33% of the total number of assessments with 
the app during the 7-day research period (Delespaul, 1995). Parti cipants who did not meet 
this criterium, were considered to be dropouts. Data from all the completers were included 
in the analyses.
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Registered and agreed to informed 
consent 
N = 468 
Enrolm
ent 
Completed the study  
and  
met the ESM criteria 
n = 269 
Study period
 
Did not ﬁnish the online questionnaire n=26
Unknown = 26 
Did not (visibly) start with the App n=56
Time constraints  n = 12 
Technical issues  n = 6 
Did not synchronize data  n = 4 
Unknown  n = 34 
Did not me et the ESM criteria n=31 
Started with online questionnaire
n = 464 
Dropouts 
n = 113 
Analyses 
Eligibility  
n = 382 
Excluded based on in - and exclusion criteria n=82 
Age n=23 
Currently following a diet n= 31 
Being treated for an eatin g disorder n=20 
Iphone n=5 
Participating outside of the research period  n=1 
Inadequate use of Dutch language n=2 
Declined to  participate:  n=4 
Included in the analyses n = 269 
Figure 1. Study ﬂ ow chart
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 Dropouts did not diff er from the parti cipants who fi nished the study (n = 269) with 
regard to BMI (Z = -.26, p = .80). Moreover, no signifi cant diff erences were found in the 
distributi on of gender (χ2 (1, n=382) = .91, p = .34) and level of educati on (χ2 (1, n = 382) 
= .01, p = .94) between both groups. However, dropouts were slightly younger (mean age 
33 versus 35), (Z = 2.67, p = .01). The eff ect size of this fi nding was small (r = .14). Mean 
age of the completers (197 females (73%), 72 males (27%)) was 35 years (SD = 8.91) and 
mean BMI was 24 (SD = 4.00). Of the parti cipants 61% had a higher vocati onal or academic 
degree (Table 1). Aggregated over parti cipants’ means, mean NA was 1.55 (SD= 0.58, range 
1 – 4.27). Mean subjecti ve appraisal of stress was 3.54 (SD = 0.52; range 1.12 – 5.14).
Table 1. Individual characteristi cs and mean momentary Negati ve Aff ect and event-related (un)
pleasantness scores (n=269)
Characteristi c n % M (SD) Range
Gender
Male
Female
269
72
197
27
73
Age 269 35.42 (8.91) 20-50
BMI
< 18,5
18,5 ≤ BMI < 25
25 ≤ BMI < 30
≥ 30
267
4
162
79
22
1
61
30
8
24.39 (4.00) 17-43
Educati on
High
Low to middle 
269
163
106
61
39
Variable n % M (SD) Range Cronbach’s α
mean momentary NA
mean event-related stress
269
269
1.55 (0.58)
3.54 (0.52)
1-4.27
1.12-5.14
.92
* High educati on: higher vocati onal or academic educati on. Low to middle educati on: none, elementary school, 
lower general educati on, intermediate general- and intermediate vocati onal educati on, higher general secondary- 
or pre-university educati on. 
Snack intake could be reported 11 ti mes a day (10 momentary reports and the fi nal report 
just before going to bed to cover late night snacking). Study parti cipants yielded 14330 
momentary reports, 69% of the maximum number of assessments (11 reports x 7 days 
x 269 parti cipants) with the Snackimpuls app. In 7174 assessments (50%) parti cipants 
indicated that they did consume between-meal snacks. However, informati on on snack 
intake was missing at 572 (8%) of the 7174 assessments: although respondents indicated 
they did consume something between-meals, no products were reported (Table 2). In these 
instances the missing snack reports and the corresponding measures (i.e. carbohydrates, 
fat, and protein) were treated as missings.
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4
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1
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8
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.92
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they did consume something between-meals, no products were reported (Table 2). In these 
instances the missing snack reports and the corresponding measures (i.e. carbohydrates, 
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Table 2. Momentary Reports (N = 14330)
N
Snack consumpti on: no 7156
Snack consumpti on: yes 7174
 with kilocalories 5198
 without kilocalories (e.g. water, black coff ee) 1404
 no products reported  572
The 6602 momentary reports of between-meal snack intake (with and without kilocalories) 
(Table 2) comprised 11520 reported between-meal snacks of which 9593 snacks (83%) 
were reported with the search facility of the app (e.g. apple-pie; cake; biscuit; coff ee with 
milk and sugar) and 1927 snacks (17%) were reported manually (e.g. cheesecake; wiener 
mélange). Manually reported snacks also consisted of products that were present in the 
search functi on, but which were not recognized due to spelling diff erences. If snacks 
were reported, between-meal snacking resulted in a mean energy intake between two 
beeps of 162 kcal (SD = 216) per respondent, mainly originati ng from a mean momentary 
carbohydrate intake of 21 grams (SD = 26), a mean momentary fat intake of 5 grams (SD = 
11), and a mean momentary protein intake of 3 grams (SD = 7). 
 Stati sti cal analysis showed that the model with random slopes bett er fi tt ed the data 
according to the Akaike Informati on Criterion (AIC) (Hox, 2010). Therefore, a multi level 
regression model, assuming unequal associati ons for each individual (random slopes), and 
random intercepts was applied. 
Negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity 
A preliminary analysis showed a signifi cant positi ve associati on between momentary 
subjecti ve appraisal of stress and NA (β (
S.E.
)= .15 (.01), p < .01). The higher the momentary 
subjecti ve appraisal of stress, the higher momentary NA. 
The moderati on of snacking
Results of the interacti on analysis revealed a signifi cant interacti on between momentary 
subjecti ve appraisal of stress and snacking (β (
S.E.
)= -.05 (.01), p = < .01) in associati on with 
NA. Additi onal multi level regression analyses, strati fi ed by snack intake respecti vely no snack 
intake, showed a slight dampening eff ect of snack intake on the associati on between stress 
and NA (β (
S.E.
) = .14 (.02), p < .01) compared to no snack intake (β (
S.E.
)= .17 (.02), p < .01). 
The moderati on of macronutrients 
Results of the interacti on analyses revealed a signifi cant interacti on between momentary 
subjecti ve appraisal of stress and the amount of carbohydrate intake (β (
S.E.
)= .04 (.02), 
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p = .048) in associati on with NA. To enable additi onal analyses, carbohydrate intake was 
divided into terti les (.01 to 13.44 grams;13.44 to 29.71 grams; 29.71 to and including 455 
grams). Multi level regression analyses, strati fi ed by terti les of carbohydrate intake, showed 
an enhancing eff ect of carbohydrate intake on the associati on between stress and NA in 
terti le 1 (β (
S.E.
)= .10 (.02), p < .01), terti le 2 (β (
S.E.
)= .12 (.02), p < .01), and terti le 3 (β (
S.E.
)= 
.18 (.02), p < .01). The higher the terti le of carbohydrate intake, the higher momentary NA 
in response to momentary subjecti ve appraisal of stress. No signifi cant interacti on was 
found between momentary subjecti ve appraisal of stress and the amount of fat intake 
(β (
S.E.
)= .00 (.02), p = .81), respecti vely protein intake (β (
S.E.
)= .01 (.02), p = .62) in associati on 
with NA. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The aim of the present study was to examine whether or not moment-to-moment energy 
intake from snacks moderates the associati on between momentary stress and NA. And, if 
so, can this moderati ng eff ect be replicated by using the amount of macronutrient intake 
(i.e. carbohydrates, fat, and protein) as moderator on the associati on between momentary 
stress and NA?
 Results of the preliminary analysis replicated the signifi cant positi ve associati on 
between momentary stress and momentary NA: the higher the subjecti ve stress appraisal, 
the higher NA. This confi rms previous fi ndings of ESM studies in similar samples (e.g. Jacobs 
et al., 2007; Marco et al., 1999; van Eck et al., 1998). In additi on, results of the interacti on 
analysis using snack intake (yes/no) as a moderator, revealed a signifi cant interacti on 
between momentary stress and snacking in associati on with NA. Additi onal multi level 
regression analyses, strati fi ed by snack intake respecti vely no snack intake, showed a slight 
dampening eff ect of snack intake on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity compared to no 
snack intake. Although the eff ect size of this fi nding was small, this may sti ll be relevant 
given the interacti on with very frequently occurring minor stressful events in daily life. If 
individuals are reducing their repeti ti ve daily stress response (i.e. an increase in NA) by 
energy intake, this may have major cumulati ve health-related eff ects due to their high 
frequency.
 Moreover, contrarily to our expectati ons, results of the interacti on analyses using the 
macronutrients as moderators, revealed a signifi cant interacti on between momentary 
stress and carbohydrate intake in associati on with NA. The higher the terti le of carbohydrate 
intake since the previous beep, the higher momentary NA in response to momentary 
stress. These fi ndings seem to add to previous research demonstrati ng that, in contrast to 
consuming healthy snacks, unhealthy, sugar rich, snack intake promotes negati ve aff ecti ve 
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states (Singh, 2014). It has been pointed out that this may strengthen the conditi on for 
increased stress sensiti vity which may lead to repeti ti ve unhealthy snacking (Singh, 2014). 
In additi on, experimental research in female samples has demonstrated that although 
unhealthy snack intake may evoke positi ve emoti ons at the ti me of consumpti on, this may 
shortly thereaft er be replaced by feelings of guilt due to a negati ve self-evaluati on related 
to giving into the temptati on of unhealthy snacking (Macht, Gerer, & Ellgring, 2003; Macht 
& Dett mer, 2006; Steenhuis, 2009). Moreover, from a nutriti onal perspecti ve, our fi ndings 
seem to confi rm previous research which opposes a mood dampening eff ect of serotonin. 
For instance, Benton (2002) has demonstrated that even small proporti ons of protein 
intake may annul the serotonergic stress dampening eff ects of carbohydrates. The latt er 
seems in line with our broad defi niti on of snacking which allowed for consumpti on of many 
diff erent products which may diverge in compositi on. Finally, no signifi cant interacti ons 
were found between momentary stress and the amount of fat- respecti vely protein intake 
in associati on with NA. 
 In sum, our study demonstrates that the consumpti on of snacks has a slight dampening 
eff ect on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. Although this fi nding seems consistent with 
previous studies demonstrati ng that on a short-term basis the consumpti on of highly 
palatable snacks did decrease experimentally induced NA (Macht & Mueller, 2007; Wallis 
& Hetherington, 2009), our study also shows that this dampening eff ect of snacking on 
stress reacti vity, cannot be replicated by its macronutriti onal components. On the contrary, 
the only macronutriti onal eff ect found was an increase of stress reacti vity based on the 
amount of carbohydrates consumed. From a macronutriti onal perspecti ve this seems to 
indicate that consuming snacks high in carbohydrates is counterproducti ve for decreasing 
negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. Our study suggests that snacking, irrespecti ve of the 
type of snack consumed, slightly dampens negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. Given the 
dampening role of snacking on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity, the criti cal questi on 
is which potenti al mechanisms are decisive in this dampening eff ect. An integrated 
multi disciplinary research approach involving neurochemical, nutriti onal, and psychological 
inﬂ uences may provide a full perspecti ve on the impact of nutriti on on the associati on 
between stress and NA. Indeed, it may well be that sweet snacks provide more sati sfacti on 
or anti cipated distracti on (Desmet & Schiff erstein, 2008; Gamble et al., 2010) from daily 
life stressors and thereby, from a psychological perspecti ve, contribute to the dampening 
eff ect from stress reacti vity, whereas from a macronutriti onal perspecti ve our study shows 
that this eff ect is reversed. It could also be considered to perform some more complex 
analyses (i.e. mediated moderati on, or moderated mediati on), because the associati on 
between stress and NA may also be mediated by snacking (e.g. Finch & Tomiyama, 2014; 
Köster & Mojet, 2015). More knowledge may help to bett er tailor interventi ons addressing 
unhealthy snacking behavior and thereby increase their eff ecti veness. 
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 Some limitati ons of this study have to be noted. A fi rst concern is the issue of causality 
which relates to the moment at which between-meal snacks were consumed. It remains 
unclear whether momentary between-meal snacks were consumed before, during, or aft er 
the event took place. Therefore, it cannot be established whether the subjecti ve appraisals 
of stress increased snack intake, or whether snack intake inﬂ uenced the subjecti ve apraisals 
of stress. In accordance, it remains unclear whether snack intake alleviates the impact of 
a stressful event on NA reacti vity (when the snack is eaten aft er the event), or whether 
snack intake sensiti zes a person for the eff ect of a NA reacti on in response to a stressful 
event (when a snack is eaten before the event). However, the interpretati on of stress at 
least in part contributi ng to changes in food choice, has face validity (e.g. Greeno & Wing, 
1994; Macht, 2008). Future research may consider examining the impact of snacking 
and its macronutrients on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity in a prospecti ve framework 
to obviate this lack of clarity. A second concern is the broad defi niti on of between-meal 
snacks. Research has demonstrated that diff erent types of consumpti ons may have 
diff erenti al eff ects on NA (Singh, 2014). Indeed, it has been demonstrated that for instance 
chocolate may dampen tension (Cartwright et al., 2007; Fletcher, Pine, Woodbridge, & 
Nash, 2007; Macht & Mueller, 2007; Osman & Sobal, 2006; Parker, Parker, & Brotchie, 
2006), whereas coff ee, may induce anxiety (Acquas, Tanda, & Di Chiara, 2002; Rossi et al., 
2010). However, since in daily life all types of consumpti ons may be consumed, our results 
lead us to the conclusion that we were sti ll able to provide relevant fi ndings on the impact 
of snacking on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. Nevertheless, the diff erenti al eff ect of 
diff erent types of consumpti ons remains an important endeavor for future reasearch. A 
third concern is the exclusion of main meals in this study, which implies that the results of 
our analyses may not comprise all energy intake consumed. In additi on, it is conceivable 
that healthy snacks could have another eff ect on the associati on between minor stressful 
events and NA than unhealthy snacks. However, an additi onal analysis on a subset of the 
data (n=14085) excluding beeps (n=245) which only comprised healthy products (i.e. fruit 
and/or vegetables), showed similar fi ndings. Moreover, as self-reports were being used, 
we cannot be fully sure that parti cipants followed the instructi ons to only report products 
consumed outside of the regular meals. Nevertheless, mean momentary energy intake 
between beeps and the reported products seem to indicate that individuals complied with 
the instructi ons.
 Despite these limitati ons, several strengths of this study also have to be menti oned. 
First, ESM was used in assessing subjecti ve appraisals of stressfulness of minor daily events, 
snack intake, and NA. Daily life research protocols such as ESM have demonstrated to be a 
valid and reliable method for capturing minor stressful events, behavior, and aff ect in daily 
life (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987; van Eck et al., 1998). In additi on, we conducted a 
comparison study (Wouters et al., 2016) to validate the measure of momentary kilocalories 
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used in the current study. The comparison study showed that momentary energy intake 
from snacks as reported with the ESM smartphone app was comparable to the reports 
with a paper and pencil esti mated diet diary. Second, compared to laboratory studies, ESM 
enhances the ecological validity of the fi ndings (Hektner et al., 2007). Third, this is the fi rst 
ESM study to address the moderati ng role of snacking (yes/no energy intake consumed) 
and the amount of macronutrients (i.e. carbohydrates, fat, and protein) on negati ve 
aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. 
C O N C L U S I O N 
The fi ndings of the present study provide support for the dampening role of snacking 
on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. However, this eff ect cannot be replicated by its 
macronutriti onal components. In the end, the criti cal questi on is which mechanisms are 
decisive in this dampening eff ect. A multi disciplinary approach involving neurochemical, 
nutriti onal, and psychological inﬂ uences may provide a full perspecti ve of the dampening 
role of snacking on stress reacti vity. 
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with a paper and pencil esti mated diet diary. Second, compared to laboratory studies, ESM 
enhances the ecological validity of the fi ndings (Hektner et al., 2007). Third, this is the fi rst 
ESM study to address the moderati ng role of snacking (yes/no energy intake consumed) 
and the amount of macronutrients (i.e. carbohydrates, fat, and protein) on negati ve 
aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. 
C O N C L U S I O N 
The fi ndings of the present study provide support for the dampening role of snacking 
on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. However, this eff ect cannot be replicated by its 
macronutriti onal components. In the end, the criti cal questi on is which mechanisms are 
decisive in this dampening eff ect. A multi disciplinary approach involving neurochemical, 
nutriti onal, and psychological inﬂ uences may provide a full perspecti ve of the dampening 
role of snacking on stress reacti vity. 
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G E N E R A L  D I S C U S S I O N 
The main aim of this dissertati on was to gain more insight into daily life between-meal 
snacking behavior. The studies conducted within the framework of this dissertati on 
encompass three goals: (1) investi gati ng the ability of the Snackimpuls app to assess 
self-reported snack intake in daily life, (2) investi gati ng whether habit and aff ect predict 
energy intake from snacks in daily life and the importance of individuals’ demographic 
characteristi cs, (3) investi gati ng whether total momentary energy intake (kcals) from 
snacks dampens the associati on between momentary stress and negati ve aff ect. And if so, 
investi gati ng whether specifi c macronutrients (carbohydrates, fat, and/or protein) replicate 
this dampening eff ect. 
 In this chapter the main fi ndings will be presented and reﬂ ected on. Subsequently, 
methodological issues are discussed and recommendati ons for future research and 
practi ce are provided. The chapter will end with some general conclusions.
M A I N  F I N D I N G S 
Part 1: the ability of the Snackimpuls app to assess moment-to-moment self-
reported between-meal snack intake in daily life
Gaining insight into daily life between-meal snack intake and its associated determinants 
such as aff ect, presents challenges because both vary from moment-to-moment 
throughout the day. Therefore, a signal-conti ngent smartphone applicati on was developed 
to map momentary between-meal snack intake and its associated determinants in the 
context of daily life. At the ti me of this study, the use of a signal-conti ngent methodology 
in assessing dietary intake, however, was sti ll rather unexplored. Since it is important and 
desirable to validate or calibrate new dietary assessment instruments against other more 
established methods (Thompson & Subar, 2008), the primary aim of part 1 (chapter 2) 
of this dissertati on was to compare moment-to-moment energy intake from self-reported 
snacks as measured by the signal-conti ngent Snackimpuls app, with the measurements 
of a traditi onal event-conti ngent paper and pencil esti mated diet diary. In additi on, both 
instruments were compared on daily energy intake from snacks. Our study (chapter 2) 
showed that both instruments were comparable in assessing moment-to-moment energy 
intake from snacks. However, our fi ndings also showed that on daily basis, signifi cantly 
more energy intake was reported with the event-conti ngent paper and pencil diet diary. As 
the compared instruments diff ered on two main features (i.e. the sampling procedure and 
the device used) it remains diﬃ  cult to disentangle which instrument was most accurate 
in assessing daily energy intake. Research purposes will largely determine the most 
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appropriate sampling procedure of choice (i.e. signal-conti ngent or event-conti ngent). The 
event-conti ngent paper and pencil esti mated diet diary would be more appropriate when 
one is interested in capturing total energy intake. However, when momentary associati ons 
across ti me are of interest, as in the current research project, the signal-conti ngent 
sampling procedure of the smartphone app can be considered a more suitable method.
 In sum, the fi ndings of part 1 of this dissertati on substanti ate the measurement of 
momentary energy intake from snacks with the signal-conti ngent smartphone app. 
Part 2: the role of habit and aff ect on between-meal snacking 
The research presented in the second part of this dissertati on aimed to elucidate the role of 
habit and aff ect on energy intake from between-meal snacks in daily life. Previous research 
has emphasized the importance of habit and ﬂ eeti ng emoti ons (i.e. positi ve and negati ve 
aff ecti ve states) in explaining patt erns of energy intake and choices of consumpti on 
(Garder, 2015; Gardner, Wansink, Kim, & Park, 2014; Lally, Chipperfi eld, & Wardle, 2008; 
Macht & Simons, 2010; O’Connor, Jones, Conner, McMillan, & Ferguson, 2008; Verhoeven, 
Adriaanse, Evers, & de Ridder, 2012). So far, the interpretati on with regard to both habit 
and aff ect as relevant determinants of snacking behavior, may have been hindered by 
narrow defi niti ons of snacking and the lack of accountability for the ﬂ uctuati ng nature of 
aff ecti ve states and snacking behavior. Therefore, the studies (chapter 3 and 4) presented 
in this dissertati on make use of an ecological momentary assessment design, and a broad 
defi niti on of snacking to examine whether habit and aff ect were predictors of energy intake 
from snacks in daily life. In additi on, these studies aimed to examine whether demographic 
individual characteristi cs (gender, age, BMI, and level of educati on) act as moderators. 
 The main fi ndings of the fi rst study (chapter 3) in part two of this dissertati on showed 
that habit strength was signifi cantly associated with moment-to-moment energy intake 
from between-meal snacks in daily life: the higher the strength of habit to snack between 
meals, the higher the amount of kilocalories consumed at beep level. With respect to 
demographic individual diff erences, interacti on analyses showed that this associati on only 
applied to individuals with a low to middle level of educati on. 
 The main fi ndings of the second study (chapter 4) in part two of this dissertati on 
showed a signifi cant negati ve associati on between momentary negati ve aff ect (NA) and 
subsequent energy intake from snacks: the higher momentary NA, the lower the amount 
of kilocalories consumed at the following beep. With respect to demographic individual 
diff erences, interacti on analyses showed that this associati on only applied to men. With 
regard to positi ve aff ect (PA) our main fi ndings showed no signifi cant associati on between 
momentary PA and subsequent energy intake from between-meal snacks. Interacti on- and 
subsequent strati fi cati on analyses, however, revealed that men and young adults (20-30 
years) signifi cantly increased their intake aft er experiencing PA. The higher momentary PA, 
the higher the amount of kilocalories consumed at the following beep.
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 The results of both studies have demonstrated that habit strength and aff ect predict 
energy intake from snacks for certain demographic groups within the general adult 
populati on. As menti oned in the introducti on, to date research into dietary behavior 
has mainly focused on the role of cogniti ons in predicti ng dietary intake. Socio-cogniti ve 
models, such as the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1988), which are based on 
the assumpti on that individuals make reasoned assessments to determine their behavior 
(Eldredge, Markham, Kok, Ruiter, & Parcel, 2016), have been used in explaining why people 
may adopt healthy behavior or why they may fail to do so. In these theoreti cal models 
there is litt le att enti on for less deliberate determinants of dietary intake. The studies in part 
two of this dissertati on, however, seem to indicate that determinants such as habit and 
aff ect should be taken into account when explaining individuals’ between-meal snacking 
behavior. Our fi ndings emphasize that investi gati ng snacking behavior in additi onal ways 
than proposed by socio-cogniti ve models is of importance. Dual system models such as the 
Reﬂ ecti ve Impulsive Model (RIM; Deutsch & Strack, 2006) seem to meet this requirement. 
As menti oned in the introducti on, a dual system perspecti ve regards behavior as a functi on 
of reﬂ ecti ve and impulsive processing. The reﬂ ecti ve system refers to deliberate cogniti ve 
reasoning such as making judgments and decisions (Eldredge et al., 2016), and provides 
explicit control over decisions and acti ons (Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009). Such 
processes are typically slow and eff ortf ul (Strack, & Deutsch, 2004). The impulsive system 
links percepted sti muli to previously learned associati ons which have focused on rewards 
and the avoidance of unpleasant experiences. Such processes are typically fast, implicit and 
eff ortless (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Our fi nding with regard to habit (chapter 3) seems to 
endorse the relevance of such an impulsive system in guiding moment-to-moment energy 
intake from between-meal snacks. Indeed, when habits are formed, cogniti ve controlled 
behavior transfers to context cued automati c behavior which proceeds without awareness 
and control (Danner, Aarts, & de Vries, 2007; Gardner, Sheals, Wardle, & McGowan, 2014; 
Lally, Wardle, & Gardner, 2011; Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). With respect to demographic 
individual diff erences our fi ndings have demonstrated that habit only predicts energy intake 
from snacks in low to middle educated individuals. This seems to support previous research 
which has demonstrated that compared to highly educated individuals, low to middle 
educated individuals show more unhealthy dietary behavior (Finger, Tylleskär, Lampert, & 
Mensink, 2013; Kontti  nen, Sarlio-Lähteenkorva, Silventoinen, Männistö, & Haukkala, 2013), 
less nutriti onal knowledge (Hendrie, Coveney, & Cox, 2008; Hiza, Casavale, Guenther, & 
Davis, 2013), and a lower concern with health aspects in food choices (Bowman, 2006; 
Kontti  nen et al., 2013). It is conceivable that low to middle educated individuals make less 
cogniti ve driven and more impulsive driven snack choices compared to highly educated 
individuals. This may lead to repeti ti vely acti ng upon certain cues (e.g. food availability, the 
type of food, the smell of food), which in the end may result in high caloric snacking habits. 
Indeed, previous research has demonstrated that habits are more strongly associated with 
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perceived short-term consequences whereas cogniti ve determinants such as intenti ons are 
more strongly associated with perceived long-term consequences (Onwezen, van ‘t Riet, 
Dagevos, Sijtsema, & Snoek, 2016). Moreover, it has been shown that rewarding experiences 
are one of the features facilitati ng the formati on of dietary habits (Lally & Gardner, 2011; 
van ’t Riet, Sijtsema, Dagevos, & De Bruijn, 2011; Verplanken & Orbell, 2003; Wiedemann, 
Gardner, Knoll, & Burkert, 2014). Thus, between-meal snacking may not only be perceived 
as a deliberate process but may also stem from behavioral habits. From a dual process 
perspecti ve our fi ndings suggest that between-meal snacking in low to middle educated 
individuals could at least to some degree be explained by impulsive processes. Aft er all, 
the concept of habit seems largely to overlap with the concept of impulsive processes in 
dual system models, which is characterized by autonomous processing (Evans & Stanovich, 
2013; Stanovich & Toplak, 2012). Contrarily, however, between-meal snacking in higher 
educated individuals may be more cogniti ve driven, which endorses the importance of the 
reﬂ ecti ve processes of dual system models. 
 It has been postulated that dietary intake in response to aff ecti ve states may also 
become a dietary habit (i.e. when individuals oft en act upon their emoti ons, the more 
likely that the dietary behavior becomes a habit) (Adriaanse et al., 2010; Macht & Simons, 
2010; Verplanken, 2006). In additi on, it has been proposed that trait emoti onal eaters 
respond to internal aff ecti ve states by excessive eati ng (Bruch, 1961, 1964). Initi ally, trait 
emoti onal eati ng was defi ned as eati ng in response to negati ve emoti ons. To date, however, 
positi ve emoti ons are increasingly accepted as a part of trait emoti onal eati ng (Bongers 
& Jansen, 2016). From the perspecti ve that emoti onal eati ng can be conceived of as a 
trait, traditi onal questi onnaires such as the Emoti onal Eati ng subscale of the Dutch Eati ng 
Behaviour Questi onnaire ([DEBQ], van Strien, Frijters, Bergers, & Defares, 1986) have been 
developed to assess trait emoti onal eati ng. Although research with these questi onnaires 
has demonstrated that trait emoti onal eati ng may occur (van Strien et al., 2013; van Strien, 
Donker, & Ouwens, 2016), there is sti ll debate about whether measurements with these 
questi onnaires always represent emoti onal eati ng (Bongers et al., 2013; Bongers & Jansen, 
2016). For instance, high scores on the Emoti onal Eati ng subscale of the DEBQ might reﬂ ect 
either a lack of control over eati ng (Vainik, Neseliler, Konstabel, Fellows, & Dagher, 2015), 
a higher degree of concern about one’s dietary behavior (Adriaanse, de Ridder, & Evers, 
2011; Jansen et al., 2011), a general tendency to att ribute eati ng to negati ve emoti onal 
states based on confabulated reasons (Adriaanse, Prinsen, de Witt  Huberts, de Ridder, & 
Evers, 2016), or learned cue reacti ve eati ng (Jansen, Schyns, Bongers, & van den Akker, 
2016). As a consequence, it has been suggested that measurements of emoti onal eati ng 
with traditi onal questi onnaires may not always represent eati ng in response to emoti ons 
(Bongers & Jansen, 2016). Therefore, it has been proposed that the more oft en aff ecti ve 
states are followed by energy intake, the more likely someone is an emoti onal eater 
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(Bongers & Jansen, 2016). This seems to implicate that snacking in response to aff ecti ve 
states may become a habit in emoti onal eaters (Macht & Simons, 2010). However, our 
main fi ndings showed no signifi cant increase in daily life energy intake from snacks in 
response to aff ecti ve states. Hence, our study seems to imply that momentary internal 
aff ecti ve states may not be considered a cue which generally triggers snack intake (i.e. an 
increase in energy intake). 
 With respect to demographic individual diff erences, however, our fi ndings have 
demonstrated that momentary PA predicts energy intake from snacks in men and young 
adults. Apparently for PA, individuals’ gender and age are relevant in whether or not PA is 
a determinant of increased energy intake from snacks. Our fi ndings seem to be consistent 
with the perspecti ve that there is a disti ncti on in the degree of cogniti ve control between 
habitual behavior (automati c) and goal-directed behavior generated for the sake of 
obtaining desired outcomes (deliberati ve) (McClure & Bickel, 2014). In the latt er, decision 
making plays a more important role and behavior can cogniti vely be adapted when 
outcomes do not meet the expectati ons (McClure & Bickel, 2014). Our fi ndings with regard 
to PA-related snacking in women and older individuals seem to endorse the relevance of 
decision making in guiding between-meal snack intake. It is conceivable that women and 
older adults hold stronger negati ve atti  tudes towards high caloric, palatable food or have 
more control over the temptati ons to snack when experiencing positi ve aff ect. As a result, 
women and older adults might reconsider snacking as a strategy to maintain or enhance 
positi ve aff ecti ve states. Thus, between-meal snacking in response to PA in women and older 
adults may be more cogniti vely driven. Contrarily, our fi ndings suggest that between-meal 
snacking in response to PA in men and young adults may result in the desired outcomes. 
As a consequence, the goal-directed behavior may lead to repeti ti vely acti ng upon certain 
internal cues (i.e. positi ve aff ecti ve states) which in the end may result in high caloric PA-
related snacking habits. Indeed, research has postulated that habitual behavior reﬂ ects 
the tendency of individuals to repeat behaviors that have led to desirable outcomes in 
the past (Dezfouili & Balleine, 2013). In sum, from a dual system process perspecti ve our 
fi ndings suggest that between-meal snacking in men and young adults could be explained 
by impulsive processes. Contrarily, in women and older adults, positi ve aff ect-related 
snacking might violate their att achment to a healthy dietary behavior. It is conceivable that 
either due to experience (older adults) or as a result of a higher preoccupati on with dietary 
intake (women) these demographic groups have learned to resort less oft en to snacking as 
primary coping mechanism. As a result PA-related snacking in women and older adults may 
be more cogniti vely driven, which endorses the importance of the reﬂ ecti ve processes of 
dual system models. 
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Part 3: the stress dampening role of energy intake from snacks (and its 
macronutrients) on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity
Besides being predicti ve for dietary intake, research has pointed out that emoti ons may 
also be aff ected by dietary intake (Köster & Mojet, 2015). The research presented in 
the third part of this dissertati on (chapter 5) aimed to give insight into whether or not 
momentary snacking (yes/no) could actually moderate (i.e. dampen) the associati on 
between momentary stress and subsequent NA (i.e. negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity). 
And, if so, could this moderati ng eff ect be replicated by the macronutrient intake (i.e. 
carbohydrates (grams), fat (grams), and protein (grams))? As menti oned in the introducti on, 
minor stressful daily events are known to have a cumulati ve negati ve impact on aff ect, 
behavior, and (mental) health status of individuals (Falconier, Nussbeck, Bodenmann, 
Schneider, & Bradbury, 2015; Kanner, Coyne, Schaefer, & Lazarus, 1981; Larsson, Berglund, 
& Ohlsson, 2016; Monroe, 1983; O’Connor et al., 2008). It has been demonstrated 
that certain macronutrients (parti cularly carbohydrates and fat) target the brain similar 
to opiates, providing a calming and mood enhancing eff ect (Cota, Tschöp, Horvath, & 
Levine, 2006; Groesz et al., 2012). Moreover, research has shown that parti cular types of 
consumpti ons may ameliorate stress via sensory or hedonic eff ects (Gibson, 2006). Our 
study revealed a slight dampening eff ect of snacking on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity, 
meaning that when individuals have snacked in response to daily hassles, subsequent NA 
is slightly lower compared to when individuals did not snack. This fi nding is consistent 
with previous studies demonstrati ng that on a short-term basis the consumpti on of highly 
palatable snacks did decrease experimentally induced NA (Macht & Mueller, 2007; Wallis 
& Hetherington, 2009). However, our study also showed that this dampening eff ect of 
snacking on stress reacti vity, cannot be replicated by its macronutriti onal components (i.e. 
carbohydrates, fat, and protein). On the contrary, the amount of carbohydrates consumed 
showed an enhancing eff ect on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity (i.e. the higher the 
carbohydrate intake since the previous beep, the higher momentary NA in response to 
momentary stress). No moderati ng eff ects were found for fat and protein. Our fi ndings with 
regard to carbohydrate intake seem to add to previous research which opposes a mood 
dampening eff ect of serotonin. For instance, Benton (2002) has demonstrated that even 
small proporti ons of protein intake may annul the serotonergic stress dampening eff ects of 
carbohydrates. The latt er seems in line with our broad defi niti on of snacking which allowed 
for consumpti on of many diff erent products which may diverge in compositi on. Despite the 
stress enhancing eff ect of carbohydrates, however, a slight dampening eff ect of snacking 
was found. These fi ndings seem in line with previous research towards smoking which has 
demonstrated that smokers oft en report a relaxing eff ect (Bradford, Curti n, & Piper, 2015; 
Dupont, Reynaud, & Aubin, 2012; Perkins, Karelitz, Conklin, Sayett e, & Giedgowd, 2010), 
whereas nicoti ne actually has a stress-enhancing eff ect (Kassel, Stroud, & Paronis, 2003). 
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Apparently, the stress dampening role in both snacking and smoking does not appear to be 
att ributable to physiological eff ects of the substance’s characteristi cs (i.e. macronutrients 
and nicoti ne). With regard to snacking, it may well be that sweet snacks provide more 
sati sfacti on or anti cipated distracti on (Desmet & Schiferstein, 2008; Gamble, Bava, & 
Wohlers, 2010) from daily life stressors and thereby, from a psychological perspecti ve, 
contribute to the dampening eff ect on stress reacti vity, whereas from a macronutriti onal 
perspecti ve this eff ect is reversed. 
 The questi on remains how our fi ndings with regard to the stress dampening role of 
snacking relate to our fi ndings on negati ve aff ect-related snacking. Indeed, we did not fi nd 
a positi ve associati on between NA and energy intake from snacks (chapter 4). The apparent 
discrepancy in our fi ndings between both chapters, however, might be due to the measures 
used. The extent to which an event is perceived of as enjoyable or unpleasant (chapter 5) 
is not necessarily equal to an aff ecti ve state. In additi on, research has demonstrated that 
individuals may diff er in their negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity, meaning that the degree to 
which minor daily life stressors increases one’s level of negati ve aff ect may vary by individual 
(Jacobs et al., 2006). Research has demonstrated that individuals with a higher tendency to 
accept negati ve emoti onal experiences showed less negati ve aff ect in response to stressful 
situati ons than individuals with a lower tendency to accept negati ve emoti onal experiences 
(Shallcross, Troy, Broland, & Mauss, 2010). Accordingly, a high stress acceptance may be 
regarded as a coping mechanism that allows individuals to adjust more easily to stressful 
situati ons (Shallcross et al., 2010). Thus, it is conceivable that individuals’ level of stress-
reacti vity may play a role in whether or not they may resort to snacking behavior. In line 
with this perspecti ve, it has been suggested (although this was not investi gated directly) 
that individuals who typically respond to stress by overeati ng may have an underlying 
high negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity trait which sti mulates their overeati ng (Adam & 
Epel, 2007). Or otherwise formulated, that negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity may be 
considered a facet of ‘trait emoti onal eati ng’, meaning that individuals with a tendency 
to score high on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity may also score high on trait emoti onal 
eati ng. As such snacking in response to stress may become a habit in emoti onal eaters. It 
is also conceivable that from a trait perspecti ve, negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity may 
be considered a determinant of snacking behavior. However, more research is needed to 
explore this further. In sum, part three of this dissertati on has demonstrated that the stress 
dampening role of snacking could not be att ributed to its macronutriti onal components 
(carbohydrates, fat, and protein). The criti cal questi on remains which mechanisms are 
decisive in this dampening role on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. 
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M E T H O D O L O G I C A L  I S S U E S
In order to fully appreciate the fi ndings of the main study (chapter 3, 4, and 5), the results 
and conclusions should be interpreted in the light of methodological issues. The current 
secti on addresses the main strengths and limitati ons with regard to the study populati on, 
recruitment strategy and parti cipant requirement, dropouts, and measurements which 
may have aff ected the quality of the study. 
The Study Populati on
One of the strengths of the main study in this dissertati on (chapter 3, 4, and 5) is the 
large study populati on (N=269), the high number of momentary reports (n=14330) and 
the compliance rate (69%). The latt er is consistent with compliance rates in previous ESM 
studies in similar samples (Silvia, Kwapil, Eddington, & Brown, 2013). This enabled suﬃ  cient 
power in the stati sti cal analyses. The generalizability of the fi ndings, however, also depends 
on the external validity and the representati veness of the study populati on which can be 
associated with the recruitment strategy and parti cipati on requirements (i.e. the use of an 
Android smartphone app), and by the dropout rate during the research period. 
Recruitment strategy and parti cipant requirements
Parti cipants were recruited throughout the Netherlands via social media, websites, and 
newslett ers, and within the networks of several master thesis students at the Open 
University of the Netherlands, which may have led to a selecti on bias. This type of bias 
occurs when some populati on groups are given disproporti onately high or low chances 
of selecti on (Blair, Czaja, & Blair, 2014, pp. 13-14). Although master thesis students at the 
Open University of the Netherlands are adults with heterogeneity in variables such as age, 
marital status, employment status and income, they are highly educated. Therefore, it is 
conceivable that the networks from master thesis students contain relati vely high-educated 
individuals. In additi on, the fact that parti cipants had to be in possession of an Android 
smartphone, automati cally seems to entail a possible coverage bias based on ‘smartphone 
possession’ and/or ‘type of smartphone possession’. A coverage bias occurs if individuals 
who are excluded from the research diff er from the populati on on items being measured 
(Blair et al., 2014, pp. 13-14). At the start of the data-collecti on (October 2012), 61% of the 
Dutch mobile phone users had a smartphone, of which 60% used the Android platf orm 
(Kruchten & van Niesink, 2013). At the ti me, smartphone users were oft en highly educated 
(Kruchten & van Niesink, 2013) which may have aff ected the generalizability of the results 
by inﬂ icti ng a selecti on bias on educati on level. To obviate a selecti on bias on highly 
educated individuals as much as possible, master students were instructed to also recruit 
low and middle educated individuals. Although this has led to a relati vely large sample of 
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middle educated individuals, low educated individuals scarcely parti cipated. As a result, 
the research populati on in the main study of the current dissertati on was characterized 
by an under-representati on of low educated individuals. Regrett ably, this is a common 
phenomenon in (online) dietary research and in research in general. Reporti ng dietary 
intake requires parti cipants to be literate, which may pose a problem in low educated 
individuals (Thompson & Subar, 2008). As a consequence, low educated individuals may be 
less willing to parti cipate. Future research may consider using smartphone technological 
features such as photo recording to lower the threshold to parti cipate for low educated 
individuals. 
 Additi onally, the research populati on in the main study of the current dissertati on 
shows an under-representati on of male- and obese individuals compared to the general 
populati on. The fi rst is also common in dietary research and interventi ons (Andreeva et al., 
2015; Kohl, Crutzen, & de Vries, 2013; Pagoto et al., 2012). The latt er may be partly due to 
the under-representati on of low educated individuals who are 2.5 ti mes more oft en obese 
than their higher educated counterparts (CBS, 2013). In sum, cauti on is warranted when 
generalizing our fi ndings to the general populati on.
 As a consequence of our recruitment method, no informati on was gathered on 
individuals who chose not to parti cipate in the study. It could well be that individuals with 
less healthy snacking intenti ons, who are more focused on the immediate rewards of 
snacking, were less likely to parti cipate in the study than individuals with strong healthy 
snacking intenti ons who are more focused on long-term consequences (Onwezen et al., 
2016). Moreover, frequently recording consumpti ons is an important disadvantage of all 
dietary assessment studies because it requires highly moti vated parti cipants (Thompson & 
Subar, 2008). This could have inﬂ uenced the validity of the fi ndings. However, the fact that 
parti cipants could parti cipate in their natural daily life environment, may have enhanced 
the chance of reaching parti cipants with less healthy snacking intenti ons in comparison 
to parti cipati ng in experimental research. Additi onally, the use of smartphone technology 
may have increased their willingness to parti cipate (Ngo et al., 2009).
Drop-outs
The large study populati on (N=269) and the high number of momentary reports (n=14330) 
enabled us to obtain detailed pictures of aff ecti ve states, stress, and between-meal snacking 
in daily life. However, our study also shows a signifi cant dropout rate (30%). Parti cipants 
were instructed to complete their reports immediately aft er the beep, to minimize memory 
distorti on. Reports not completed within 15 minutes aft er the beep were considered 
invalid. Parti cipants were considered valid if they had reported at least 33% of the total 
number of assessments (Delespaul, 1995) during the 7-day research period. Parti cipants 
who did not meet this criterium, were considered to be dropouts. The substanti al dropout 
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rate may be due to the intense nature of reporti ng dietary intake (Thompson & Subar, 
2008). In additi on, the signal-conti ngent protocol which entailed repeatedly interrupti ng 
parti cipants in their daily acti viti es may have led to a to high perceived parti cipant burden 
(Huff ord, 2007; Thompson & Subar, 2008). Dropouts in our study had a slightly higher habit 
strength and were slightly younger than completers. It seems plausible that parti cularly 
individuals with high perseverance or interest in nutriti on, did fi nish the study. The latt er 
may implicate that individuals who are more concerned (i.e. reﬂ ecti ve) with their dietary 
intake will be more inclined to conti nue parti cipati ng in this study. This adds to the 
limitati ons with regard to the generalizability of the results. 
Measurements
All data in the current dissertati on were collected using self-reports through both the 
online questi onnaire and the smartphone assessment. Self-reports are oft en subject to 
social desirability, which is parti cularly true with regard to dietary intake where individuals 
generally tend to under-report (Kye et al., 2014; Pope, Hansen, & Harvey, 2017; Sti ce, 
Palmrose, & Burger, 2015). Research has repeatedly shown a systemati c under-reporti ng 
of energy intake in the range of 4% to 37% when using self-reports compared to doubly 
labeled water, a more objecti ve measure of energy intake (Emond, Patt erson, Jardack, & 
Arab, 2014; Lopes et al., 2016; Tompson & Subar, 2008). Inaccurate esti mati on of porti on 
sizes may also contribute to under-reporti ng. Self-reported informati on about porti on sizes 
can be subject to errors (Cypel, Guenther, & Petot, 1997; Gibson et al., 2016; Hernández 
et al., 2006). A more objecti ve and precise measure of porti on size esti mati on are food 
records where products are weighed prior to consumpti on. This type of measurement, 
however, does not lend itself well for daily life research (Gibson et al., 2016). Esti mated 
food records, where porti on sizes are esti mated in household measures and natural 
units, are considered an acceptable alternati ve (Gibson et al., 2016; Thompson & Subar, 
2008). In additi on, qualitati ve consumer research has identi fi ed household measures as 
an accepted porti on size esti mati on aid (Faulkner et al., 2017). The search for a balance 
between feasibility in practi ce and the most opti mal measurement remains a challenge. 
In the main study of this dissertati on household sizes were used to esti mate porti on sizes. 
To accurately correct for distorti ons of reported porti on sizes, more knowledge of the 
nature of misreporti ng is needed (Rumpler, Kramer, Rhodes, Moshfegh, & Paul, 2008). 
As a result of the under-reporti ng in dietary self-reports, some researchers (Dhurandhar 
et al., 2015) have proposed to cease the use of self-reports and replace them by more 
objecti ve measures such as food photography, remote food photography (Marti n et al., 
2014), or count of chews and swallows (Fontana et al., 2015). These emerging measures 
of energy intake, however, are sti ll rather immature and their accuracy at individual level 
is sti ll modest (Dhurandhar, 2014). Moreover, not every new technology lends itself well 
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for daily life research. For now, research sti ll endorses gathering informati on on dietary 
intake with self-reports (Sati ja, Yu, Willet, & Hu, 2015; Subar et al., 2015) because they 
provide detailed, rich informati on about dietary intake (Subar et al., 2015). Nevertheless, 
it is likely that the self-reported energy intake from snacks in the study of this dissertati on 
may deviate from the true energy intake due to under-reporti ng. However, it should be 
noted that our aim was merely to study determinants and the stress dampening eff ect 
of snacking behavior in daily life, and not to study energy intake per se. In the main study 
in this dissertati on, which examines both determinants of increased energy intake and 
the dampening eff ect of energy intake, generally under-reported energy intake could at 
best lead to conservati ve results. Nevertheless, we have tried to obviate certain aspects of 
misreporti ng. First, the Snackimpuls app had a built-in search functi on to help parti cipants 
facilitate the recording of snack intake. This may have contributed to a more precise 
product registrati on. For instance, instead of reporti ng Coca Cola, the search functi on of 
the app provided diff erent types of Coca Cola (e.g. regular, light, zero). In additi on, for 
every reported snack, parti cipants could choose between two quanti ty opti ons. Natural 
products, such as an apple, and products with standardized quanti ti es, such as a Mars 
candy bar, could be reported either per piece or in grams (for solid foods) or milliliters (for 
ﬂ uids). Products with undetermined quanti ti es such as yoghurt or tea could be reported in 
relevant household measurements (i.e. a bowl or a cup). To enhance uniformity in reporti ng 
a list with household measures was provided in the app. 
 Another limitati on of the study arises from our defi niti on of snacking: all types 
of consumpti ons other than main meals. Our broad defi niti on of snacking relies on 
parti cipants’ individual percepti ons to classify whether a consumpti on was a snack or 
part of a meal (Johnson & Anderson, 2010). Respondents may use diff erent criteria for 
classifi cati on such as the ti me of day or the type of consumpti on (Johnson & Anderson, 
2010). For instance a banana and a donut consumed at 8.00 am might be considered as a 
snack or as breakfast. Although our defi niti on of snacking can be considered a limitati on, 
each defi niti on of snacking has its shortcomings (Johnson & Anderson, 2010).
 Our measurement of aff ecti ve states might be considered another limitati on (chapter 4). 
Research towards specifi c emoti ons (e.g. anger, fear, sadness, and joy) (Macht, 1999; 
Posner, Russell, & Peterson, 2005) has demonstrated that some emoti ons are low in arousal 
whereas others are high in arousal regardless of their valence. In additi on, the degree of 
arousal has been associated with dietary intake (Macht, 2008). Emoti ons low in arousal are 
not expected to aff ect dietary intake, whereas emoti ons high in arousal suppress dietary 
intake (Macht, 2008). Due to the use of container concepts we could not draw defi nite 
conclusions with regard to the impact of the degree of arousal on dietary intake. Sti ll, we 
were able to shed some light on both valences of aff ect (i.e. NA and PA).
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 With regard to the stress dampening role of snacking (chapter 5) a fi rst concern is 
the issue of causality which relates to the moment at which between-meal snacks were 
consumed. It remains unclear whether momentary between-meal snacks were consumed 
before, during, or aft er the event took place. Therefore, it cannot be established whether 
the subjecti ve appraisals of stress increased snack intake, or whether snack intake 
inﬂ uenced the subjecti ve apraisals of stress. In accordance, it remains unclear whether 
snack intake alleviates the impact of a stressful event on NA reacti vity (when the snack is 
eaten aft er the event), or whether snack intake sensiti zes a person for the eff ect of an NA 
reacti on in response to a stressful event (when a snack is eaten before the event). However, 
the interpretati on that stress, at least in part, contributes to changes in food choice, has 
face validity (Greeno & Wing, 1994; Macht, 2008). 
 In our study (chapter 3) habit strength was assessed with the valid and reliable Self-
Report Habit Index (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). The SRHI is currently the most commonly 
used measure of habit strength in health behaviors (Gardner, 2015; Gardner, de Bruijn, 
& Lally, 2011). Although the use of the SRHI in our study can be considered a strength, 
it may be that habitual behavior ﬂ uctuates over ti me and across situati ons. For instance 
it is conceivable that watching television (cue) in the morning (ti me) triggers no energy 
intake, whereas watching television (cue) in the evening (ti me) triggers drinking beer and 
eati ng crisps. Based on our fi ndings, daily life research might consider investi gati ng habitual 
snacking behavior related to specifi c, predefi ned contexts in low to middle educated adults. 
Recommendati ons for future research and practi ce
It should be noted that replicati on of our fi ndings is a prerequisite to draw defi nite 
conclusions. Research has pointed out that repeated replicability is a basic principle of 
science (Maxwell, Lau, & Howard, 2015; Nakagawa & Parker, 2015).
Recommendati ons for future research
Our fi ndings seem to endorse the perspecti ve of dual system models that both impulsive 
and reﬂ ecti ve processes are relevant in guiding moment-to-moment energy intake from 
between-meal snacks. Future research may consider investi gati ng how impulsive and 
reﬂ ecti ve systems interact with each other over ti me and across situati ons. In additi on, 
research may also investi gate other determinants of between-meal snacking such as ego 
depleti on and self-control in daily life setti  ngs. Experimental research towards ego depleti on 
has already demonstrated that when depleted, snacking behavior is driven to a greater 
extent by immediate desires and impulses than by cogniti ons (Haynes, Kemps, & Moﬃ  tt , 
2016; Hofmann, Friese, & Wiers, 2008). Future research may provide insight into whether 
this is also true in real-life setti  ngs. With regard to self-control, recent experimental research 
towards unhealthy snack food consumpti on has demonstrated that a combinati on of poor 
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self-control and a high tendency to approach food predicts an increased consumpti on of 
unhealthy snack food (Kakoschke et al., 2015). Accordingly, research suggest that snacking 
may be determined by a combinati on of impulsive and reﬂ ecti ve processes (Kakoschke et 
al., 2015). Future research in daily life setti  ngs may explore this further.
 It is recommend (chapter 5) that future research applies an integrated multi disciplinary 
approach involving neurochemical, nutriti onal, and psychological inﬂ uences to provide a 
full perspecti ve on the impact of nutriti on on the associati on between stress and NA. This 
may not only unravel the relati ve contributi on of diff erent aspects but may also account 
for their mutual interacti ons. It could also be considered to perform some more complex 
analyses (i.e. mediated moderati on, or moderated mediati on), because the associati on 
between stress and NA may also be mediated by snacking (Finch & Tomiyama, 2014; Köster 
& Mojet, 2015). Moreover, from a trait perspecti ve, it is recommended to investi gate 
whether or not individuals with a high score on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity also 
score high on emoti onal eati ng in response to negati ve emoti ons. This line of research may 
contribute to a bett er understanding of dietary habits in emoti onal eaters. 
 Our fi ndings support the potenti al of daily life research in dietary behavior as proposed 
by Macht, Haupt, & Salewsky (2004). Results of our comparison study (chapter 2) showed 
that both instruments were comparable on reported momentary energy intake. However, 
our fi ndings also showed that on daily basis, signifi cantly more energy intake was reported 
with the event-conti ngent paper and pencil diet diary. The questi on arises whether a 
blended protocol, within smartphone technology, might solve the pros and cons of both 
sampling procedures. If the signal-conti ngent protocol of the app (used for measuring 
determinants such as aff ecti ve states) were extended with an event-conti ngent protocol to 
measure energy-intake, it seems plausible that the comparability with the esti mated diet 
diary in terms of reported energy intake would increase. Combining a signal-conti ngent 
protocol with an event-conti ngent protocol, however, may have its weaknesses as well. It is 
recommended to investi gate whether a blended protocol, within smartphone technology, 
might solve the pros and cons of both, signal-conti ngent and event-conti ngent sampling 
procedures. 
 In the main study in this dissertati on we have investi gated linear (chapter 3) and 
temporal (chapters 4 & 5) associati ons between variables. Future research, however, 
may also consider investi gati ng curvilinear associati ons. Moreover, several modern novel 
stati sti cal methodologies have recently been proposed to map ti me series into complex 
networks (Gao, Small, & Kurths, 2017). Network analyses are considered to have great 
potenti al for characterizing important properti es of complex dynamical systems (Gao et 
al., 2017). Therefore, future research may investi gate daily life between-meal snacking 
in networks of mutually interacti ng forces. In additi on, it is recommended that future 
research investi gates how to further opti mize the quality of dietary assessments when 
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using smartphone technology. Emerging technologies such as remote food photography 
(Marti n et al., 2014) and the use of a photo diary (Six et al., 2010; Wang, Kogashiwa, & 
Kira, 2006) seem promising in measuring daily life energy intake more objecti vely in the 
future. Additi onally, technical features such as photo recording may lower the threshold 
to parti cipate for less literate individuals such as (very) low-educated individuals and 
immigrants. 
Recommendati ons for practi ce
Besides scienti fi c relevance, the fi ndings of the main study may have several practi cal 
implicati ons. 
 The most important practi cal recommendati on regards habit strength which 
was identi fi ed as a predictor of energy intake from snacks in daily life (chapter 3). It is 
recommended that behavioral change interventi ons towards healthy dietary behavior, 
which are oft en directed towards cogniti ve determinants, also target unhealthy dietary 
habits to enhance their eff ecti veness. In additi on, our research indicates that targeti ng 
unhealthy dietary habits is parti cularly relevant for individuals with a low to middle level 
of educati on. Although research has identi fi ed eff ecti ve interventi on strategies such as 
the use of reminders, self-monitoring and self-control, cue-awareness, implementati on 
intenti ons, and mental contrasti ng (Lally & Gardner, 2011; Adriaanse et al., 2010, Adriaanse, 
Gollwitzer, de Ridder, de Wit, & Kroese, 2011; Veling, van Koningsbruggen, Aarts, & Stoebe, 
2014) to alter dietary habits, empirical evidence of their eff ecti veness in individuals with 
low to middle levels of educati on is sti ll rather limited (Lally et al., 2008; Lally et al., 2011; 
McGowan et al., 2013) and could be further reinforced. 
 The fi ndings with regard to individual diff erences in PA-related energy intake from 
snacks has identi fi ed men and young adults as risk groups for increased energy intake 
(chapter 4). According to our results, interventi ons should aim at reducing energy intake 
from positi ve aff ect-related snacking in men and young adults. Behavioral weight loss 
interventi ons, however, do not aim at positi ve aff ect-related snacking as a primary goal, if 
at all. Raising awareness of PA-related snacking in men and young adults, combined with 
encouraging healthier alternati ves, may be a possible pathway towards reducti on of energy 
intake from snacks. 
G E N E R A L  C O N C L U S I O N
The purpose of the main study of this dissertati on was to gain more insight into the 
determinants of energy intake from snacks in real life setti  ngs. In additi on, it was investi gated 
if snacking (and its macronutriti onal components) alleviates negati ve aff ecti ve stress 
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reacti vity in daily life. For the purpose of this research project, a smartphone applicati on 
based on ESM was developed and validated to gain insight into the determinants of 
between-meal snacking and their dynamic interplay in daily life. This methodology enabled 
to associate dynamic psychological processes such as aff ecti ve states with between-meal 
snack intake and has provided relevant insights. 
 Our fi ndings show that habit strength and positi ve aff ect contribute to an increase 
in daily life energy intake from snacks in low to middle educated individuals (habit), and 
in young adults and men (positi ve aff ect). Our results also show that negati ve aff ect is 
associated with a decrease in energy intake in men. Based on our fi ndings it is argued that 
investi gati ng snacking behavior in additi onal ways than proposed by socio-cogniti ve models 
is of importance. Our fi ndings with regard to habit strength and aff ect seem to endorse the 
relevance of both reﬂ ecti ve and impulsive processess as proposed by dual system models. 
It is recommended that behavioral change interventi ons towards healthy dietary behavior, 
which are oft en directed towards cogniti ve determinants, also target unhealthy dietary 
habits (in low to middle educated individuals) and positi ve aff ect-related snacking (in young 
adults and men). The results of the last part of this dissertati on show that snacking does 
alleviate negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. This eff ect, however, could not be att ributed to 
its macronutriti onal components. These fi ndings provide ground for further investi gati on 
towards the decisive mechanisms in the stress dampening role of snacking. 
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in young adults and men (positi ve aff ect). Our results also show that negati ve aff ect is 
associated with a decrease in energy intake in men. Based on our fi ndings it is argued that 
investi gati ng snacking behavior in additi onal ways than proposed by socio-cogniti ve models 
is of importance. Our fi ndings with regard to habit strength and aff ect seem to endorse the 
relevance of both reﬂ ecti ve and impulsive processess as proposed by dual system models. 
It is recommended that behavioral change interventi ons towards healthy dietary behavior, 
which are oft en directed towards cogniti ve determinants, also target unhealthy dietary 
habits (in low to middle educated individuals) and positi ve aff ect-related snacking (in young 
adults and men). The results of the last part of this dissertati on show that snacking does 
alleviate negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity. This eff ect, however, could not be att ributed to 
its macronutriti onal components. These fi ndings provide ground for further investi gati on 
towards the decisive mechanisms in the stress dampening role of snacking. 
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Worldwide, the number of people with overweight and obesity has increased substanti ally 
in recent decades. Overweight and obesity are prominent risk factors for health problems 
such as type 2 diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular diseases, certain types of cancer, and 
osteoarthriti s. Energy intake, in parti cular snack intake, has oft en been identi fi ed as the 
driving force of the rapid increase in overweight individuals. 
 Research into dietary behavior has mainly focused on the role of cogniti ons in predicti ng 
dietary intake. Socio-cogniti ve models, such as the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) have 
been used in explaining why people may adopt healthy behavior or why they fail to do 
so. From the perspecti ve of dual system models, however, research has demonstrated 
that snacking behavior may either be guided by reﬂ ecti ve processes such as atti  tudes 
or intenti ons, which is in accordance with the socio-cogniti ve models of behavior, or by 
impulsive processes which originate from factors such as habits or ﬂ eeti ng emoti ons (i.e. 
positi ve and negati ve aff ecti ve states). As such, it is conceivable that impulsive processes 
contribute uniquely to explaining variance in dietary behavior. To be able to associate 
dynamic psychological processes such as aff ecti ve states with between-meal snack intake 
it is important to repeti ti vely measure moment-to-moment snack intake and aff ecti ve 
states in the context of daily life. Therefore, for the purpose of this research project, 
Snackimpuls, a smartphone applicati on based on ESM, was developed to gain insight into 
the determinants of between-meal snacking and their dynamic interplay in daily life.
 This dissertati on was divided into three parts. The aim of the fi rst part was to compare 
moment-to-moment energy intake from self-reported snacks as measured by the signal-
conti ngent Snackimpuls app, with the measurements of a traditi onal event-conti ngent 
paper and pencil esti mated diet diary. The second part of this dissertati on consisted of 
two studies that aimed to provide insight into the role of habit (chapter 3) and aff ect 
(chapter 4) on momentary energy intake from daily life snacks. The aim of the third part 
of this dissertati on (chapter 5) was to further elucidate the complex relati onship between 
minor stressful daily events, between-meal snacking (yes/no) and its macronutriti onal 
components, and negati ve aff ect. 
 Chapter 1 provides a general introducti on of the background and theoreti cal 
perspecti ves of the main study presented in this dissertati on. In accordance with the dual 
system perspecti ve, this chapter highlights the need for research towards the role of habit 
and aff ect in predicti ng energy intake from snacks in real life setti  ngs. Furthermore, the 
need to extend our knowledge on the impact of snacking and its nutriti onal components 
on negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity is discussed. Finally, the added value of ecological 
momentary assessment is addressed. 
 Chapter 2 of this dissertati on compares moment-to-moment energy intake from 
self-reported snacks as measured by the signal-conti ngent Snackimpuls app, with the 
measurements of a traditi onal event-conti ngent paper and pencil esti mated diet diary. This 
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chapter shows that both instruments were comparable in assessing moment-to-moment 
energy intake from snacks (kcals). Research purposes will largely determine the most 
appropriate sampling procedure (i.e. signal-conti ngent or event-conti ngent) of choice. 
 Chapter 3 provides insight into the associati on between habit and energy intake from 
snacks in daily life. This chapter shows that habit strength was signifi cantly associated with 
moment-to-moment energy intake from between-meal snacks: the higher the strength of 
habit to snack between meals, the higher the amount of momentary energy intake from 
snacks. With respect to demographic individual diff erences, additi onal analyses showed 
that this associati on only applied to individuals with a low to middle level of educati on. 
It is recommended to address habitual between-meal snacking in future interventi ons 
targeti ng low to middle educated individuals.
 Chapter 4 provides insight into the associati on between aff ecti ve states (positi ve and 
negati ve aff ect) and energy intake from snacks. This study shows a signifi cant negati ve main 
eff ect of momentary NA on moment-to-moment energy intake. The higher momentary 
NA, the lower the subsequent amount of kilocalories consumed. Interacti on analyses, 
show that men decreased their energy intake aft er experiencing NA. No associati ons were 
found in women, nor in the other demographic groups. With regard to PA, this study shows 
no main eff ect. Interacti on analyses, however, show that men and young adults (20-30) 
increased their intake aft er experiencing PA. No associati ons were found in women nor in 
the other age groups. Future interventi ons aiming at reducing energy intake might consider 
addressing PA-related snacking in young adults and men.
 Chapter 5 provides insight into whether or not momentary snacking (yes/no) could 
actually moderate (i.e. dampen) the associati on between momentary stress and subsequent 
NA (i.e. negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity). And, if so, whether this moderati ng eff ect can be 
replicated by the macronutrient intake (i.e. carbohydrates (grams), fat (grams), and protein 
(grams)). This study revealed a slight dampening eff ect of snacking on negati ve aff ecti ve 
stress reacti vity, meaning that when individuals have snacked in response to daily hassles, 
subsequent NA is slightly lower compared to when individuals did not snack. However, this 
study also showed that this dampening eff ect of snacking on stress reacti vity, could not be 
replicated by its macronutriti onal components (i.e. carbohydrates, fat, and protein). On the 
contrary, the amount of carbohydrates consumed showed an enhancing eff ect on negati ve 
aff ecti ve stress reacti vity (i.e. the higher the carbohydrate intake since the previous beep, 
the higher momentary NA in response to momentary stress). No moderati ng eff ects were 
found for fat and protein. These fi ndings provide ground for further investi gati on towards 
the decisive mechanisms in the stress dampening role of snacking. 
 Finally, Chapter 6 provides a general discussion. In this chapter the fi ndings of this 
dissertati on are summarized and integrated, methodological issues are discussed, and 
reﬂ ecti ons are made on implicati ons for future research and practi ce. The most important 
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strengths of the main study are the large study populati on and the high number of 
momentary reports. The chapter concludes that habit strength and positi ve aff ect 
contribute to an increase in energy intake in low to middle educated individuals (habit), 
and in young adults and men (positi ve aff ect). Based on our fi ndings it is argued that 
investi gati ng snacking behavior in additi onal ways than proposed by socio-cogniti ve models 
is of importance. Our fi ndings with regard to habit strength and aff ect seem to endorse the 
relevance of both reﬂ ecti ve and impulsive processess as proposed by dual system models. 
It is recommended that behavioral change interventi ons towards healthy dietary behavior, 
which are oft en directed towards cogniti ve determinants, also target impulsive processes 
such as unhealthy dietary habits and positi ve aff ect-related snacking. The last part of this 
dissertati on shows that although snacking does alleviate negati ve aff ecti ve stress reacti vity, 
this eff ect cannot be att ributed to its macronutriti onal components. These fi ndings provide 
ground for further investi gati on towards the decisive mechanisms in the stress dampening 
role of snacking. 
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Wereldwijd is het aantal mensen met overgewicht en obesitas de afgelopen decennia 
aanzienlijk toegenomen. Overgewicht en obesitas zijn belangrijke risicofactoren voor 
gezondheidsproblemen zoals diabetes mellitus type 2, hart- en vaatziekten, bepaalde 
soorten kanker en artrose. Eetgedrag, vooral snacken, wordt vaak gezien als de drijvende 
kracht achter de snelle toename van het aantal personen met overgewicht. 
 Onderzoek naar voedingsgedrag heeft  zich vooral gericht op de rol van cogniti es bij 
het voorspellen van consumpti e. In dat kader zijn sociaal-cogniti eve modellen, zoals de 
Theorie van Gepland Gedrag (TPB) gebruikt om te verklaren waarom mensen gezond 
gedrag vertonen of waarom ze dat niet doen. Echter, vanuit het perspecti ef van Duale 
Modellen heeft  onderzoek aangetoond dat snackgedrag niet alleen bepaald wordt 
door reﬂ ecti eve processen, hetgeen in overeenstemming is met de sociaal-cogniti eve 
gedragsmodellen, maar ook door impulsieve processen zoals gewoontes of emoti es. In lijn 
hiermee is het denkbaar dat impulsieve processen een eigen unieke bijdrage leveren aan 
het verklaren van varianti e in voedingsgedrag. Om dynamische psychologische processen 
zoals gemoedstoestanden te kunnen associëren met snacken is het belangrijk om beide 
herhaaldelijk te meten in de context van het dagelijks leven. Voor dit onderzoeksproject is 
een smartphone-applicati e (Snackimpuls) gebaseerd op de Experience Sampling Methode 
ontwikkeld om inzicht te krijgen in de determinanten van snacken en hun onderlinge 
interacti e in het dagelijks leven.
 Dit proefschrift  is verdeeld in drie delen. Het doel van het eerste deel is om de 
momentane kilocalorie inname uit zelf gerapporteerde snacks, zoals gemeten door de 
zelfontwikkelde signaal-conti ngente Snackimpuls app, te vergelijken met de meti ngen 
van een traditi oneel gebeurtenis-conti ngent eetdagboek. In de smartphone applicati e 
vullen de deelnemers een vragenlijst in wanneer ze daarvoor een signaal (beep) krijgen 
van de app. In een eetdagboek worden de genutti  gde producten op het moment van 
eten in een papieren dagboek genoteerd. Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift  bestaat 
uit twee studies die tot doel hebben inzicht te geven in de rol van gewoonte (hoofdstuk 
3) en gemoedstoestand (hoofdstuk 4) op de momentane kilocalorie-inname van snacks in 
het dagelijks leven. Het doel van het derde deel van dit proefschrift  (hoofdstuk 5) is het 
verhelderen van de complexe relati e tussen kleine stressvolle dagelijkse gebeurtenissen, 
negati eve gemoedstoestand, en de invloed van het al dan niet snacken en de verschillende 
voedingscomponenten (macronutriënten) daarop. 
 Hoofdstuk 1 geeft  een algemene introducti e van de achtergrond en theoreti sche 
perspecti even van het hoofdonderzoek in dit proefschrift . In overeenstemming met het 
perspecti ef van Duale Modellen wordt in dit hoofdstuk gewezen op de noodzaak om de 
rol van gewoonte en gemoedstoestand te betrekken in onderzoek naar het voorspellen 
van snackgedrag (kcal) in het dagelijks leven. Verder wordt sti lgestaan bij het belang van 
het vergroten van onze kennis en inzicht over het eff ect van snacken en de onderliggende 
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macronutriënten op negati ef aff ecti eve stressreacti viteit. Tenslott e wordt ook de 
toegevoegde waarde van het doen van onderzoek in het dagelijks leven besproken. 
 Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift  vergelijkt de momentane snackinname (kcal) uit zelf-
gerapporteerde snacks, zoals gemeten door de signaal-conti ngente Snackimpuls app met 
de meti ngen van een traditi oneel gebeurtenis-conti ngent eetdagboek. Dit hoofdstuk laat 
zien dat beide instrumenten vergelijkbaar zijn in het meten van momentane snackinname 
(kcal) in het dagelijks leven. Onderzoeksdoeleinden zullen grotendeels bepalen welke 
procedure van dataverzameling (signaal-conti ngent of gebeurtenis-conti ngent) het meest 
geschikt is. 
 Hoofdstuk 3 geeft  inzicht in het verband tussen gewoonte en snackinname (kcal) in het 
dagelijks leven. Dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat de sterkte van gewoonte signifi cant samenhangt 
met snackinname: hoe sterker de gewoonte om te snacken, hoe meer kilocalorieën er 
worden genutti  gd. Aanvullende analyses naar verschillen tussen demografi sche groepen 
tonen aan dat dit verband alleen gevonden wordt bij personen met een laag tot middelbaar 
opleidingsniveau. Het wordt aanbevolen om gewoonte-snacken in deze doelgroep te 
adresseren in toekomsti ge interventi es. 
 Hoofdstuk 4 geeft  inzicht in het verband tussen (positi eve en negati eve) momentane 
gemoedstoestanden en daaropvolgend snackgedrag (kcal). Deze studie toont een signifi cant 
negati ef hoofdeff ect van negati eve gemoedstoestand op snackinname. Hoe hoger de score 
op negati eve gemoedstoestand, hoe minder er daaropvolgend wordt gesnackt. Interacti e 
analyses tonen aan dat dit eff ect alleen wordt gevonden bij mannen. Er is geen verband 
gevonden bij vrouwen noch bij de andere demografi sche groepen. Verder toont deze 
studie geen hoofdeff ect van positi eve gemoedstoestand op daaropvolgend snackgedrag. 
Interacti eanalyses tonen echter aan dat mannen en jong volwassenen (20-30 jaar) meer 
snacken na het ervaren van een positi eve gemoedstoestand. Er is geen verband gevonden 
bij vrouwen, noch bij de andere leeft ijdsgroepen. Toekomsti ge interventi es die zich richten 
op het verminderen van snack gerelateerde kilocalorie inname zouden kunnen overwegen 
om bij jong volwassenen en mannen snacken in reacti e op een positi eve gemoedstoestand 
te adresseren. 
 Hoofdstuk 5 geeft  inzicht in de vraag of al dan niet snacken het verband tussen 
gebeurtenis gerelateerde stress en de daaropvolgende negati eve gemoedstoestand 
(negati ef aff ecti eve stressreacti viteit) al dan niet kan dempen. En zo ja, of dit dempend 
eff ect ook teruggevonden wordt op het niveau van de macronutriënt-inname (koolhydraten 
(gram), vet (gram) en eiwit (gram)). Deze studie toont een licht dempend eff ect van 
snacken op de negati ef aff ecti eve stress reacti viteit. Dit betekent dat wanneer individuen 
in reacti e op dagelijkse stressoren hebben gesnackt, hun negati eve gemoedstoestand iets 
lager is dan wanneer individuen niet hebben gesnackt. Deze studie toont echter ook aan 
dat dit dempend eff ect van snacken niet teruggevonden wordt bij de macronutriënten 
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(koolhydraten, vet en eiwit). Integendeel, de hoeveelheid geconsumeerde koolhydraten 
vertoont juist een versterkend eff ect op de negati ef aff ecti eve stressreacti viteit (hoe hoger 
de koolhydraten inname sinds de vorige piep, hoe hoger de negati eve gemoedstoestand in 
reacti e op gebeurtenis gerelateerde stress). Voor vet en eiwit is geen modererend eff ect 
gevonden. Deze bevindingen geven aanleiding tot verder onderzoek naar de beslissende 
mechanismen in de stressdempende rol van snacken.
 Tot slot beschrijft  hoofdstuk 6 de algehele discussie. In dit hoofdstuk worden de 
bevindingen van dit proefschrift  samengevat en geïntegreerd, worden methodologische 
vraagstukken besproken en wordt gereﬂ ecteerd over de implicati es voor toekomsti g 
onderzoek en prakti jk. De belangrijkste sterktes van het hoofdonderzoek zijn de grote 
onderzoekspopulati e en het grote aantal momentane rapportages. Het hoofdstuk 
concludeert dat de sterkte van gewoonte om te snacken en een positi eve gemoedstoestand 
bijdragen aan een toename van de snackinname (kcal) bij laag tot middelbaar opgeleide 
individuen (habit) en bij jong volwassenen en mannen (positi eve gemoedstoestand). Op 
basis van onze bevindingen wordt beargumenteerd dat het van belang is snackgedrag 
ook op andere manieren te onderzoeken dan voorgesteld wordt door sociaal-cogniti eve 
modellen. In lijn met Duale Modellen, lijken onze bevindingen met betrekking tot 
gewoonte en gemoedstoestand de relevanti e van zowel reﬂ ecti eve als impulsieve 
processen te onderschrijven. In de discussie wordt ervoor gepleit dat interventi es gericht 
op het sti muleren van gezond eetgedrag, naast cogniti eve determinanten, ook rekening 
houden met impulsieve processen zoals gewoonte en positi eve gemoedstoestanden. Het 
laatste deel van dit proefschrift  laat zien dat snacken weliswaar een dempend eff ec t heeft  
op negati ef aff ecti eve stressreacti viteit, maar dat dit eff ect niet kan worden toegeschreven 
aan de macronutriënten. Deze bevindingen geven aanleiding tot verder onderzoek naar de 
beslissende mechanismen in de stressdempende rol van snacken.
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Dit proefschrift  is een tot stand gekomen in een proces waaraan veel personen op 
verschillende manieren een rol hebben gespeeld. Graag wil ik iedereen bedanken die 
hieraan direct of indirect heeft  bijgedragen.
 Het promoti eonderzoek is mogelijk gemaakt door the Netherlands Laboratory for 
Lifelong Learning (NELLL) het onderzoeksinsti tuut van de Open Universiteit. Ik ben dankbaar 
dat ik mijn onderzoek in de wetenschappelijk omgeving van mijn huidige werkgever 
heb kunnen uitvoeren. Een speciaal woord van dank wil ik richten aan het Snackimpuls 
team. Lilian, ik ben trots dat ik onder jouw begeleiding heb mogen promoveren. Ik heb 
bewondering voor de wijze waarop jij jouw rol als promotor vorm geeft , zowel inhoudelijk 
als procesmati g. Je was voor mij een bron van inspirati e en moti vati e. Jouw kennis en kunde 
heeft  me geholpen bij het maken van onderbouwde keuzes in de opzet en uitvoering van 
het onderzoek. Daarbij heb ik alti jd de ruimte ervaren om mijn eigen visie te ontwikkelen. 
Nele en Viviane dank ik voor hun betrokkenheid en inzet. Jullie kennis over ESM heeft  mij 
geholpen om deze voor mij nieuwe methodiek eigen te maken. 
 Verder dank ik ook mijn coauteur Rob van Bree voor zijn experti se en inbreng in de 
publicati e over habit en voor het af en toe even gezellig klankborden als promovendi 
onder elkaar. Een speciaal woord van dank gaat uit naar mijn coauteur Mira Duif voor al 
haar belangeloze inzet in het Snackimpuls project na het afronden van haar stage en haar 
scripti e. Jouw betrokkenheid maakte het promoti etraject voor mij leuk en gezellig! 
 Verder dank ik uiteraard alle deelnemers aan het onderzoek. Ook dank ik ook de 
betrokken scripti estudenten Marleen Derks, Esmee van den Ende, Linda Hendriks, 
Ilani Herder, Tineke Keuzenkamp, Marti n Marx, Karin Stokkermans, Carla Wolf en Karin 
Woudstra voor hun inzet bij het werven van deelnemers. Jullie inspanningen hebben geleid 
tot prachti ge hoeveelheid valide deelnemers. 
 Ik bedank ook graag de leden van de leescommissie prof. dr. Jacques van Lankveld, 
prof. dr. Renate de Groot, prof. dr. Stef Kremers, prof. dr. Emily de Vet en prof. dr. Philippe 
Delespaul en de overige leden van de corona voor het lezen en beoordelen van mijn 
proefschrift . 
 Tijdens mijn promoti etraject zijn mijn familie, vrienden en collega’s van onschatbare 
waarde geweest. Ik heb van hen veel steun en ruimte gekregen. In het bijzonder wil ik 
hierbij mijn echtgenoot Jos, mijn zus Isabelle en mijn ouders bedanken. 
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